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“When I was younger, I called it programming, ’cause that’s what I thought it was. When I first came to Tech, my idea of what I might do was along the lines of: I’d make video games . . . But the actual term ‘Computer Science’, I had never heard until I declared my major as Computer Science, ’cause that was the closest thing to a programming word. And since then, it’s only been the fact that this college calls it 'Computer Science' that makes me think of it. It seems like kind of an awkward term, honestly. And I think it’s the right term; it’s just — it just sounds weird for some reason.”

—Quote from student interview (P27)

Students come to CS from a variety of backgrounds and with a variety of preconceptions. Some (as in the quote above) select CS with a very vague idea of the field they are majoring in. Even if a student researches CS before they select a major, however, it is certainly reasonable to expect that their understanding of the field will develop as they progress through the undergraduate curriculum.

Most CS educators have experience with students who come to CS with misconceptions about what the field of Computer Science is. Some examples that educators frequently mention anecdotally are:

- Students may come to CS expecting to learn “advanced features” of existing application software.

- Students may come to CS expecting to learn how to do IT work like assembling
computers from parts and configuring routers.

- Students may come to CS thinking just about programming and not understand why learning theory or architecture is valuable.

In departmental materials, textbooks, conversations with students, and occasionally in class, we attempt to educate students about what CS really is. Educators hope that students in time come to an accurate view of what the field of Computer Science is, but understanding the field of CS is usually not a curricular goal or something we assess. Most importantly, the computer science education community does not know much about how this understanding of the field of Computer Science changes over time.

Of course, not all views of Computer Science that differ from experts are the result of confusion. Students may understand the “expert” point of view and feel that view is wrong:

- Students may feel the credential of a CS degree is important, but feel that the actual material covered is not useful to them in the “real world”.

- Students may feel that understanding CS is important, but only as part of a larger different goal that is not purely CS (e.g. manager, computational artist).

- Students may have a position in the ongoing debates on what CS “ought to be”. They could feel that CS needs to be more human–centered, interdisciplinary, or theoretical, etc.

Some educators might wish to encourage at least some of these viewpoints; certainly there is value in a spirited debate about the direction of CS going forward. Regardless, similar to basic confusion, students who have different conceptions of CS may want different things from their CS classes.
When educators design their classes, obviously they take into account the fact that student goals and expectations may be different. But because little is known about how CS students conceive of the field, educators must rely on their intuition and ad–hoc conversations with students. By knowing how students view the field of CS and how they make educational decisions, CS educators and curriculum designers can better teach to the variety of student perspectives that exist.

In this document, I describe my research into student conceptions of the field of Computer Science. My approach was cognitive: I studied what students think CS is and how students made decisions about their courses and curriculum. Based on 37 qualitative interviews with students and student advisors, I extracted and described three main conceptions about CS found in undergraduate CS majors. Based on these viewpoints, I developed a preliminary survey instrument that I used to estimate the prevalence of these conceptions in a class of CS students.

In this chapter, I present an overview of my approach, the arguments that understanding conceptions of CS is important, and a brief summary of my two studies and their results. In chapter 2, I provide discussion of related work in the general areas of science education and the computer science education community in particular. In chapter 3, I provide detailed information about the design of my studies and my qualitative analysis process. In chapters 4-6, I present the detailed results of those studies. Chapter 7 presents the educational implications of my work and some thoughts for future research.

1.1 Conceptions of CS and Educational Decisions

There are many ways we could examine student perspectives on CS. Other research has considered a variety of factors: if students think CS is fun or a good match for them [40], if students are unduly affected by stereotypes [44], if the culture of CS is welcoming to new participants [56, 63], and many other aspects. I focus on the
cognitive aspect of CS major’s perspective of the discipline; I am interested in what majors think CS is and what they expect to learn by studying CS.

Much of my approach comes from the large literature of alternative conceptions in science [79]. In science education literature, an ‘alternative conception’ is simply an existing student understanding of science concepts that usually differs from the ‘expert–like’ understanding of their teachers. Alternative conceptions are usually about science content, not conceptions of science fields (e.g. alternative conception researchers generally study if students understand evolution, not if students understand what biologists do). Nonetheless, the alternative conception literature has established a variety of robust findings about students learning difficult concepts that have been applied to many areas of education and many groups of students.

My work also draws on the literature on student epistemologies of science. This is an area of science research that explores how students think about the process of scientific discovery and argumentation. One thing that differentiates epistemology of science research from scientific alternative conceptions is that there is no single correct view of the scientific process [67]. Similarly, experts in CS have different views of the field [51] so it is reasonable to think students might have different but valid views as well. From an educational perspective, establishing a single universal definition of CS is not important. Students simply need a clear enough understanding of CS to choose good classes, attend to the right material in class, and make other ordinary educational decisions. Therefore, my definition of CS conceptions focuses on student understanding of the curriculum and educational choices.

I define a student’s conception of CS to be what skills and concepts a student expects to learn in their CS curriculum and how they expect to use those skills and concepts after graduation. This includes an understanding of the reasons behind the curriculum: why particular concepts are covered and others are left out. Although there is expert disagreement about a formal definition of CS [51], the curriculum itself
is fairly standardized [69]. Even if not all CS experts agree with the curriculum, it is reasonable to expect that students who do not understand the CS curriculum may make poor educational decisions.

I define an educational decision as any choice a student makes about their own education. For example, selecting a particular major or choosing a particular elective course are both educational decisions. Educational decisions can also be as small as identifying the material likely to be on a particular test. This research focuses on how students make educational decisions and especially how reasoning about conceptions enters into this process.

This research also classifies student conceptions into two categories: productive conceptions and potentially problematic conceptions. Productive conceptions are those that show a good overall understanding of how the parts of CS fit into a coherent whole and have a logical vision for how those concepts and skills will help after graduation. A student may have a productive conception even if they are not certain how some specific concepts (e.g. finite automata) fit into the overall picture. Overall, a productive conception is one that lets a student reason about CS and make informed educational decisions.

Potentially problematic conceptions are conceptions that in some way significantly deviate from the curriculum. A potentially problematic conception might be an outright misconception about CS (e.g. CS is training in using advanced features of applications). A potentially problematic conception could also be simply overfocusing on some real aspect of CS (e.g. CS is programming). Of course, it is possible that a student with a potentially problematic conception of CS may never have a problem; the conception may be corrected before the student makes any significant educational decisions. A potentially problematic conception is simply a conception that has the potential to cause poor educational decisions.

Research on precollege students CS suggests that, at least initially, many students
may have potentially problematic conceptions. Similar to science concepts, we have
evidence that few high-school students in the general population understand much
about CS. Carter [9] reports that of students in a high school calculus and precalcu-
lus class, 80% of students reported that they did not know what Computer Science
is. Qualitative research suggests similar results for a variety of age groups [55, 81].
However, previous work with college students near graduation suggests that at least
near the end of their careers, student views of CS differ significantly from incoming
students [42, 6, 58].

1.2 Why Study Conceptions of CS?

My own previous research and the literature CS education provides some evidence
that many students come to CS with potentially problematic conceptions. What is not
clear is if these potentially problematic conceptions actually cause poor educational
decisions or have implications for CS educators. I argue that conceptions are likely
to persist longer than we expect, that have implications for CS education, and that
the types of potentially problematic conceptions are likely to be different in CS than
they are in other fields.

1.2.1 Conceptions are Persistent

Taking a page from the large literature of science alternative conception research, we
should be skeptical about assuming that students quickly overcome their initial poten-
tially problematic conceptions about Computer Science. One of the most commonly
observed aspects of alternative conceptions in the science literature is that teachers
habitually underestimate how difficult it will be to change student conceptions [79].
Often, even after alternative conceptions are explicitly discredited in class, students
will either misinterpret this new information as supporting the conception they still
have or adopt parallel concepts: one for answering teacher questions, and one for
reasoning in everyday life [37].
Even if students do change their conceptions after participating in CS classes, there is no reason to assume that the new concept of Computer Science is more expert-like than the old. Stevens [74] discusses how students in engineering often view “what makes a good engineer” in the light of their current coursework. In the beginning, student viewpoints in engineering are dominated by the view of an engineer as someone who works on highly constrained mathematical problems with known answers. When the coursework finally begins to be more open-ended and deal with real world problems, students confident in the “math problem” approach now have significant stress. There is evidence to suggest that this tendency to narrowly define the field by introductory coursework occurs in CS too. McGuffee [58] reports that while initially students’ definitions of CS are too broad, after one CS class students narrowly define CS as just programming.

My research was not longitudinal, so it is difficult to know with certainty if student conceptions persist. However, it was clear interviewing students that their views of CS often incorporated incomplete aspects of topics they had heard from class. This is what might be expected as new concepts of the CS field clash with existing student ideas. For example, many students definitely mentioned that CS was not simply programming (and that this was something they had heard from instructors). However, when I asked students for some examples of CS topics that were not programming-related, they often had great difficulty. Although students obviously had heard something about what CS was, they had not yet reconciled that with the programming-oriented classes they were taking. Changing student conceptions of CS does seem to be challenging.

1.2.2 Conceptions Have Educational Implications

Even if students have expert-like views of CS, there are still several conflicting opinions about what CS is. If some students expect a mathematical theoretical approach
to CS and other students expect focus on the mechanics of programming, building a class that appeals to both is difficult. By understanding what conceptions students are likely to have, instructors are better able to address student expectations.

Beyond the issue of individual classes, understanding how students make educational decisions has curricular implications. In my interviews, I found students often relied heavily on the curriculum to ensure that they would learn any essential CS content. That puts different constrains on curriculums than students who have strong opinions about CS and want greater freedom to specialize. Knowing to what extent students use conceptions of CS in educational decisions suggests how important it is to develop a accurate view of the CS field early on.

Finally, there is a possibility that more accurate conceptions of CS make it easier to learn CS content. Obviously, a accurate view of the field of CS is not required to learn specific CS content. Even if a student thinks Computer Science is simply training in how to use applications, they can still learn CS content like variables and loops. But we know from general psychology research that what information an observer is looking for greatly affects what they notice [33]. Similar to research with experts and novices [16], understanding what features of information are important is an large part of the skills that differentiate experts and novices. If a student expects to learn about using applications, it is reasonable to suspect they might focus on how to use the IDE more than they focus on how to construct good algorithms. My research did not focus on establishing a connection between conceptions of CS and academic success in CS (though I address the possibilities in more detail in Chapter 2). However, the relationship between conceptions and content leaning is still an interesting avenue for future work.
1.2.3 Conceptions Vary Between Fields

Every field probably has issues with majors not initially understanding the field. But although the fact that students have potentially problematic conceptions is similar, the ways in which each field develops student understanding is deeply involved with the individual concepts of the field. Because educational practices differ between fields, it is reasonable to expect that student’s conceptions change in different ways.

Studies in various disciplines definitely provide evidence that student development is different across disciplines. In Nespor’s studies [59], physics students and management students experienced very different trajectories as they advanced in their majors, and these are different than the stages of development in engineering disciplines that Stevens notes [74]. Each of these disciplines has to deal with some similar challenges: students in each field feel that the actual professional practice of the discipline is distinct from the problems of classroom. In engineering, Stevens [74] notes that, as the curriculum progressed, professors moved more in line with “real-world” problems and constraints, as well as increasing training in laboratory skills. This caused significant stress as students dealt with having to apply more varied skills to less constrained problems. In Nespor’s physics students, by contrast, the essential problems remained similar but became more abstract: students might work a problem they had worked in previous semester but this time from more basic principles. Because physics is not a design-oriented discipline, physics students focused exclusively on the difficulty of theory and problem solving, and not vague requirements or managing large scale group projects.

There is also reason to think that Computer Science is a particularly interesting field to study conceptions. CS is a new field and even among experts there are a variety of opinions about what is and is not CS [51]. Probably even within individual departments, many potential viewpoints on what CS is are represented. In research in CS conceptions, it is especially important to keep in mind that while
some student may have conceptions of CS that hurt them academically (and this is problematic), there are many potential conceptions of CS that may be different but perfectly productive for our purposes.

1.2.4 Summary

In the previous section I reviewed several arguments about why learning student conceptions in important. From other research into alternative conceptions, we find evidence that alternative conceptions are resistant to education and persist longer than instructors suspect. From general research in psychology and studies of other educational settings, we find evidence that student conceptions are likely to affect learning and behavior. From educational research, we find evidence that although conceptions exist in every field, they manifest in different ways and therefore it worthwhile to look at CS specifically.

1.3 My Previous Work

This document focuses on two main studies specifically designed to elicit conceptions of the field of CS in undergraduate students. However, this is not the first time I have looked at student views of the field. Two studies served as inspiration for the work presented here.

The first study was designed to identify whether student’s college experiences, including interest–targeted introductory CS courses, had an affect on student attitudes about computing four years later. This project compared essays from college seniors in different majors about computing. The difference between CS majors and non–CS majors in these essays were striking: although both groups enjoyed computers the CS majors emphasized the breadth and surprising nature of computing while non–majors focused mainly on enjoying technology. This suggested that the CS undergraduate experience really does seem to change student conceptions.
The second study was explicitly designed to elicit conceptions of CS, but in pre-college students. I interviewed high school students who had had some non-traditional CS instruction. Students in this group often had potentially problematic view of CS, especially that CS was application use. Even after explicit instruction in the field of CS, student potentially problematic conceptions persisted. This work is what originally made me consider whether student conceptions of CS might cause educational problems at the college level.

Both these studies suggested that student conceptions of CS were likely to be complex. Both of them also used qualitative methods to evaluate student views (although each had some problems). These studies are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The results of these studies provided motivation to explore the conceptions of undergraduate students in more depth.

1.4 Studying CS Conceptions

In the previous sections, I argued that:

1. There is good reason to think that students have different conceptions about Computer Science across their undergraduate career.

2. These conceptions are likely to affect their education in a variety of ways

3. My previous work suggested the conception of CS undergraduates would be a fruitful topic to study

In this section I describe two studies to elicit student conceptions of Computer Science. See Table 1 for a summary of research questions and the studies that address them.

1.4.1 Thesis Statement

By examining the evidence of student concepts of Computer Science in undergraduate students, I believe it will be possible to:
**Table 1:** Summary of research questions and studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1: What types of CS field conceptions exist in CS undergraduate students?</td>
<td>H1. CS majors will exhibit a changing understanding of CS, initially potentially problematic but becoming more productive.</td>
<td>Grounded theory analysis based on interviews with students, student surveys, advisors</td>
<td>Study 1 n = 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: Do potentially problematic CS conceptions affect student educational decisions?</td>
<td>H2. Multiple productive conceptions will be found in graduating undergraduate students.</td>
<td>Grounded theory analysis based on interviews with students, student surveys</td>
<td>Study 1 n = 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3: What is the prevalence of different kinds of conceptions among the CS major population?</td>
<td>H3. Potentially problematic conceptions of CS will affect educational decisions.</td>
<td>Grounded theory analysis based on interviews with students</td>
<td>Study 1 n = 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ4: What is the prevalence of different kinds of conceptions among the CS major population?</td>
<td>H4. Students conceptions will vary across the student population, with potentially problematic conceptions persisting after introductory coursework.</td>
<td>Survey (instrument based on grounded theory)</td>
<td>Study 2 n = 99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Characterize changes in student understanding of the CS field

2. Develop a preliminary instrument that can be used to elicit student understanding of the CS field

### 1.4.2 Study 1: Design

Study 1 is a qualitative study that focused on eliciting students’ conceptions of CS. Study 1 addressed two main research questions:

*RQ1: What types of CS field conceptions exist in CS undergraduate students?*

*RQ2: Do potentially problematic CS conceptions affect student educational decisions?*
To answer these research questions, I designed Study 1; a qualitative study based on several data sources:

1. *Interviews with CS counselors.* Those who advise CS students have a large opportunity to examine a variety of student conceptions about CS, and especially how these conceptions factor in to students’ educational decisions.

2. *Interviews with students.* I interviewed CS majors at three different schools about how they view CS and how they feel that view has changed over time.

3. *Survey Instruments.* As I worked with students through interviews, I planned to refine an open-ended survey instrument with questions that elicit student conceptions of CS.

Students were drawn from various stages in their major, and varying levels of academic success. To select which students to study, I engaged in theoretical sampling [75]: selecting which types of students would be most likely to provide new insights based on the analysis of interviews thus far. I used grounded theory [75] to analyze all the data sources; the goal of the analysis will be to extract a general theory of the various student conceptions of CS at different points in the curriculum. In accordance with grounded theory practices, I interviewed until the theoretical categories achieved saturation (i.e. new interviews do not generate new theoretical constructs). Each interview took about 90 minutes in total. In the end, I interviewed 37 participants (33 students, 4 Advisors).

1.4.3 **Study 1: Results**

My grounded theory analysis of student interviews of CS identified three main conceptions of CS:

1. *Theory-View: CS as Mathematical Study of Algorithms.* Students who held this view thought of CS as a primarily theoretical and mathematical discipline.
The design of conceptually difficult algorithms was most central to CS, as were other mathematical ideas like Big O and NP-Completeness. Programming was viewed as useful but more peripheral to CS, and students often emphasized that CS could exist without any physical computer.

2. Programming–View: CS as Programming–Centric but Including Supporting Subfields. Students who held this view considered CS to be mainly about programming, but emphasized that other subfields were also necessary to do good programming. Writing programs to solve large and technically challenging problems was the central activity. Students with this view varied on how important non–programming subfields of CS were.

3. Broad–View: CS as Having Many Different Subfields. Students who held this view thought of CS as mix of many different computer–related subfields. Theory, Robotics, Programming, and (often many) others are all equally important parts of a broad CS ‘umbrella’. In this view, comparatively little knowledge was considered ‘essential’ to a Computer Scientist; students emphasized the differences between subfields and the freedom to pursue different paths.

All three of these viewpoints were a high–level view of CS. Students did not know many details about subdisciplines of CS or the content of future courses. Details of the three main conception types are covered in Chapter 4.

Beyond simply cataloging conceptions of CS, I also probed how students made educational decisions. My interviews suggested students make educational decisions in a way that initially seemed arbitrary. Students in CS generally did not have specific career goals or skills they were hoping to learn in Computer Science. As a result, they did not worry about which courses or specializations would best help them achieve their goals. Instead, they were mostly concerned about finding an area of CS that they would be well–suited for. They measured how well–suited they were for a particular
area by how enjoyable they found classes in that area.

Students would explore different classes, relying on the curriculum to ensure to ensure that they did not make any educational mistakes. As a result, they did not use their conception of CS to reason about class and specialization choices. More details about the way students made educational decisions and the role of conceptions and enjoyment is covered in Chapter 5.

1.4.4 Study 2: Survey of Students in a CS Class

*RQ3: What is the prevalence of different kinds of conceptions among the CS major population?*

From the qualitative work in the previous study, I devised a preliminary survey instrument that can be used to assess student alternative conception prevalence on a larger scale. The survey included both closed–form and open–ended questions. I tested and revised the survey using a thinkaloud protocol. Finally, I used the survey to evaluate the prevalence of CS conceptions in one class. I also attempted to build a programmatic classifier to classify student conceptions based on the closed–form responses alone.

1.4.5 Study 2: Results

All three of the major conceptions were recognized in students. The programming–view was the most common (41%) followed by the broad–view (27%) followed by the theory–view (8%). I also performed post–hoc statistical analysis on the results. Membership in underrepresented groups seems likely to affect conception, although this is not a strong statistical claim. The programmatic classifier was 74% accurate, but would still need to be improved for larger scale research work. Chapter 6 presents the results of Study 2 in detail.
1.5 Summary

This chapter has presented an overview of the argument that CS conceptions affect student thinking and are worth studying. The next chapter provides a more detailed version of this argument, with a more complete analysis of previous work in student conceptions. This chapter has also provided an overview of my research and results. The main thing to keep in mind from this chapter is that my work has two main goals. First, I want to understand what conceptions of the field of CS exist in undergraduate CS majors (and how prevalent they are). Second, I want to determine how undergraduates make educational decisions and if problematic conceptions of CS lead them to make ill-advised decisions,
CHAPTER II

PREVIOUS WORK

This chapter covers five main topic areas:

1. *Student Conceptions*. Studies on students’ views of science, student conceptions in general, and how conceptions might affect content learning. This topic includes examples of qualitative approaches to understand student views.

2. *Differing Expert Definitions of a Field*. My work is made more complicated by the fact that there is no single “right” concept of Computer Science. This section discusses the controversy and how decisions of definition have real consequences for students.

3. *Studies of Enjoyment and Decision Making*. There are a great number of psychological theories about how decisions are made. I look at theories of how enjoyment motivates decision making and at the Eccles model, which has been used to study educational decisions similar to the ones reviewed in this study.

4. *Studies of Student Field Conceptions*. Though my focus on the cognitive understanding of the field of CS has not been examined specifically before, many studies have interesting results concerning how students conceptualize their field. This section also includes a survey based study that I did which was an early inspiration for this work.

5. *Conceptions of CS in High School Students*. The one of the main inspirations for this proposed work is a study I did with high school students. This section discusses the method I used on that project and what I observed of high school student conceptions.
These sections draw on two different bodies of literature: educational research from other fields and CS–specific education research. Disciplines like science and engineering education research are often older and have established methods. CS–specific research give more information about the specific attitudes and problems that CS students have.

2.1 Student Conceptions

My focus on students’ understanding of their field draws heavily on existing literature in education. This section covers three related areas of study:

1. Epistemology of Science. One area of science education research that is very close to studying field conceptions is research into student beliefs about science (e.g. role of experiments in science, differences between laws and theories, etc.).

2. Alternative Conceptions. Alternative conceptions is the idea the students may have their own concepts for topics instructors wish to teach, and that these existing student conceptions are resistant to change.

3. Relationship Between Field Conceptions and Learning Content. There are several different studies that suggest that having a greater understanding of a particular field makes it easier to learn content in that field.

2.1.1 Epistemology of Science

Though teaching science facts and theories is important to educators, it is not usually the only goal. Educators often wish students to learn truths about the nature of scientific endeavor. It is important for students to learn the relationship of scientific theories to evidence, how various scientific methods work, the differences between a hypothesis law and theory, and how scientific knowledge is tentative [67]. These “big ideas” of science are often referred to as teaching the nature of science (NOS) or as the epistemology of science.
Although teaching the epistemology of science is important to many science educators, teaching the epistemology of science is difficult. In general, research in this area shows that precollege students often have simplistic views of science and this result has been confirmed by many different studies [50]. For example students often [67]:

- Characterize scientific truth as coming directly from experiments rather than understanding the role of analysis and interpretation
- Fail to distinguish correctly between theories and evidence for those theories
- Describe hypotheses theories and laws as basically the same thing but with different levels of evidence

Problems with student epistemology of science has been shown to be present in students throughout middle school and high school and even with science teachers [50].

This section will talk about two aspects of epistemology of science research that is relevant to student conceptions of CS. First, I will review how student epistemologies have been elicited. Second, I will examine the relationship between student epistemologies of science and pedagogy.

2.1.1.1 Eliciting Student Epistemologies of Science

Eliciting student epistemologies of science is actually a very similar problem to eliciting student conceptions of CS. Similar to CS, although there is general agreement about what the endeavor of science is among experts, there is also some debate. Epistemologies held by students bear little resemblance to the epistemologies of experts and even expert educators may not really know what epistemologies students have. Finally, there are difficulties of terminology: even if students do have “expert-like” epistemologies of science, they are not likely to use the same words that experts would use.
There is robust debate on the correct way to elicit student epistemologies of science [67]. Most of the early work focused on quantitative measures of science, but criticism that researcher–designed quantitative instruments were not truly measuring students’ viewpoints has motivated more qualitative approaches [50]. Aikenhead and Ryan, for example, argue that attempting to measure student epistemologies of science without understanding student views and interpretation makes it impossible to determine what quantitative survey results actually mean [2]. In their work designing an instrument for assessing student epistemologies of science, they found that semi–structured interviews provided the most unambiguous measure of student views, but that doing interviews was very time intensive. They analyzed students’ written arguments to design multiple choice questions that could be deployed on a much larger scale [2, 66].

One criticism of this research which is particularly relevant to conceptions of Computer Science is that it is not reasonable to assume that student conceptions are coherent [67]. For both epistemologies of science and conceptions of the field of CS, experts are much more likely to have thought deeply about the issue and developed a single universal view. Students’ views on the other hand, may be “inconsistent, fragmented and possibly unstable” [67]: in that sense, asking abstract questions like “how would you define Computer Science” is not likely to yield accurate results. Sandoval argues that student reasoning can be mostly clearly seen when it is connected to their practice of developing specific scientific artifacts [67]. Similarly, I found student reasoning clearest when discussing educational decisions they had actually made and their reasons for them. However, this sort of contextualized reasoning is difficult to do in a short survey like the one developed for Study 2, so this issue of assuming a single coherent view remains a concern both for Study 2 and more broadly.
2.1.1.2 Teaching Epistemology of Science

One of the things that differentiates student epistemology of science and conceptions of the field of CS is that teaching epistemology of science has been an explicit curricular goal as early as 1920 [50]. Because of this, a considerable amount of effort has been devoted to attempting to teach epistemology of science to students. In particular, researchers have studied whether exposure to inquiry based science courses (some of which draw explicit connections to epistemological topics, and some of which do not) can improve students’ epistemologies of science.

The research has found some educational approaches that improve students’ scores on epistemology of science assessments, but finding a good approach is by no means a solved problem. Science teachers themselves often have poor epistemologies of science [50]. Educators often have to tradeoff focusing on learning science content with learning epistemology of science [50]. Activities designed to simulate scientific inquiry turn into replicating some existing experiment; implicitly conveying incorrect ideas about the purpose of experimentation [67]. Students can do authentic activities correctly (e.g. design experiments) but still have difficulty abstracting ideas into a general theory of science [67].

This area of research suggests is that even when students are exposed to authentic CS activities in classes, they can still have difficulty abstracting that idea into an overall view of CS. Even when CS curriculum is designed to teach about the field of CS (e.g a breadth-first introductory CS course [24]), it might still fail to affect students’ abstract reasoning. Overall, the epistemology of science literature suggests that helping students understand the nature of a field is at least as difficult as any other challenging educational goal.
2.1.2 Alternative Conceptions

Another area of research that heavily influenced this work is alternative conceptions research. In contrast with the epistemology of science work above, alternative conceptions work usually focuses on specific science conceptions (e.g. force). Alternative conceptions provide a good perspective on how student views can develop in ways that can surprise educators.

2.1.2.1 Alternative Conceptions in Science Education

Based on constructivism and the learning experiments of Piaget, alternative conceptions research begins with the idea that students often develop cognitive models of science that differ from experts. The “alternative conceptions” that students have are accurate enough for everyday life, and maybe even accurate enough to pass simple testing, but cause students to reason incorrectly in key ways. For example, a physics–based alternative conception is Aristotelian motion; in which objects in motion naturally stop unless force is applied [61]. This can explain most ordinary phenomena students come into contact with, but is very different from the way physicists view motion. By understanding how alternative conceptions affect student thinking, science educators believe that better educational approaches can be developed.

Science researchers have found students to have alternative conceptions in every area of science and these alternative conceptions cut across normal social boundaries like race, age, and cultural background [79]. But what is most interesting about alternative conceptions is that they are very often resistant to instruction; Wandersee et al. call this resistance “the most reported finding in the field” ([79, p.190]). Gilbert et al. [38] have classified the diverse ways students with an alternative conceptions may respond to instruction that contradicts their beliefs:

- Students may simply leave their original conception unchanged.
• Students may construct two views: one for answering instructor questions and one for explaining real world situations.

• Students may misinterpret the new information as confirming their existing belief.

• Students may construct a hybrid idea with elements of the contradictory viewpoints.

These sort of responses underscore the need for careful analysis to determine if students have alternative conceptions. Poorly constructed instruments can mistake “hybrid ideas” or “two views” responses for an expert–like understanding. Given that, a large challenge in alternative conception research is designing reliable tools to determine what student alternative conceptions are.

2.1.2.2 How Alternative Conceptions are Elicited

The process of determining student alternative conceptions generally begins with a combination of instructor intuition and open–ended questions. One example is an early study by Osborne and Gilbert [61] in which students are asked general questions based on simple drawings. For example, students are shown a drawing of a man pushing a motionless car. The interviewer might ask if there is a force acting on the car. This single question can elicit a variety of alternative conceptions. A student may argue that there is no force because there is no motion (force implies motion). A student may argue that there is a force, because the person is “forcing” the car (confusion with everyday word “force”). A student may argue that there is a force, but that the car “wants” to stand still so it has no effect (ascribing desires to objects). All these are potential alternative conceptions that Osborne and Gilbert identify.

The main difficulty of initial alternative conceptions research is choosing good questions that elicit alternative conceptions. The man pushing car scenario is a
good question because it highlights the differences between the students’ everyday conception and that of experts. As physics educators, Osborne and Gilbert have a good intuition about the sorts of questions that make good starting points. Similarly, in other areas ([14] and [32]) educators use known problematic situations to form the basis for open ended questioning. Because science educators have a good intuitive understanding of what situations students will find difficult, initial research can start with a focused set of questions that students will have problems with.

When I began my research, there was no clear intuition about what questions will elicit alternative conceptions about the field of CS. For that reason, semi-structured interviewing focusing on students’ views and educational experiences worked better than trying to ask ‘tricky’ questions. Once I was able to develop a theory of student conceptions of CS (in essence, developing some instructor-intuition), it did become possible to devise questions for the survey based Study 2.

2.1.2.3 How Alternative Conceptions Drive Pedagogy

The purpose of identifying alternative conceptions is not simply to understand what “errors” students are making. Even if a instructor explicitly says an alternative conception is wrong in the classroom, students will often maintain their old viewpoints [72]. Many creative classroom techniques have been applied, some have proven successful in some cases, but no generally reliable method exists for encouraging students to change alternative conceptions to expert-like conceptions [79].

The benefit to understanding alternative conceptions is not simply to explain why students are wrong, but also to understand the ways in which students are right. Smith, DiSessa, and Roschelle [72] argue that alternative conceptions are established because they work well for the practitioner and have many of the aspects of expert-like reasoning. The goal of appropriate constructivist pedagogy is to use students’ existing understanding to construct a better point of view: existing alternative conceptions
provide the resources necessary to do that [72].

One consequence of the need to work within the framework of existing alternative conceptions is that not every expert–like conception is equally valuable to learners. Lynn and Muilenburg [53] describe the development of heat curriculum that omitted the expert idea of heat being caused by atomic motion. Lynn and Muilenburg argue that the atomic motion model does not relate well to student everyday experiences and that instead discussing “heat flow” provides a clearer basis for students to see the benefits of scientific conceptions of heat. Though the idea of students adopting expert conceptions is appealing, the goal is really to allow students to reason accurately and provide a good basis for learning in the future.

The research on the relationship between alternative conceptions and pedagogy has several implications for my research. Not every non–expert conception is necessary bad. If a student conception is sufficient for the reasoning a student needs to do, it may be good enough (especially considering that changing it will likely be difficult). Also, this work suggests that CS educators need to build on the alternative conceptions students have—not simply attempt to replace them with the expert version.

2.1.2.4 Alternative Conceptions in CS Education

The idea of alternative conceptions has also been used before in understanding student conceptions of CS content. Even when not explicitly mentioning alternative conceptions, a great deal of CS education research focuses on student conceptions of programming, and how that understanding differs from experts (see [12] for an overview). Recently, work is being done that explicitly references the science education alternative conception community directly (e.g. [78, 41, 46]). This work has had success in documenting alternative conceptions and designing instruments that can test for specific conceptions.
Although alternative conceptions have been used to understand problems students have with CS content, no work in CS has been done that explicitly uses the same approach to understand problems student have with the field of CS. Researchers studying student views of the field (discussed in detail later in this chapter) have focused either on student affect or on the social environment of CS. The alternative conception research I propose allows the CS community to look at views of the field of CS from a cognitive perspective, and understand how different conceptions of CS can affect student educational choices.

2.1.3 Relationship Between Field Conceptions and Learning Content

In my research, field conceptions of CS did not have a large effect on educational decisions like which classes to select, at least at the undergraduate level. What is less clear is if potentially problematic conceptions of CS can influence learning directly. Is a student with a potentially problematic conception of CS less able to learn ordinary CS content like algorithms? In my research, students commented about having a lack of motivation to learn material that seemed ‘useless’ at the time (see Chapter 5). There is some research that suggests that having a problematic conception of the broader field can directly hurt students’ ability to learn content, maybe in ways students might not notice.

2.1.3.1 Field Conceptions and Transfer

One simple connection between an understanding of the overall field and learning content is the issue of transfer. Because students’ have pretty undefined career goals, they have to take a variety of courses that on the surface seem abstract and disconnected. In my interviews, students had difficulty identifying how what they were learning might be useful to them in some later career. One of the robust findings of the literature of learning transfer is that students often fail to connect abstract ideas with their applied context unless they see the connection when these ideas are taught
This is one of the factors that makes teaching for transfer frequently unsuccessful [3]. If students do not have a conception of CS that explains why CS concepts are important, it is possible that they can learn the concepts in their original classroom context and then be unable to transfer the ideas to later courses. In interviews, students did sometimes incorrectly identify the purpose of specific content in their classes. However, it is difficult to know if this made learning other aspects of CS more difficult.

2.1.3.2 Field Conceptions as Representing Disciplinary Approaches

Another connection between understanding of the overall field and learning content is the idea that there are implicit ideas at the “field level” that underlie approaches to content. Donald argues that each discipline has its own essential methods of approaching problems that are distinctive and difficult for students to internalize [25]. For Donald, a significant part of education within disciplines is conveying these ways of approaching problems. A student expecting to use everyday (or even rigorously scientific) approaches in a discipline where these approaches are not valued is sure to meet with failure.

Some examples of this idea do have experimental support in the epistemology of science literature. Having a strong understanding of the epistemology of science helps skills like designing experiments. For example Deanna Kuhn asked students and adults to reason about social problems (e.g. why prisoners commit crimes after release) as well as concrete experiments (e.g. determining what factors made simulated cars go faster) [48]. In both cases, with both children and adults, Kuhn found her subjects unable to differentiate between evidence and a plausible story to justify assertions. Even factors like expertise in the issue under consideration did not improve the quality of argumentation. However scientists were able to correctly design experiments [47] without trouble. Kuhn argues this suggests that scientific reasoning is not
a simple extension of common sense. Although the design and analysis of experiments may never be explicitly taught, reasoning correctly about experiments represents a conceptual approach that people do not naturally develop without instruction.

2.1.3.3 Field Conceptions as Guides for Learning

A third connection between understanding of the overall field and learning content is the idea that an accurate view of the field allows learners to view themselves as more capable. This idea is analogous to Dweck’s work on intelligence [26], who showed that learners who viewed intelligence as something that came from their own effort were more academically successful. Songer et. al [73] attempted to establish a similar connection for epistemology of science: that students who viewed science as facts to be memorized would do more poorly than students who viewed science as integrated knowledge that could be understood through reasoning. In the study, students who viewed science as facts to be learned rather than as explanations that could be changed had greater difficulties learning thermodynamics. Similar results were found in several other studies ([67, p.646]). Attitudes about how a field like science ought to be learned has affected some learning outcomes.

2.1.4 Summary

This section has reviewed three different areas of education literature. From the epistemology of science and alternative conception literature, the main point is that student conceptions are likely to difficult to anticipate. For the reason, a qualitative approach was selected to elicit student conceptions in an open ended way. Similar to others’ approaches, in Study 1 I elicited student conceptions and used the resultant theory to build the survey instrument in Study 2.

Changing student conceptions is also difficult. In both the epistemology of science and alternative conception literature, attempts to improve student conceptions with
pedagogical met with mixed success. Before CS educators can improve student conceptions of the field, it is necessary to both understand students’ existing conceptions and if those conceptions are likely to cause educational problems.

There is no simple well supported connection between field conceptions and success in learning content. However, several different bodies of literature suggest that student conceptions may affect student learning outcomes in ways students do not expect. From interviews with students, students were not usually able to recall many situations where a view of CS hampered their ability to learn (see Chapter 5 for more details). Overall, the question as to whether problematic conceptions of CS affect students’ ability to learn CS content remains unanswered.

2.2 Differing Expert Definitions of a Field

In the previous chapter, I introduced the idea of students having ‘potentially problematic’ conceptions of CS but did not describe what I consider a ‘correct’ definition of CS. Defining a field like CS is difficult. Both science and CS have a history of differing expert definitions, and these differing definitions do have educational implications. In this section, I discuss the various definitions and describe how I will evaluate student responses despite the reality of differing expert viewpoints on CS.

2.2.1 Differing Expert Definitions of Science

Educators often agree that science education is important, but disagree about why. In *Rising Above The Gathering Storm*, the Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy argues that science education is essential because innovation in science and technology are necessary for improved national well-being and competitiveness [17]. Other advocates argue that science is important because voting citizens must weigh in on scientific debates or because science teaches important habits of mind [70]. Each of these viewpoints on the goal of science education suggests different scientific curricula.
There are also those who argue that standard educational approaches to science education force students to adopt a westernized culture of science [1]. While this might not seem like a bad thing to all educators, practically speaking, students who are unwilling or unable to adopt the rules of science culture can be alienated and not learn [1]. Moreover, if educators are serious in desiring a diversity of opinions in the science community, then the goal is definitely not to repress real objections that science is not moving in the right direction. It is a careful balancing act to teach students science content while at the same time not implying the scientists naturally know best or that certain types of people are not well-suited for science [5].

My research directly touches on these issues in regards to what is an appropriate definition for CS and what is not. As CS educators, we wish to encourage thoughtful debate on what CS ought to be. On the other hand, when students have a misconception that has the potential to harm them educationally, we hope educators can guide them to a better definition of CS. The controversy about science makes it clear that deciding whether a definition of is ‘good enough’ is not a value free choice: the goal is to allow a variety of valid conceptions of CS while understanding how some conceptions can cause educational problems.

2.2.2 Differing Expert Definitions of Computer Science

Debates about CS education parallel those of science education in many ways. There are those that argue CS teaches good habits of thought [62, 80], those that argue understanding CS is essential to good participation in modern society [65], and those who argue that CS is training for jobs that are in high demand [23]. Even some of the most famous practitioners of CS cannot agree if CS should be considered science, mathematics, engineering, or art [21]. Some of this disagreement is a matter of emphasis [51], but there are also arguments about whether subfields should be considered part of CS (e.g. [31, 57]). Even when formal definitions for CS have been
attempted, they are not of a form that beginners could reasonably be expected to articulate or reason with (see [22] for one such definition). As CS mingles with other disciplines, the distinctions become even more complex; Rosenbloom [64] presents an algebraic notation to describe the various ways CS can be combined with other sciences. This problem has resurfaced again with the interest in “computational thinking”: even among experts, a definition that everyone can agree with is elusive [15].

This controversy makes it clear that my research cannot compare student conceptions to a single expert viewpoint on Computer Science. But not all the distinctions that matter to experts have educational consequences for undergraduates: students can think of CS as primarily artistic or primarily mathematical, and still have clear views of what classes and content will help them achieve their goals. Because this research focuses on conceptions of CS that have educational consequences, what is most important is how students conceptualize the content of the undergraduate curriculum.

For all the discussion of ‘what CS is,’ the curriculum of CS undergraduate degrees has a standardized set of topics to cover [10]. This standardization is what I will use to try and assess student understanding. If a student has an understanding of the topics covered in CS and why they are considered important, I will consider that a productive conception of CS. If a student expects to learn things in CS that are not related to the curriculum (or, in retrospect, believes instructors intended him or her to learn something outside the curriculum), my research will consider that a potentially problematic conception of CS.

Of course, it is also possible for students to understand the reasons they are taught something, yet feel that some other content is actually more useful to them (e.g. understanding that data structures was the point of the course, but feeling that the C++ programming language is actually more useful). Although the reasons behind the student’s choice are definitely worth pursuing in that case, by the definition of
this research, the student conception of CS is accurate. Given the wide ranges of goals and viewpoints in CS, no one can second-guess what educational choices are correct for an individual student. Students must be arbiters of what they wish to learn; but it is important they make decisions with a clear understanding of CS.

2.3 Studies of Enjoyment and Decision Making

Students in our study used their enjoyment of classes as a key factor in making educational decisions. There are many psychological models of decision making, including those that focus on issues of enjoyment [28]. In this section, we will look at a few models of enjoyment in particular, and a few models that integrate enjoyment into a larger decision making process.

2.3.1 Enjoyment

When students talked about enjoying or having fun in classes, they referred to a subjective feeling in class or doing assignments. From a student’s perspective, enjoyment is a emotional response. Research has identified a few factors that help cause the feeling of enjoyment, however.

Csikszentmihalyi studied the subjective experience of experts in various fields when fully engaged, a state he called “flow” [18]. While in the flow state, individuals felt immersed in their activity and in control of their environment. To active this, the challenge of the activity needed to match the skill level of the individual: it had to be difficult enough to pose a challenge but easy enough that the individual felt it was within their capability.

Deci and Ryan identify three main needs that drive intrinsic motivation: competence (feeling skillful at a particular activity), relatedness (feeling connected to others), and autonomy (feeling in-control and consistent with one’s sense of self) [19]. Deci and Ryan argue that when these needs are satisfied, individuals enjoy the
activity and are motivated to pursue it in the future. For Deci and Ryan, the motivation to pursue the activity is more important than the subjective feeling while doing it. Deci and Ryan note that when individuals are required to do a particular activity for some other extrinsic reward (e.g. money) it tends to lower intrinsic motivation [20]. But under certain conditions, extrinsic controls can become internalized and motivate in a way similar to intrinsic controls. Thus, feelings of intrinsic enjoyment are affected by factors that an individual is not aware of.

Although there are other theories of enjoyment [28], these two highlight a few main points. First, people find certain activities enjoyable purely for the subjective experience and separate from any external reward (e.g. status). For that to happen certain conditions must be met. For example, the activity has to provide the right level of challenge. Second, other factors do affect the feeling including larger social forces like self identity [19]. Students can often identify some factors that helped increase their enjoyment (e.g. related to existing interests, doing well compared to other students), but there are also other reasons for their feelings they might not be aware of.

### 2.3.2 Eccles’s Model of Achievement–Related Choices

Students are obviously motivated by more than simply how much they enjoy particular activities. Several models attempt to integrate ideas of intrinsic enjoyment, self efficacy, social factors, etc. into a single unified model [28]. One model that is particularly well suited to student educational decisions is Eccles’s model of achievement–related choices, which has been applied to a variety of educational choices including selection of major and courses [27].

The Eccles model is an expectancy–value model: students made decisions based on both their estimated expectation of success and what they expect to gain (called the subjective task value). For educational decisions, the subjective task value has
several aspects [29]:

- **Attainment value.** Attainment value is the perceived benefit placed on a particular choice by a valued social identity. For example, if a student considers their parents’ views important and their parents value majors with good career prospects, CS might be a valued choice. If one’s gender is normally associated with ‘helping others’, then choosing a specialization involved with helping others reinforces a valued identity. Each student values different social identities (race, gender, their particular peer group) but this is also an area where stereotypes and other aspects of culture influence student behavior.

- **Utility.** Utility is the usefulness of a particular choice, leaving aside issues of identity. Students might need certain courses to graduate, for example, or might believe that a particular skill will help them solve a particular concrete problem they expect to have.

- **Interest-enjoyment value.** Interest–enjoyment is how the subjective experience of enjoyment is incorporated into the Eccles’s model.

- **Cost.** The Eccles model emphasizes that achievement–related choices often come with a cost [27]. A decision to select one course makes it impossible to take another. Eccles argues that this is what explains most variation in educational decisions: students might be interested in a particular course, but choosing to pursue it comes at the expense of another interest.

Students’ expectation of success is the second half of Eccles’s expectancy–value model. What ‘success’ means in any particular context varies by student, but students do consider their aptitude for specific courses and majors. This is in addition to the fact that a lack of confidence can decrease enjoyment in models such as Deci and Ryan’s [20]. In the Eccles model, expectations of success are determined by a student’s previous educational experiences and social and cultural factors.
Studies have shown that the factors outlined in Eccles model do affect student educational choices [29]. What is difficult to infer is how greatly each individual factor enters into a particular educational decision. In my research, enjoyment was frequently mentioned and attainment value type choices were mentioned less. However, it is difficult to know if other factors (in particular student expectations of success) might have affected student decisions in ways that they were uncomfortable talking about in an interview. For a discussion of Eccles model and its relationships to the results of Study 1, see Chapter 5.

2.4 Studies of Student Field Conceptions

In the previous sections, I have reviewed research related to methods of eliciting student conceptions and the effects of conceptions on learning. We have also looked at student enjoyment and how it affects educational decisions. In this section, we will look at studies that have elicited student field conceptions and what they found.

2.4.1 Studies of College Student Field Conceptions Outside of CS

Several studies have attempted to understand how students relate to their college major. Certainly students do not always make a well researched choice of major, and students’ major choice are influenced by factors beyond how much interest and aptitude they think they have [45]. Students often change major in college, and the major change is often to a related field [4] which may suggest that they refine the partly uninformed choice they made when they arrived.

Several studies have focused on engineering students. Engineering has high student attrition [30] like CS. Edward’s study [30] attempts to look at the problem both qualitatively and quantitatively. Edward claims that students initially envision engineering as hands–on with a mathematical component, but are unprepared for the level of abstraction in the introductory curriculum. As their career in engineering continues, students find the later courses more practical. In the end, 66% of the students
felt that their classes prepared them well and looked forward to their career while “the remainder were dreading what they saw as a continuation of slogging through mathematical calculations” [30]. Edward recommends that the curricula explicitly connect between the theory and everyday engineer practice in order to prevent attrition and disenchantment with the major.

In a study that reports similar findings, Stevens [74] analyzes the results of longitudinal interviews with students in engineering programs. Stevens emphasizes that processes which seem homogeneous (student recruitment, development, and eventual success or failure in the major) result in idiosyncratic student experiences. Students attempt to display what Stevens calls “accountable disciplinary knowledge” (ADK): things that, in the view of experts, position them on the path to engineering. Students reason about the nature of the field, using the ADK they are expected to display as a guide, but what counts as ADK varies depending on the point in the curriculum and other contextual factors. As a result of this, when the ADK students are expected to display changes they experience stress. Students who initially struggle with the ADK of introductory courses can distinguish themselves later. Failure to display the expected ADK causes students to be shut out of the major or makes the students question their appropriateness for engineering. Stevens argues that deep qualitative analysis is necessary to discover the way in which the structures of the curriculum influence different kinds of development.

ADK is one way of thinking about the effect of a distant, disembodied field on the education of individual students. The field (which includes both industrial and academic experts) shapes what counts as ADK. ADK then structures the experience of students in the major. But simple departmental requirements are only part of the picture: students communicate with each other and develop an intuitive understanding of what the requirements mean [74]. Similar to the social groups discussed in Lave and Wenger [49], students form a community of practice that transmits an
understanding of overall field structure. But unlike the groups studied by Lave and Wenger, the community of practice of engineering students at particular school is not really independent. If students are to come to an accurate view of their field, then their community of practice must be somehow connected to larger distributed community of practice of engineers.

How does a local community of practice relate to this larger discipline? This idea of a distant community of practice is examined in Nespor’s [59] study of physics and management students. For both physics and management students, the community of other students transmitted a very distinct conception of their field.

Nespor’s [59] observation of the practices of physics students suggest that the students and teachers use objects like textbooks to replicate a consistent community of practice. Nespor argues that physics’s highly abstract notation and traditional problems makes this replication possible. Physics content shaped the community of students; it encouraged them to devote a huge amount of effort to constantly solve textbook problems. Because the act of solving these traditional problems takes so much effort, physics students need to work together in groups that make a community of practice locally at the school. Because the work has as its focus textbooks, lectures, and the actions of a few teachers, the community is consistent with physics student communities across many schools. The consistent use of problems and notations to generate a similar community of practice is what makes physics a discipline that can replicate itself across long distances (though, as Nespor points out, social and structural factors are in place to make this replication possible).

Nespor’s example of management majors provides an interesting contrast. In this case, the curriculum is disjointed and did not build to generalized abstractions. Students generally did not have a respect for what they were learning in class; they viewed their instructors as out of touch with the true practice of management. But
the majors nonetheless adopted a set of practices based around appearance and interpersonal interview-type skills. In this sense, the student-generated curriculum management majors adopted mimicked some of the characteristics of the physics curriculum (consistent, requiring practice, involving personal investment and elaboration outside of class). Nespor argues that this might even have been correct, that perhaps management majors were right in their view that the true management community of practice was based around the interpersonal skills they practiced. It is definitely true that the students reproduced the practices of a real community beyond the individual college. In both management and physics, student effort and the content of the field allowed students to feel they were a part of a community that they were not directly connected to.

This research suggests several things for my results. Firstly, because CS, like engineering, is not easily understandable by introductory students, students may struggle to understand what counts as ADK in CS. As in Edward’s research [30], programming which took a central in introductory CS courses was a large part of students’ vision of CS. For some students, programming was the entirety of CS — for others it was a large component but not everything. Although my study was not longitudinal like Edward’s was, it is reasonable to think that student views of CS expands for many students as later classes include course work that includes different types of ADK.

Nespor’s research on how communities of practice are replicated suggests a deep relationship between the actual content of the discipline and the ways students come to learn it. Certain structures within CS may encourage students to focus on the academic curriculum, as in physics, others may encourage students to construct their view of disciplinary knowledge in contrast to their instructors, as in management. Whatever the result, it seems clear that careful qualitative analysis of student concepts of CS is likely to be able to draw a connection between students understanding of CS
and the way they make educational choices.

2.4.2 Studies of Student Field Conceptions of CS

2.4.2.1 Research on Conceptions of Precollege Students

Much of the research in conceptions of the field of CS has focused on the perspective of precollege students, generally middle school and high school students. It is difficult to characterize the results simply: students are often positive about technology, but simply enjoying doing “CS type” activities does not translate into feelings that CS is a good career [54]. Students obviously use technology regularly, but often have concerns about a computing career being “sitting in front of a computer all day” [81]. Developing accurate instruments is difficult [40] because small changes can significantly alter how students respond. The large–scale WGBH study [35] of students age 13-17 indicates that careers in Computing interest students across ethnic groups, although young men like computing more than young women.

It seems that students do not have a ready definition for Computer Science in general. Greening [39] asked high school students to complete the sentence “Computer Science is mostly about. . .”: the majority said they didn’t know or provided trivial answers like “computers”. Only a small percentage mentioned using applications, something that others have identified as a student misconception. Similarly, in a student of high school calculus students, Carter [9] found that 80% of students left blank the question “What is your impression of what Computer Science Majors learn? (leave blank if you have no idea)”. Of course, the general population may not be a good guide for the attitudes of those who major in CS: obviously everyone who chooses CS as a major as at least some preconceptions for what it will be about.

2.4.2.2 Research on the Postsecondary Community of CS

At the postsecondary level, several qualitative studies have been done to characterize the student experience in the CS major. The most well–known of these is Margolis
and Fisher’s study of women in the CS major at Carnegie Mellon university [56]. Margolis and Fisher focus on barriers to women’s full participation in CS, and their work has many interesting reflections on how female students contrast with their male counterparts. But the work also has several tantalizing hints that reflect both the diversity of student conceptions entering CS and their evolution over time. Students entering CMU view CS as a natural fit with their role as computer wizards, an opportunity to pursue larger social goals, or as part of a opportunity to achieve financial success. As time progresses for students who stay in the program, a growing connection to CS both on a personal and academic level develops ([56] pg. 103–107). Margolis and Fisher look at this problem through a social lens: We hear about students’ feelings of greater integration and success, but less about cognitive changes. Does the diversity of initial views of CS eventually converge, remain fixed, or change to another set of diverse viewpoints? Margolis and Fisher provide an excellent illustration of the deep description a qualitative study can provide, but there are many things that remain to be understood about the student experience in the CS major.

Another suggestive study is Rasmussen and Hāpnes’s analysis of three social groups within the CS major: computer hackers, dedicated students, and “normal” students. Based on interviews with students, the authors argue that the three groups view both the social environment of the major and CS in a different way. Most interesting, Rasmussen and Hāpnes argue that the perspective of the majority of students (the group the authors term as “normal” students) is actually defined in contrast to that of the professors. To the “normal” students, the professors were disconnected from the practical reality of computing jobs and too similar to the hacker subgroup that the normals did not wish to associate with. In terms of the nature of CS, “normal” students were interested in user interfaces and other parts of CS that were considered practical. How these views were reconciled into an overall concept of CS is again outside of the scope of the primarily social analysis that Rasmussen and
Hapnes focus on.

The qualitative research that has been done highlights the stressful, occasionally unsuccessful, ways in which students are integrated in CS. Many of these barriers are social, but both of the studies above also highlight the fact that students vary in their reasons for pursuing CS and that these reasons change as the students learn. Obviously, it is important that departments ease cultural problems that make students feel like they do not belong. But both these studies suggest that CS educators need to understand the various perspectives on the field, and expect that these alternative conceptions of CS will have real consequences in what students expect in the curricula.

2.4.2.3 Research on How CS Student Conceptions Change

While more is known about student conceptions at the beginning of the CS major, there is evidence to suggest that the student conceptions do change. McGuffee [58] describes student responses to the question “What is Computer Science?” He reports that at the beginning of CS1, student conceptions are too broad, while at the beginning of CS2 students definitions are too narrowly focused on programming. This is consistent with Steven’s research [74] that students overfocus on what they are taught in introductory classes.

Biggers et al. [6] compares conceptions of CS in seniors: some of whom left the CS major and some of whom stayed in the major to completion. One of the main differences between the stayers and the leavers is that stayers are more likely to define CS broadly while leavers were more likely to define CS as simply programming. Because the majority of CS students left earlier in their careers, there are two possible interpretations of this result. One is that all students initially think of CS as programming, but then that conception changes as they are exposed to more courses. The other is that students with broader conceptions are likely to persist in the major, while those who think of CS as just programming are likely to leave. Either way, the
study suggests important relationships between changing conceptions and student retention.

A third study on conceptions focuses on student conceptions about software engineering. Sudol and Jaspan measured student agreement with statements about software engineering that were tested on experts to ensure correctness [76]. They found that students had misconceptions compared to experts, and in general these misconceptions decreased over time. However, project courses in operating systems and web applications seemed to increase misconceptions, despite the fact that these courses are taught by faculty with real development experience and focus on software engineering concepts. The authors hypothesize that the group work in these classes is not realistic enough and therefore causes students to endorse bad practices. Clearly, even when students have been exposed to expert viewpoints, they readily develop potentially problematic conceptions based on their own observations and experiences.

2.4.3 Attitudes About Computing in Postsecondary Graduates

A previous study of mine also provides evidence of CS conception change for CS majors near graduation. The goal of the study was to identify whether student’s college experiences, including interest–targeted introductory CS courses, had an affect on student attitudes about computing four years later. This project compared essays from students in different majors about computing; one of the interesting results of this study was how different CS majors’ essays about computing differed from the other majors.

One of the difficult parts of this project was eliciting student experiences in a way that was not leading. Previous work had shown that students were positive about their CS courses [77]; the goal of the study was in part of to see if students would bring those courses up unprompted as significant computing related experiences. The method we chose was based on the techniques of Schulte and Knobelsdorf [68] who
asked beginning CS majors and 3rd year psychology students to write “computing autobiographies”. These autobiographies revealed interesting differences in attitudes, while giving participants a great deal of control to discuss whatever they felt was personally significant.

In my study, we collected data from 4th year students at Georgia Tech [42]. The autobiographies of CS majors were clearly different from students in other majors. CS majors concentrated their autobiographies on the breadth on the discipline. Other majors were often extremely enthusiastic, but focused on technology itself as a fun thing to play with. If the student population can be considered similar to those interviewed by Schulte and Knobelsdorf [68], it is reasonable to suspect that this focus on the broad possibilities of Computer Science represents a change in conception from CS freshmen. It is also consistent with the results of Biggers [6] and Yardi [81] which similarly find CS majors who focus on the breadth of the discipline. From this, I suspect it is likely that this breadth–focused CS conception may be at least one of the conceptions my proposed work is able to elaborate. Given the limited data in the autobiographies, it is difficult to know if this breadth–focused conception leads to good educational choices.

Although this study provided some hints about the ultimate result of my research, the autobiography format had several disadvantages. First, though it allowed many students to respond, because they were fully in control of what was written about, there was no way to probe understanding. The focus of the analysis therefore, had to be on what students chose to mention rather than the cognitive aspects of their conceptions. Second, the ability to analyze a large number of autobiographies is less useful in qualitative work: it was more useful at that stage to analyze deeply and sample students who’s attributes contributed most to the researcher’s tentative understanding [75]. Still, as one of the few studies to probe CS conceptions for students later in the major, it was an important foundation for my hypothesis that
students conceptions change throughout a student’s time in a major.

2.4.4 Summary

Previous research into student field conceptions had several interesting results and affected my expectations for my research. From the studies in engineering and other fields, I expected students to have a evolving conception of their field which would be different from what their professors might envision. In my interviews, students did describe their views changing views but were very trusting of the CS curriculum (in constrast to Nespor’s management students). From the work in pre–college conceptions of CS, I expected students to enter the CS major with at least some confusion about the field. Students did talk about their early views changing. From the work in later college conceptions of CS, I expected to see a broad view of CS in at least some students. In my interviews, I saw a broad view in some but not all students. Overall, this work provided direction for my initial interview approach by giving me some idea what to expect.

2.5 Conceptions of CS in High School Students

Prior to the research outlined in the document, I conducted a study of high school students’ conceptions of CS. This study provided clear evidence that students before formal training in CS have large misconceptions and these misconceptions can be difficult to dislodge. The high school group that was studied was unusual: all the students had experienced a great variety of interesting CS interventions: fun approaches designed to focus both on programming and the innovative potential of CS [8], but most of the students had never taken a ‘formal’ CS class.

The study method consisted of four parts:

1. Concept Map Instruction. We gave the students a one hour introduction to concept maps, based on the instructions in [60]. Finally, after the hour long
introduction, the students were given twenty minutes to build a concept map about Computer Science.

2. Pre–Interviews. After the students build the concept maps, individual students were called into interview. The interview focused initially on the student’s concept map and asked them to explain their reasoning, with particular attention to areas that suggested misconceptions. Then the interviewer presented a few example activities and asked if these activities are part of Computer Science and if so where they fit on the student’s concept maps. Finally, the interviewer asked some questions about how the student might interest a friend in Computer Science and what attributes the participant considered essential for success in Computer Science.

3. Class. A week after the interview, the students attended two 4-hour class sessions (1 week apart) that attempted to further elaborate their concepts of Computer Science.

4. Post–Interviews. A week after the last class session, the students were asked to build a second concept map about Computer Science. They were given a copy of their original concept map to use as a reference if they wished. After building the map, they were interviewed following a similar script to the pre–interviews. As part of the post–interview, the students were asked to compare and contrast their concept map of four weeks ago with their current one.

It was clear from both from the concept maps and interviews that students had significant potentially problematic conceptions about CS. For example, students frequently believed that CS could train students for non–CS jobs that simply involved computers. For example:

Interviewer: [What would you say if someone asked] “If I were to get a
degree in Computer Science, could it be my job to use photoshop professionally?"

Student: I’m sure. I mean Pixar and all the Disney companies they are using digital art media now. All their movies are digital pretty much. Marketing too there’s a lot of digital applications to design marketing advertising sorts of things.

As in the alternative conception literature [79], student conceptions colored their perceptions. Students frequently remarked about a presentation they had received about how CS could be used in medicine. However in the students’ interpretation, CS people were responsible for using computers in places like hospitals.

Furthermore, there seemed to be ways in which student conceptions of CS influenced their educational choices. One of the students we interviewed was considering enrolling in Computer Science at Georgia Tech as part of the Digital Media specialization of CS. Contrasting this to a traditional art degree, he/she said:

Student: You could probably get more into graphics and creating art with the computer and animating things. Where as in the art [program] you might be more dealing with the pure painting, sketching, sculpting.

Though certainly one could use the understanding of computer graphics and similar topics in the CS degree to create innovative art, this student seems to be envisioning something more similar to a digital media program at an art school.

What made this situation even more concerning was that students did not, in general, discard their potentially conceptions after they were addressed in class. One problem was that there are few resources for understanding the real internal structure of the field of CS in a way beginning students can understand, outside of an expert explaining. Contrasting before and after concept maps (see Figure 1) the student’s conception of CS has more recognizable categories, but within the categories there is
Figure 1: Pre and post concept maps about Computer Science (digitized from the handwritten form for clarity). You can see both the student has a more recognizable categories within CS, but that within these categories there is still confusion.
still confusion. Even for concepts students can readily understand conceptually, like
distributed algorithms, the resources available outside of the classroom are so focused
on experts that students can’t understand what they discover on their own:

Interviewer: So let’s look at your modeling and simulation concept cat-
egories. First off, you have under there distributed computing. What is
it?

Student: It’s kind of like um when I researched it it was kind of like finding
stuff kind of I looked on a couple I think I looked on one website and
learned a little about it I thought it was like technical part of computers
kinda...  

Interviewer: So you said theoretical foundations and under that you put
centralized algorithms and models. So explain what’s a theoretical foun-
dation, and why are centralized algorithms and models beneath that?

Student: Well I didn’t really know that much about theoretical foun-
dations. So when I kinda went under that these were the categories that
were underneath it. I really don’t know what a centralized algorithm is
but I wanted to take some more time to learn that... it looked interesting.

It is from this study that I took my some of my key hypotheses:

- Students may have potentially problematic conceptions about CS.

- These potentially problematic conceptions influence their educational choices.

- These potentially problematic conceptions are resistant to change.

There were obviously significant differences between the students in this preliminary
study and the groups I studied in Study 1 and Study 2. These students (in general) did
not intend to study CS professionally. They were high–school students and therefore
are in a very different environment that CS majors are. Based on the results of Study 1 and Study 2, the environment and courses in CS program do seem change student conceptions from those that I encountered in high school students.

2.6 Summary

This chapter reviewed related work in five main areas. Here is a summary of the most important points to take away:

1. Student Conceptions

This section reviewed three bodies of literature: epistemology of science research, alternative conceptions research, and research into the relationship between student field conceptions and learning content. All three discussed the issue that students conceptions are likely to be slow to change and designing educational interventions is difficult. Each area had unique insights however.

Some of the methodology of the epistemology of science research is similar to my own. Epistemology of science is about helping students understand the scientific process. Similar to conceptions of the field of CS, views of the scientific process are difficult to elicit because students and experts think very differently. Similar to Study 1 and Study 2, qualitative approaches are often used to elicit student views in an open-ended way and then these open-ended views are used to develop survey instruments with constrained choices [2, 66]. In that sense, the methods of the epistemology of science literature is close to my own approach.

Alternative conception research was the original basis for my work (and why I call student views of the field of CS ‘conceptions’. The basic premise is that students come to the classroom with existing ideas about how the world works called alternative conceptions. These conceptions are resistant to change, especially to classroom instruction techniques that simply present the ‘expert’
viewpoint [79]. Understanding alternative conceptions is important not just because they must be addressed, but because these existing conceptions provide the resources from which students necessarily construct new knowledge [72].

There are several lines of research that link field conceptions and learning. The educational literature of transfer suggests that understanding the reasoning for learning concepts is important in applying them beyond the classroom [3]. Donald suggests that individual disciplines have implicit approaches that students need to understand [25]. Songer and Linn connect field conceptions to individual learning strategies [73]. Each of these studies link specific conceptions to specific academic performances, but specific instances of field conceptions causing learning problems were rare in my interviews. A qualitative approach might not be sufficient to determine if problems with conceptions can affect learning in ways students’ are unaware of.

2. **Differing Expert Definitions of a Field.**

Both science and CS must deal with the fact that there is no single expert definition of the field that everyone can agree on [70, 21]. In both science and CS, there are concerns that certain definitions make it more difficult for some students to participate [5, 56]. This creates a difficult situation: educators wish to encourage a diversity of opinions while at the same time correcting conceptions that are problematical.

The controversy makes it clear that this research cannot simply compare student conceptions to a single ‘expert’ view. The goal of this work is to focus on conceptions that cause students to make poor educational choices: therefore if students understand the basic curriculum of CS [69] and why it is considered important then their conceptions are likely accurate enough to prevent educational mistakes.

In my research students often used how enjoyable their class experiences were to make educational decisions. Based on psychological research, the subjective experience of enjoyment is based on several factors. The difficulty much be challenging, but allow the student to feel confident [20, 18]. The student must feel in control and connected to others [20]. Student enjoyment is also related to internalized societal forces that a student might not be aware of. Beyond the question of enjoyment, the Eccles model of achievement related choices suggests that students use enjoyment as only one of several factors influencing decisions like what course or major to select. Students consider what their likelihood of academic success and the values of different social groups [29]. Students also consider that each choice has a cost in terms of time and other opportunity. Although all these issues did come up at various times in our interviews, enjoyment of classes played a more dominant role than the Eccles model might suggest.

4. Studies of Student Conceptions.

In engineering and science, qualitative studies have shown that students often perceive their majors in unexpected ways. Stevens’s work [74] suggests that context strongly influences what skills students associate with the major, and therefore how successful they perceive themselves to be. Nespor argues that the structure of the disciplinary knowledge itself creates different social structures that change student experience. Both authors show the benefits of detailed qualitative analysis to uncover how academic structures affect student learning in unexpected ways.

In CS education research, research on precollege students suggests that students do not (in general) have a good definition for what CS is. Qualitative studies
on the community of CS majors suggests that students do have different CS conception, and these conceptions cause them to make different educational choices [56, 63]. Survey–based studies provide evidence that student conceptions do change [58, 6]. But although all these studies provide interesting hints, no study has attempted to understand how student conceptions in CS change across all four years of their undergraduate career.

5. Conceptions of CS in High School Students.

Similar to previous work, my study of high school students provided evidence that high school students have poor conceptions of CS. Even when problematic aspects of students’ were address directly in class, students maintained problematic conceptions of CS. At least in some cases these conceptions seemed to influence student educational decisions. Though this study was not explicitly designed with the idea of field–level conceptions, it provided a starting point for my proposed work.

In this chapter, I have reviewed research related to conceptions, both in education in general as well as within CS specifically. This research is what underlies my argument that a cognitive view of field–level conceptions is a fruitful perspective. In the next chapter, I will focus on method: both the research that underlies the method I chose and design of two studies to elicit student conceptions of CS.
CHAPTER III

STUDY DESIGN

In the previous chapters, I have argued that CS educators have a limited idea of what conceptions students have about the field of CS. My research attempts to advance this understanding by answering three research questions in two studies:

RQ1: What types of CS field conceptions exist in CS undergraduate students?[Study 1]

RQ2: Do potentially problematic CS conceptions affect student educational decisions?[Study 1]

RQ3: What is the prevalence of different kinds of conceptions among the CS major population?[Study 2]

Both studies focus on the understanding of undergraduate CS majors. Undergraduate CS majors were chosen because significant research has already been conducted on the views of high school students (e.g. [81, 35]). By looking at undergraduate students, I was able to find educational implications for the retention and success of students that already have some interest and familiarity with Computer Science.

The first study was an open-ended qualitative study designed to understand what conceptions exist and how they affect student educational decisions. The primary data for this study came from interviews with undergraduate CS majors. The student interviews were supplemented with written sources of information about CS as well as interviews with student advisors. The data sources were analyzed using grounded theory methods with the goal of producing an accurate understanding of the different CS conceptions students have.
As the theory of student CS conceptions was developed, I began to try assessing student conceptions on a larger scale using something like a survey. As part of the first study, I started to develop a open–ended survey instrument. As the study progressed, I changed the survey with the developing theory and tested how various survey methods elicited responses.

The second study is a larger study of students in one undergraduate CS class. I finished developing the survey instrument from Study 1 to assess conceptions across a large groups of students. The results were evaluated based on the theory built from the interviews. The goal of this study was to determine how common different conceptions of students are, for several groups of students.

3.1 Study 1: Method

This section focuses on the procedures for Study 1, which used interviews to study student conceptions of Computer Science. As part of this study, thirty three students and four counselors were interviewed and surveyed about their views of Computer Science. The various sources of data are discussed, including details of participants and recruitment. The section also includes details of the interview process, both at the beginning and end of the study. Appendix A contains the initial interview guide and initial survey ( both of were changed as the study progressed).

The study was designed to follow the grounded theory qualitative methodology, but this section focuses on the procedure and not the reasons why. In the next section, the justification for grounded theory is discussed in detail. Details of the analysis are also presented in that section.

3.1.1 Data Sources

In accordance with grounded theory [75], this study analyzed several different data sources in its analysis of student conceptions of CS.
3.1.1.1 Written Materials.

I looked at several written sources as possible influences on student conceptions of CS. I did not explicitly analyze these sources using grounded theory analysis. I familiarized myself with them in order to understand student discussion:

1. Departmental materials: This category includes the departmental website, promotional materials, and the description of the major in the course catalog.

2. Major courses and requirements: The relationship between courses and other curriculum features and CS is both explicit and implied. The course catalog has explicit descriptions of courses and why they are important. But students are also likely to infer what is important in the field by looking at curriculum requirements including non-major courses or departmental application processes [74].

The websites and course catalogs I examined were the ones from the three schools where I conducted interviews: Georgia Tech, Duke University, and Spelman College.

3.1.1.2 Interviews with CS Counselors.

People in the CS department who advise students have some understanding of common CS conceptions students have and how those conceptions influence student educational decisions. At Georgia Tech, students must speak to a counselor before switching majors from CS, so the counselors were likely to have experience with conceptions that cause educational problems. I interviewed four Georgia Tech counselors to understand what conceptions counselors notice in students and what sort of questions students ask.

In my interviews, counselors did not have their own theories about how student conceptions of CS change. They did not have formal CS training and were hesitant to make generalizations about CS. However, they did have experience with students’
educational decision making process. I found my discussion with counselors to be very valuable in terms of anticipating the interesting student decision making behavior that I found in the interviews.

3.1.1.3 Interviews with Students

I interviewed thirty three students about their conceptions of CS and how those conceptions have changed over time (see Table 2 for an overview). I interviewed students at three schools: Georgia Tech, Duke University, and Spelman College. Spelman is a historically black college for women, and as such is demographically different from Georgia Tech on a variety of dimensions. Duke is demographically similar to Georgia Tech, but is not an engineering focused school. All schools are four year programs with curricula in alignment with the standard [10].

In accordance with theoretical sampling, I did not initially plan exactly how many students I would interview or what groups each individual person will be drawn from. The interview process continued until new interviews did not add new concepts (see the discussion of saturation below).

Recruitment was done through presentations in CS classes. Students were asked to volunteer and offered a gift certificate to compensate them for participating. The students’ contact information would be recorded and (if they were selected for an interview based on theoretical sampling) they were emailed to be scheduled.

3.1.1.4 Preliminary Survey Instrument

Students were asked, as part of the interview process, to fill out a preliminary version of the survey instrument being developed for the second study. The survey provided an opportunity to validate that a conception elicited during interviews was consistent with the responses to the survey. It also provided an opportunity to test potential survey questions for Study 2 and see responses.

An important question is whether the survey should be administered before or
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Conception</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>after-undergrad</td>
<td>theory</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>counselor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>counselor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>counsel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>after-undergrad</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>senior</td>
<td>theory (maybe)</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>after-undergrad</td>
<td>theory</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>theory</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>counselor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>senior</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>theory</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>senior</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>just-programming</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>theory</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P26</td>
<td>senior</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27</td>
<td>freshman</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P28</td>
<td>freshman</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Duke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P29</td>
<td>freshman</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Spelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P30</td>
<td>senior</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Spelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P31</td>
<td>freshman</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Spelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P32</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Spelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P33</td>
<td>freshman</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Spelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P34</td>
<td>senior</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Spelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P35</td>
<td>sophomore</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Spelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P36</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>theory</td>
<td>Duke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P37</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>programming-centric</td>
<td>Duke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P39</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>theory</td>
<td>Duke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P40</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>Duke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P41</td>
<td>junior</td>
<td>theory</td>
<td>Duke</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** All interviews. Id numbers are used to identify individual quotes.
after the interviews with students. When I begin interviewing students, the survey was to be administered after the interview process: this provides the least risk of specific questions on the survey guiding student thinking and corrupting the open-ended interview responses. As I felt confident that the survey was not biasing student responses, I began administering the survey before the interviews. That let me test that the survey questions are understandable on their own without the interviewer. In both cases, I had the participants think aloud as they fill out the survey to ensure that the questions were being interpreted as intended.

### 3.1.2 Interview Method

At a high level, the goals of the student interviews were:

1. **Determine a student’s conception of CS**, how the student came to the conception, and if the conception is potentially problematic or productive.

2. **Determine if a student feels their conception has changed**, and if so how and why.

3. **Determine how a student conception is influencing educational choices**, and (if the student’s conception has changed) how previous conceptions influenced educational decisions.

Interviews generally took between forty-five minutes and one hour. The initial interview guide for the interviews can be seen in the appendix. Initially, the interviews tended to follow a question and answer format similar to those given in the guide. With greater experience, the interviews tended to follow more naturally by asking the student questions about their time in the CS major. I would ask the student how they ended up initially majoring in CS and ask them to make a timeline of the courses they had taken. At that point, the student would tend to volunteer information about the courses, which would tend to lead into a discussion of good verses bad courses and
educational decisions the student made. The student would usually bring up long
term goals and I would pursue that line of questioning.

If the field of CS did not come up during that process, I would bring it up explicitly
and briefly ask about definitions (asking students to explicitly define CS, it turned
out, was not usually productive). To test the boundaries of a students understanding,
I might ask the student:

1. Whether they considered a particular course they mentioned was completely
   CS, or a mix of CS and some other field

2. For an example of a “really Computer Sciencey” job

3. If they considered someone doing a particular job to be “doing Computer Sci-
   ence”

To test for potentially problematic conceptions, I would ask students to talk about
the content of courses they were looking forward to taking or had taken. I would also
ask about how students selected particular courses, or what they were looking forward
to learning before graduation. For students with concrete ideas about future courses,
this could naturally move into a discussion of the subdisciplines of CS. I would also
ask them if their view of CS had changed and if they recalled any problems with their
previous understanding (that line of questions, in contrast to asking about definitions,
could prove quite fruitful).

Overall, I found that allowing students to tell their own stories about their ex-
periences in CS could allow me to elicit a good understanding of their conceptions
without leading questioning.

Interviews for CS counselors tended to focus more on their experiences counseling
and questions students usually ask (beyond those about graduation requirements).
Beyond that, the interview focused on eliciting counselors’ theories on students’ con-
ceptions: what conceptions counselors think are common in students, how counselors
think student conceptions develop, and how counselors think conceptions affect student education decisions.

3.1.2.1 Checks to Ensure Validity

When attempting to understand student conceptions, there is a risk of misinterpretation and bias. This is a common problem in qualitative research; even when participants and researchers act in good faith, it is difficult to understand when backgrounds and assumptions are different. There are a variety of techniques to mitigate this risk [52]. I used two: triangulation from multiple data sources and member checking.

The survey instrument allowed me to use triangulation: comparing data from two similar sources to verify that interpretations of one source are consistent with the other. Given that the eventual final interview process involved fairly open ended questions, the risk of leading is reduced. The survey further reduced the risk by asking similar questions to the interview process, but avoiding accidental leading that may occur with expressions and other accidental social cues. But unfortunately, most of the disparities between surveys and interview responses were caused by vague student answers that couldn’t be followed up in the survey.

With three students, I also used member checking: providing the student with my analysis of their conception, and asking for feedback. In one case, I contacted research participant after the initial interview and reinterviewed them with the my interpretation of their viewpoint. In two others, I presented my analysis after the regular interview process concluded. With member checking, one needs to be aware that participants may be likely to agree with researchers, and therefore not simply take bland agreement at face value ([11], pg. 111).

Both types of checking helped, but there were problems. The survey data sometimes confirmed the analysis but often there was little in the results that could be used. For much of the interview process, the survey lagged behind the theory because
it is much easier to elicit conceptions in interviews than via a survey. For the member checked students, they all confirmed my analysis but I found it difficult to distinguish “bland agreement” from genuine agreement, especially about a topic like CS where students do not have well thought out opinions.

3.1.3 Summary

This section has introduced the procedures for Study 1. It was an interview–based study of 33 CS students from 3 different CS programs. The interview was semi–structured with a focus on understanding students conceptions of computer science, how students make educational decisions, and how student conceptions have changed. In the next section, I discuss the justification for the design and the process of analysis.

3.2 Study 1: Study Design and Analysis

This section describes how grounded theory informed the design for Study 1 and how it was used in the analysis of data. I highlight two main differences between a grounded theory approach and other interview based qualitative approaches and describe how they played out in the study. Then I describe the process of grounded theory analysis and how I used it to develop my theory.

3.2.1 Grounded Theory in Study Design

I argue in Chapter 2 that because CS educators do not have experience eliciting student conceptions, a qualitative approach is necessary. Many different qualitative approaches have been used in education [71]. Some qualitative approaches are not suitable for interviewing a variety of students about CS (e.g. ethnographic observation or case studies). I believe interviews are the easiest and best ways to understand how students conceptualize CS. However within the framework of student interviews, there are still several potential approaches.
Grounded theory had two main advantages for this study. First, grounded theory emphasizes developing a theory grounded in the participants and not testing a preconceived structure. Second, the process of theoretical sampling in which new participants are selected based on the emerging theory. I discuss both in the sections below.

3.2.1.1 Emphasis on Developing a Theory Grounded in the Participants

One of differences between grounded theory and other approaches is its requirement that the theory emerge from the participants. The researcher is encouraged to come to the interviews (to the extent possible) as if they had no preconceptions about the topic and focus on how the participants reason. Though (as discussed in Chapter 2) the CS education community does have some ideas about likely conceptions, there was also a high likelihood that the way students thinking about CS would be different from what was expected. Grounded theory gives the researcher the freedom to pursue what concepts naturally arise; to understand students conceptions of CS we need to be prepared to approach the issue on the students’ terms.

In practice, the flexibility to base the emerging theory on the participants turned out to be very important. There were terminology differences between students and what experts might say. For example, ‘theory’ as used by students tended to refer to any mathematical aspect of any CS course, not a discrete subdiscipline within CS. There was also focus differences – a large part of the theory developed to describe student educational decisions came from student discussions of classes being fun on enjoyable: things that did not form a large part of our framework as we begun.

Grounded theory is also focused on developing a ‘theory’ from the participants. As you read the later sections, it should be clear that the results are intended to be more than simply a description of what students know and do. The theory attempts to explain why students act the way they do (e.g. why they choose their courses in
a seemingly arbitrary way). Like any scientific theory, there is a possibility that it might not be true (or that it might not be true at different schools, or for different students). The goal of the process is to ensure that the theory is as likely as possible by ‘grounding’ it in the qualitative data. The fact that grounded theory encourages the research to attempt to develop these theories and explanations makes it an excellent process for understanding student conceptions.

3.2.1.2 Theoretical Sampling

Theoretical sampling is the process of selecting later study participants based on the evolving theory, and it is an important part of the grounded theory method. For example, in this study, I opted to recruit students in a compilers course because I noticed that compiling/parsing was missing from many student conceptions. Theoretical sampling is distinguished from other kinds of sampling method because the criteria for interviewing new participants is not known when the study begins. This freedom was useful in practice.

There were three categories of variation I had to plan for in advance because of logistical difficulties and IRB requirements:

1. Time in Major. One of the main hypotheses of this research is that conceptions change over time. I interviewed students at all four years of their CS degree.

2. School. Because the populations schools draw from is different, and because curricula does vary between schools, I interviewed students from three different schools: Georgia Tech, Duke University, Spelman College.

3. Level of Academic Success. Because one of the goals of this study is to connect conceptions with academic success, and because there is reason to think that level of academic success might affect conceptions, I interviewed to look
at students with varying levels of success in their classes. Because of the difficulty of working with long-term student data like transcripts, I used instructor-evaluated student performance in class as a proxy for overall academic success.

We also recruited students with a questionnaire that asked about race, gender, and other data we felt might be useful in selecting participants based on the emerging theory.

One variable that turned out to be interesting was question I asked about long-term career goals. Students did not usually have a very concrete idea, but even their vague answers turned out to be varied and interesting. Students who selected unusual goals (e.g. teach CS, work for the Navy) generally had interesting forces behind those directions. The ability to theoretically sample allowed me to select students based on responses like this, rather than selecting a particular quota from a particular class for example.

Another set of variables that turned out to be valuable was underrepresented groups — both women and underrepresented minorities. Students from underrepresented groups often had less pre-college experience with CS and had more concerns about CS and their place within it. Although this study cannot compare underrepresented groups because small sample sizes makes generalizations about groups impossible, the interviews with these students shed a great deal of light on the student decision making process. One possible problem with this study is although efforts were made to interview underrepresented students as frequently as possible, they were in the minority and also slightly less likely to volunteer for interviews than their peers.

Finally, theoretically sampling allowed me to avoid a group that might have seemed initially interesting – freshman. Even sophomores were very vague about CS and the educational decisions they might make. It quickly became clear when interviewing freshman that they had not thought very much about CS beyond their
initial CS course. Sophomores and juniors were at the stage that they had to make interesting decisions about their goals in CS. I would have preferred to get more seniors – because I generally recruited in larger classes to get greater choice in my participants, seniors (who are normally taking the final, smaller, courses in their specializations) were rarer.

3.2.1.3 Reflections on the Study Design

Overall, I am definitely glad that I chose a qualitative approach for this study. Qualitative approaches are best when you want to pursue unanticipated questions. When this study began, I did not have a clear idea of how categorize student conceptions of Computer Science or how students used those conceptions in their reasoning. If I had attempted to use a formal survey or explicit experiment without that understanding, I would have almost certainly have asked the wrong questions. Even with a qualitative approach, it took many interviews until the theory began to approach saturation and my questions began to focus on issues that really mattered to students.

As far as grounded theory in particular, I was pleased with how grounded theory encouraged me to approach the interviews without a particular conception in mind. The explicit goal of grounded theory, to develop a theory, also encouraged me to analyze deeper. Even when doing something as simple as selecting the next interview candidate, the process makes clear the expectation that a theory should be developing.

3.2.2 Analysis

For the more structured aspects of the interviews, analysis was straightforward. Determining if a student could correctly reflect on the content of their courses or anticipate the content of future courses was simply a matter of asking the right questions and pursuing ambiguous answers. Although I often had to approach the same question from several different directions, usually by the end I was confidently about a students ability to reason about the curriculum.
The goal of the grounded theory analysis was to understand the common threads that underlie different student conceptions. Each conception arises from a student’s unique experience. The goal of the analysis is to develop a theory, grounded in each student’s individual experiences, that describes how conceptions develop, change, and influence educational choices.

A grounded theory is based off careful line–by–line analysis of data sources that are methodically abstracted into categories and theories. In this case, the primary sources were transcripts of interviews. First the researcher develops initial codes that describe what is being expressed in each line of the data [11]. Second, the researcher goes back through the body of research accumulated and selects ‘focused’ codes that explain larger segments of the data. Third, the focused codes are abstracted into categories in a tentative theory that is then checked against other parts of the data to test its explanatory power. There are several techniques to help the researcher attempt to develop the categories in this larger theory including axial coding [75], theoretical coding [11], and situational maps [13]. Tentative theories and ideas are written in memos. The interview/analysis process continues until “saturation”: when additional interviews do not further elaborate the theory.

To illustrate the analysis process, the following sections will provide a few examples of the process.

3.2.2.1 Turning Transcripts Into Codes and Focused Codes

“Software engineering, it looked like it was more offered by lower tier colleges. . . I figured, even though I don’t really like theory, there’s probably some stuff in it that’s useful and probably would make me a better programmer overall. So I figured I’ll stick with Computer Science but try to take more practical side of classes.”

—P12
One of the things I coded about this quote was the student’s decision to rely on the reputation of the CS curriculum, despite negative experiences with CS theory in high school. The initial coding was abstracted into the focused code “trust in the curriculum”, which included several other students who specifically mentioned they chose particular specializations because the specializations were considered “traditional” CS. When comparing student responses, I saw similar but different responses: students who argued that specializations were unimportant because they knew the curriculum would cover any really essential CS topics. I created a superordinate code about how students assume the CS curriculum will teach them everything they need to know, even when they often don’t know what they really want from CS. Eventually, this code became called “abdicating responsibility to the curriculum”.

3.2.2.2 Revising the Theory

Throughout the grounded theory process, there are tentative theories. These theories are being put to the test in later interviews, and during analysis processes like situational analysis (see the next section). Usually, initial generalizations turn out to not to universally true. Contradictions triggered me to go back to the source data and to become more nuanced which moves the grounded theory forward.

For example, at one point in the analysis, the idea that enjoying classes was the main determinant for student educational decisions was a major part of the tentative theory. There were a variety of codes having to do with student enjoyment like “frustration causing reconsideration”, “enjoying classes involved in educational decisions”, and “just choosing what sounds ‘interesting’ ”. But, by looking at the counts of each code, other codes like “parental involvement” were almost as common. That seemed wrong insofar as enjoyment seemed to figure greatly into student decisions, but parental involvement definitely seemed more peripheral. It was clear that something about student enjoyment was being missed, so I went back through the codes
and attempted to understand the role of enjoyment more clearly.

“I got [to my architecture course] and I was like, ‘I don’t understand any of this. I don’t really like it.’ So I switched to [the people specialization] which I like a lot more. I have a lot of interest in psychology. I’m actually getting a certificate in social and personality psychology. So I switched.

And I was kind of hesitant at first when I talked to my — the advisor in the CS department, because I was like, ‘This - that really isn’t as good for a career in video game animation and special effects or whatever I decided to go into.’ She was like, ‘It’s not.’ ”

—P19

Quotes like the one above made me realize that there were different kinds of enjoyment experiences. Weaker positive experiences encourage students to explore. But when a student has a very negative experience in a course, it often triggered them to make an educational decision. Then when they’re making that decision, they solicit advice from parents or advisers (as in the quote above). But the experience triggering the sudden reorientetation is the emotional experience of enjoyment, which is why enjoyment seemed abstractly to be more important than, for example, parental advice. This idea eventually was revised even further into the overall idea of student educational decisions that is discussed in Chapter 5.

3.2.2.3 Situational Maps

One technique I made use of to develop the grounded theory was situational maps as described by Clarke [13]. The process of coding produces a huge number of codes: it is difficult at times even to keep track of them. In the mapping process, I would have several diagrams containing the main elements of the evolving theory, and place the main codes on the map and try to begin relating the various parts of the map. Related
codes are often organized near each other. Codes that have important relationships in the evolving theory are linked by lines and arrows.

The map itself tends to encourage ‘cleaning’ of the codes: although the maps are large (often bigger than a single computer screen) there is a limit to how many codes can be displayed. Similar codes are combined, often making better more general codes. Parts of the emerging theory that seem to be contradictory are made more obvious (e.g. students taking courses they expect to dislike, in contrast to most of their peers).

Figure 2: A sample situational map. Not every code represented on this map was equally common or important — only some are discussed in the final theory.

You can see an example part of the situational map that focused on student educational decisions in Figure 2. I used this map to refine my own theory of student educational decisions and organize my codes — it is not a diagram intended to be useful to others. Some of the codes represented here did not become a key part of the final theory (for example, ‘avoiding too much schoolwork’ which is an obvious driver of student educational decisions but was only occasionally important in student reasoning).
3.2.2.4 Analysis of the Preliminary Survey Instrument

The primary goal of the preliminary survey instrument was to test ideas for a survey to elicit conceptions that can be used at a larger scale than individual interviews. As the grounded theory develops and common conceptions of CS were identified, the survey was modified to incorporate questions that work well to elicit key differences in student conceptions. Over time, the survey moved from attempting to identify specific problematic conceptions about future or past courses towards determining which of the 3 conceptions discussed in Chapter 4 students had.

One of the components of the initial survey instrument was the use of a Computer Science concept map. This is based on the research by Novak and Gowin [60], that identifies a concept map as an excellent way to both allows students freedom in expressing complicated conceptions but also produces an artifact that is easy to evaluate for conceptual flaws. Concept maps worked well for me in my interviews with high school students (described in Chapter 2).

In my college level interviews, the concept map occasionally worked very well but also had its problems. Very often students near the beginning of CS could not make a concept map at all. Students at all levels did not like filling out the concept map, which suggested it might not work for a large scale survey. It is one thing when an interviewer is right there watching, but students might be tempted to avoid the difficult mental work required to build a concept map on a large scale survey. Students also interpreted the concept map instructions slightly differently, so comparison could not always be made between maps. The concept map was an interesting exercise that occasionally produced very interesting results, but it was not a good candidate for the final survey.

Another question type that had mixed utility was open ended 1-3 sentence response questions. Questions of this sort included “How would you define Computer Science” or “Can you think of a concrete thing you have learned (or will learn) in your
Computer Architecture course that you think will be useful even if you don’t ever design a piece of hardware?” In all of these questions, students would occasionally respond in a detailed way that provided a good view of their conception of CS. But many times, students would answer in a way that was impossible to interpret.

By the end of Study 1, very few questions had been identified that would reliably elicit student conceptions. Part of the problem may have been that, towards the end of the study as the overall theory approached saturation, not enough focus was placed on the revising the survey in innovative ways. Therefore, for Study 2 it was decided to take a new approach to the survey and add on a thinkaloud portion to validate the approach.

3.2.2.5 Reflections on Analysis

The basic process of my grounded theory analysis was:

1. Go through the written interview transcript, coding line–by–line and developing new codes as necessary

2. When similarities are seen across interviews, combine similar codes to broader focused codes

3. Based on the codes, the interviews themselves, or techniques like the situational maps, refine the codes into a tentative theory about what is happening

4. Review the data based on the tentative theory (and do more interviews, chosen with theoretical sampling) as contradictions and nuances are found revise the tentative theory

5. When new interviews do not produce changes to the theory, it is considered saturated and can be presented

Overall the grounded theory process was excellent in producing a theory of student conceptions of CS and educational decisions. What problems occurred tended to
be from modifications to the process (e.g. the thinkaloud survey which was less successful) or logistical constraints (e.g. sometimes it was necessary to schedule student interviews so closely it was not feasible to analyze them before the next interview). Although the resultant theories developed were different than I anticipated, I believe they are well grounded in students’ reasoning processes.

3.2.3 Differences From Proposal

There are two main differences between the Study 1 presented here and the one I proposed:

1. *Less Focus on Textual Data.* The original proposed study planned to analyze introductory textbooks and college websites using a grounded theory approach. Although CS department curricula were examined to supplement interviews, there was no formal grounded theory analysis done. Given students’ discussions I suspect that introductory textbooks would not have been a useful source for theory. Students did, however, use department websites and curricula extensively. A further study that analyzed these sources in detail and also allowed students to reason about CS with the departmental resources available to them would be an interesting supplement to the work presented here.

2. *Significantly Expanded Interviews.* The original proposed study estimated approximately 25 interviews at two schools. Study 1 consisted of 37 interviews (33 students, 4 counselors) at three schools. Duke University (the school that was added beyond the proposal) is interesting because although it is similar to Georgia Tech in terms of admissions requirements, in terms of curriculum it offers students many fewer options. Overall, I believe the extra interviews helped to get a better theory that is applicable to a broader group of CS students.
3.3 Study 2: Assessing Prevalence of CS Conceptions

In Study 2, the survey instrument, based on the theory developed in Study 1, was given to students. The goal of this study is to determine if it is possible to assess student conceptions with a simple survey and how common the conceptions elicited in the first study are. The survey instrument used in this study was tested using a thinkaloud protocol to ensure that the questions accurately elicit student conceptions. This study estimates how frequently each of the Study 1 conceptions occur and therefore how much instructors can expect students with different conceptions to be in their classes.

3.3.1 Design of the Survey Instrument

The main portion of the survey instrument was based on questions that proved fruitful in interviews: “Would you call a person who does [some activity] a Computer Scientist?” Students who viewed CS in a theoretical mathematical way would find researchers who proved characteristics of algorithms to be very good examples of Computer Scientists. Students who viewed CS as primarily about programming would see such researchers as on the border between CS and some other field. In the survey, students are given a list of activities and asked to rank how Computer Scientist–like they are on a scale from “Not Computer Science At All” to “A great example of someone who does Computer Science”. The main page of the survey can be see in Figure 3.

The survey also asks some questions that can be answered with a few sentences. The survey also explicitly asks students to rate their agreement with descriptions of the three main conceptions identified in Chapter 4. You can see the complete (post thinkaloud) survey instrument (including demographic questions) in the appendix. Although open-ended questions have sometimes worked poorly in the past, they do
This questionnaire is about your view of the field of Computer Science. There are no right answers to these questions. Don’t worry if you don’t have a definition of what “the field of Computer Science” is.

Please rank how much each of these people could be considered a “Computer Scientist” and how much what they do could be considered “Computer Science” using the following scale:

1 - Not Computer Science At All
2 - Similar to/Useful to Computer Science, but isn’t really Computer Science
3 - A Mix of Computer Science and Some Other Field
4 - Doing Computer Science, but maybe not the best example
5 - A great example of someone who does Computer Science (e.g. an example you might use yourself if you were explaining Computer Science to a friend)

Please circle the number that corresponds to your selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A chip designer who works for Intel and designs new computer processors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A graphic artist who makes 3D special effects for movies using existing 3D graphics programs and occasionally programming small scripts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A researcher who studies how the elderly use social networking apps like Facebook and Google+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programmer who works for Microsoft on the next version of Microsoft Powerpoint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A designer who makes a really easy to use user interface for a new app, but doesn’t program it themselves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone who fixes broken computers (e.g. replaces hard drives, reinstalls operating systems)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programmer who works for a bank and codes algorithms to predict insurance rates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A researcher who devises new algorithms for encrypting data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A researcher who writes programs to analyze network traffic and detect new kinds of computer viruses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programmer who knows a lot of obscure features of the C++ programming language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A researcher who writes a mathematical proof that one algorithm is more efficient than another</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programmer who writes really easy to read reusable code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A manager of a large software project that doesn’t do coding themselves, but understands a lot of the technical details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A network administrator at a company that configures security software to protect against hacking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Main page of the survey for Study 2
provide an opportunity for students to provide more information about their conceptions which I can hopefully use to understand their conception if the first section produces inconsistent results.

3.3.2 Thinkaloud

To test the survey instrument, I recruited six Computer Science students through presentations in two different CS class. The students filled out the survey and thought aloud while I took notes on questions they had problems with or interpreted differently. Then, after the survey, I did shorter 30–minute interview on their views about Computer Science. After I determined my interpretation of the students view, I also told them my analysis and asked them to elaborate on anything that was wrong or that I left out.

For students who had a programming–centric conception of CS, the survey accurately measured their CS views. For students who had a more broad conception of CS, there were some problems. The broad view is the most difficult to assess because although most individuals with a broad view assert there are non–programming and non–theory areas of CS, each person tends to be a little different about what those areas are. I revised the survey to try and more accurately elicit the broad view. None of my thinkaloud participants had the theory view, but an informal test with a graduate student did assess the theory view correctly.

3.3.3 Participants

Participants were students in a large size sophomore software engineering class. Of approximately 175 students in the class 103 agreed to participate in the study. Students were not compensated for participating in the study.
3.3.4 Analysis

The primary analysis was to determine student conceptions of CS, based on their survey responses. Students were assigned to a single conception based on their answers to the first questions, or as “unknown” if their answers and inconsistent with any single conception. I also went through the open ended questions and assigned students to groups based on that. The study also looked at the relationship between some other factors (race, gender, previous CS classes) and student conception.

A detailed discussion of the results and the statistical analysis performed on them is in Chapter 6.

3.3.5 Differences From Proposal

There are three main differences between the Study 2 presented here and the one I proposed:

1. Slightly different source population. I proposed to give the survey to 2 classes, each with 50-60 students. Instead, I gave the study to one class with 150 students.

2. No compensation. I proposed to give the students extra credit for participating in the study. The survey was shorter and more straightforward than I anticipated, and compensation causes complication, so I decided that extra credit was not necessary to ensure students did a reasonable job.

3. Cohen’s $\kappa$. I anticipated that the survey would be primarily be open-ended questions evaluated with a rubric. For that approach, having multiple researchers and inter-rater reliability using Cohen’s $\kappa$ was appropriate. Based on Study 1, I decided that closed questions were actually better at eliciting conceptions. For the small number of open-ended questions that occur on the final survey, inter-rater reliability is not as important.
3.4 Summary

This chapter has outlined the method for two studies to understand student conceptions of CS. In order to know if student conceptions are important from an educational perspective, we need to understand what conceptions exist, if and or how they affect student educational decisions, and how prevalent these conceptions are in students.

Study 1 focused on what student conceptions exist and how they affect student educational decisions. Grounded theory was selected as the method because of its flexibility to explore unanticipated results and focus on developing a theory true to the understanding of participants. Interviews with student advisors, and interviews with students provided the data for the study. Theoretical sampling was used to determine who to interview as the theory develops. As part of the process, a survey instrument was tested to elicit conceptions of CS in a similar way to interviews.

Study 2 used questions similar to Study 1 to attempt to understand how prevalent different student conceptions of CS are. One CS class filled out the survey. The prevalence of the various conceptions observed in the classes give an approximate idea about the extent to which various conceptions of CS exist in the population.

This chapter outlined the design of two studies to address the research questions put forward in Chapter 1. Detailed examples of the materials for Study 1 can be found in Appendix A. The survey used in Study 2 can be found in Appendix B. The next three chapters discuss the results of the studies. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the results of Study 1 (student conceptions of CS and student educational decisions respectively). Chapter 6 discusses the results of Study 2.
CHAPTER IV

CS FIELD CONCEPTIONS IN CS UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

This chapter presents the results of Study 1 as they relate to student conceptions of the field of CS. The theory presented here is the result of a grounded theory analysis of interviews with undergraduates in CS degree programs at three different schools. There are three main conception categories of CS I observed in undergraduates with more than a few courses of CS experience (sophomores and later):

1. Theory–View: *CS as Mathematical Study of Algorithms*. Students who held this view thought of CS as a primarily theoretical and mathematical discipline. The design of conceptually difficult algorithms was most central to CS, as were other mathematical ideas like Big O and NP–Completeness. Programming was viewed as useful but more peripheral to CS, and students often emphasized that CS could exist without any physical computer.

2. Programming–View: *CS as Programming–Centric but Including Supporting Subfields*. Students who held this view considered CS to be mainly about programming, but emphasized that other subfields were also necessary to do good programming. Writing programs to solve large and technically challenging problems was the central activity. Students with this view varied on how important non–programming subfields of CS were.

3. Broad–View: *CS as Having Many Different Subfields*. Students who held this view thought of CS as mix of many different computer–related subfields. Theory, Robotics, Programming, and (often many) others are all equally important.
parts of a broad CS ‘umbrella’. In this view, comparatively little knowledge was considered ‘essential’ to a Computer Scientist; students emphasized the differences between subfields and the freedom to pursue different paths.

Within each of these categories students had a range of views, encompassing both students with correct and incorrect views about their CS courses. I asked two kinds of questions — questions where students would “reflect” on courses they had already taken, and questions where students would “anticipate” the content of courses they had not yet taken. Recall from Chapter 2 that I judged a student’s reflections and anticipations “correct” if the student identified content areas similar to what was actually in their school’s curriculum. In addition to the three main categories described above, there was considerable variation between students about whether certain activities (e.g. designing user interfaces, communication skills) were part of Computer Science.

In this chapter, I will approach the issue of student conceptions of CS in four ways:

1. I will describe the three main conceptions in detail, and compare and contrast them.

2. I will discuss potentially problematic conceptions that exist within students of all the main conceptions.

3. I will discuss how students reflected on the conceptions changing throughout their undergraduate experience in CS.

4. I will address the question of whether curriculum has an effect on student conceptions, and describe differences between the three schools in Study 1.
4.1 **A Theory: Three Main Conceptions of the Field of CS**

This section presents three categories of student conceptions of the field of Computer Science. These categories of conceptions have some variation within them, and there are even a few students who seem to straddle the boundaries between two categories. However, it is reasonable to say that these three categories represent three distinct views of CS that are useful when understanding student views of the field.

4.1.1 **Theory–View: CS as Mathematical Study of Algorithms**

“...how to program is I think not completely different but is very different from Computer Science in general. Because theory definitely is important - very, very important to Computer Science in sort of understanding the more theoretical aspects like what people are working on, like what are the constraints, where are the known problems, that sort of thing ... So computer science, I feel like is much more actually theoretical and programming is just another skill essentially.”

—P39

The theory–view of CS focuses on the theoretical and mathematical aspects of CS as the most essential part of CS. ‘Theory’ as students used the word encompassed more than just the contents of a theory course: it includes the abstract portion of most CS courses (e.g. data structures, LL and LR grammars), but algorithms are frequently mentioned as the central idea. In this view, programming is a useful offshoot of the mathematics of CS, but it’s clear that it is an application and not the core. Students with this conception would frequently emphasize that Computer Science exists beyond actual physical computers: they were the only group to mention that CS exists in puzzle games or algorithms humans execute in everyday life. Elsewhere in this document, I refer to students with this conception as theory–view students.
For theory–view students, CS was an academic discipline. All of them agreed it was possible to do programming without doing Computer Science. Some suggested that probably every professional programmer encountered hard problems and therefore was doing CS, while for others the programmer had to be working on a hard problem of theoretical interest (my term – students would likely say it was a problem that hadn’t been solved before, or simply a problem that was really had to figure out).

It’s important to note that this view of CS did not coincide with an interest in doing theoretically–oriented CS work. All of them agreed that theoretical CS was important to know, but none of these students were interested in pursuing theoretical CS as a career. Just like students with other conceptions of CS, they expressed frustration that proofs were difficult and not something they could see themselves doing long–term.

This group tended to be accurate in anticipating the contents of later courses. They varied in their relationship to pragmatic skills like knowing tools or specific programming languages. Some viewed these skills as part of CS, but just a less–central aspect of CS than theory. Others expressed that these skills were useful to know but weren’t a part of Computer Science itself. They generally did not consider user interface design or communication skills to be part of Computer Science.

4.1.2 Programming–View: CS as Programming–Centric but Including Supporting Subfields

“I’d say that computer science is a study; is a discipline, and that programming is how it takes form; how it’s actually represented in the world. So I’d say programming is probably the end goal behind computer science, but - I mean, it’s like comparing the study of automobiles to building a car. Well, you can contribute to the study of automobiles without ever actually building a car; many people do. But yes, we study it so we can
build them.”

—P27

In programming–view, programming is central activity of Computer Science but it is supplemented by several subfields that do not directly involve programming. In this case, programming encompasses topics like data structures and the implementation of algorithms (for example, doing a project in a graphics class). But students acknowledge that a computer scientist must understand ideas like Big O, incomputablity, the structure of a processor, etc. However, the central activity of Computer Science is definitely programming: that is, someone proving something about an algorithm is doing a less Computer Science oriented activity than implementing that same algorithm. Elsewhere in this document, I refer to students with this view as programming–view students.

Professional programmers were seen as the exemplars of Computer Science in programming–view; CS was not primarily an academic discipline. Unlike the theory–view students, programming–view students did not emphasize that some programming is not CS. Students in this group valued expertise with particular technologies and often were interested in problems that had concrete technical aspects (e.g. an e-commerce solution with a database). Theory–view and Programming–view students agreed, however, that algorithms were extremely important and the ability to design algorithms to solve difficult problems was an essential skill.

Programming–view students varied in how ‘supplemental’ the non–programming subfields of Computer Science appeared to be. On one extreme, the non–programming subfields of Computer Science are clearly fields in their own right with practitioners (e.g. in the analogy quoted at the beginning of the section, the “many people” who contribute without building a car). At the other extreme, there was definitely some content that Computer Scientists needed to know beyond programming, but someone who worked exclusively on the supplemental aspects was seen as on the edge of the
discipline (e.g. someone who works on proofs about programs might be more of a mathematician than a Computer Scientist).

Programming–view students also varied on whether skills associated with the development process, but not programming specific, ought to be considered Computer Science. Communication skills and people management skills (especially on software projects) were sometimes included as part of CS. User Interface Design was similarly sometimes included and sometimes excluded. Often, technical expertise was an important consideration: students would ask how much a manager on a development project understood about databases, for example, in order to classify him as a Computer Scientist or not.

Some students in this group exhibited potentially problematic conceptions about CS. They readily agreed that non–programming aspects of their courses were useful to them, but they often had difficulty articulating good reasons why. Programming–view students argued that courses like discrete math were supposed to teach good mental habits or logical thinking skills. When asked about computer architecture courses, programming–view students could readily say that understanding the hardware could promote efficient programs, but had much greater difficulty thinking of an example why. They also frequently incorrectly anticipated the content of future courses.

4.1.3 Broad View: CS as Having Many Different Subfields

“I know you can work - you can basically almost work anywhere. You can work for these corporate business, Microsoft, Google. You can work for the government, CIA, FBI. You can work as a computer analysis; you can work for the police department . . . You can build programs for them. You could work in their database and organize their files. You could - what else I used to do - you can analyze various things like for the CIA, FBI, the government, you do various things with them.”
The third view of CS was as a very broad category that was interdisciplinary and included many distinctive (and equally important) subfields. Students with this viewpoint almost universally emphasized that Computer Science was much more than just programming and that a degree in Computer Science had a wide variety of applications. Elsewhere in this document, I refer to students with this view as broad–view students.

Broad–view students struggled to articulate a division between using Computer Science and simply using a computer. They often gave examples of how programming could be used in interesting ways. They also often wanted to make clear that programming was not the only possible thing Computer Science could provide but it was difficult for them to come up with concrete examples. Occasionally students would veer into potentially problematic conceptions by strongly emphasizing fields in CS (like logic) that were not part of their school’s curriculum. However, it is important to note that no one in this view subscribed to the simple notion that everything that involves using computers involves Computer Science.

Broad–view students included researchers, professional programmers, and others in their view of the field. “Researchers” in this case were generally academics working on some specific application of Computer Science. Broad–view students often incorporated user interface design as part of CS. CS Theory tended to have a limited role and on occasion was ignored entirely. Topics like data structures and algorithms were considered important regardless of which area of CS one wished to pursue. Broad–view students were also likely to mention ethics and communication skills as things needed by all Computer Science majors.

Broad–view students often had goals outside of a traditional computer programmer role. They often described initially viewing Computer Science as about programming, but then discovering a wider view. Not all had negative experiences with
On occasion, broad-view students incorrectly identified the contents of future courses (e.g. saying that Operating Systems was about Linux distributions). This was more pronounced in areas they had less interest in, like operating systems and architecture courses. Even though they generally brought up a greater variety of subfields of computer science than other students (especially interdisciplinary ones), they generally did not have detailed knowledge about them.

4.1.4 Commonalities Between The Three Main Viewpoints

Although the three viewpoints are different, there are a few key ideas that are common to all conceptions. These ideas are worth highlighting because they are things an educator can probably assume most of his students agree with (at least in courses for sophomores or later):

1. *Programming is an important skill.* Students of all groups expected to do programming in their courses. Even when they personally did not enjoy it, or when they did not feel it was the “core” of Computer Science, they still considered it a major part of a CS education.

2. *Programming is not all of CS.* Even programming-view students acknowledged the importance of other skills. Although students sometimes misidentified the purpose of learning specific non-programming skills, all seemed convinced that other topics could be useful to them. This is not to say students agreed with everything they were taught: students complained about useless content in certain courses (more on this in the next chapter). All students were open to the idea of learning new non-programming ideas.

3. *Algorithms are essential to CS.* Students in every category mentioned the ideas of algorithms as essential to CS. For all groups, the idea of someone sitting down
and coming up with an algorithm to solve a challenging problem was maybe the “most” CS-like activity possible. There are variations: theory-oriented students would probably talk about understanding the mathematics to know it will work, and programming-oriented students might describe the CS person as “coding” the algorithm rather than designing it. All the groups agreed that algorithms were a major part of what a CS major learns.

4. No detailed knowledge of subfields of CS. Undergraduates tended to reason about CS in fairly broad strokes. Parts of CS that corresponded well with the students’ outside knowledge might get mentioned (e.g. networking, databases, and robotics for example) but other less obvious areas would tend to get lumped together. For example, students would talk about the “low-level” parts of CS which seemed to contain (approximately) architecture, operating systems, and compilers (and sometimes building hardware). Even when students were pursuing a particular field in CS, they were just beginning to do research and did not yet understand the different subfields of a larger area like graphics.

4.1.5 Discrepancies Between the Three Main Viewpoints

The three viewpoints disagree in many small ways. Oftentimes it comes down to a matter of perspective: if you look at individuals in the workforce with CS degrees, it’s easy to think of CS as the “the science of professional programming.” On the other hand, if you look at the courses labeled CS in an average curriculum (especially at smaller schools), the “mathematical study of algorithms” seems more appropriate. But there are two areas worth looking at more closely:

1. Theory. Students were most different from each other on the issue of theory. Even among students near graduation, students ranged from describing CS as essentially all theory (“basically a field of applied mathematics”) to theory being a small footnote about Big O notation and nothing else. This study did not
identify any clear causes for this large difference. But it’s clear instructors with a particular view about theory are likely teaching at least a few students with radically different views on the topic.

2. **Solving Problems with Computers.** Almost any student would be willing to describe CS as a field about “solving problems with computers.” But this statement covers up some key differences in the groups. Theory–view students, it is most important that the problem be algorithmically interesting (and indeed, they often used games or other idealized problems as examples). Programming–view students would often discuss problems that were straightforward from an algorithmic perspective but involved interesting technologies or limitations (e.g. mobile apps). Broad–view students tended to think more about HCI issues and reach beyond CS itself. Some problems meet all three criteria but many don’t; it seems to be easy to reach a false consensus when each group interprets the idea of “problem” using their own lens.

### 4.1.6 Students Attempting to Combine the Views

Most of the students interviewed fit fairly unambiguously into one viewpoint or another. There are a few that lie on the border between one viewpoint and another. Here’s a student who has reconciled The Theory View and the Programming View by contrasting Computer Science (theory) with a field of “software engineering”. Note that by the words “software engineering” the student appeared to be thinking about programming – not the academic subfield of CS called software engineering.

“In my view at least, they do a lot of research in sort of — well, they spearhead a lot of those really cutting edge fields like [muffled] computing or sort of a security encryption, algorithms or like just algorithms in general maybe with different applications and things like that. But for me like computer science, like they’re much more sort of into the research
aspects and pushing the technologies on the theoretical fronts and sort of the experimental stages.

Whereas I would call - I guess call myself a software engineer where I use these technologies and I like to learn about these systems, these new technologies being developed and learn how I can actually combine and build a system that can support a service and application.”

—P39

Insofar as the term “computer science” is being applied to the theory side, one might say this is a Theory View but the view seems more nuanced than that. Another student provided a view between the Theory View and the Broad View by explaining that CS has a different character at different schools, some of which are more theoretically oriented and some of which specialize in areas like programming and entrepreneurship.

When talking to juniors and seniors, one definitely gets the view that students’ viewpoints about Computer Science are still evolving. This was borne out in the interviews with graduated students; they usually discussed their view as continuing to change past their graduation. The three viewpoints are attractive to students: they provide a single coherent explanation and that makes students want to subscribe to one or another. However even experts don’t agree on a simple definition of Computer Science, (see Chapter 2) so any simple view is inevitably going to have some contradictions. As students become more sophisticated, it is reasonable to expect them to combine views and allow for differing opinions about CS. This process seems to be just starting for most undergraduates; for most of the students in this study, a single view provided a sufficient explanation of CS.
4.2 Potential Problems With the Three Main Conceptions

One of the goals of this research was to identify potentially problematic conceptions. Potentially problematic conceptions are conceptions in conflict with the school’s curriculum. Conceptions were evaluated in two main ways: students were asked to reflect on what the important content of courses they had already taken were, and students were asked to predict what the content of courses they would take might be. In Chapter 1, I argued that students who don’t understand their curriculum have the potential to make poor educational decisions.

Based on interviews, students’ conceptions were accurate at a high level. No students considered CS to be about application use or as just IT work, for example. No students felt that the content of CS was overall useless to them, and that they needed to learn real skills independently. All the main conceptions are at least reasonable views of CS.

But student views of CS also had some potential problems. These problems cut across all the main conceptions, and occurred with students both early and late their undergraduate careers. The main problems in student conceptions were:

1. Students knew few specifics about the contents of future courses.
2. Students did not often understand the role of theory in CS.
3. Students over-focused on programming languages rather than CS concepts.
4. Students often misinterpreted course content based on misleading names.

The following sections will example these potentially problematic conceptions in detail.

4.2.1 Lack of Specifics About Future Courses

“Like I was signing up for fall classes. Okay, do I want to take processor design or operating systems class? And, to be honest, that stuff looks
very similar to me from my shoes, right. I don’t know anything about either one, so how am I supposed to distinguish them?

So is there anything I wish like I’d been told? Well, yeah. I wish people would say like - I mean it’s sort of impossible to tell you about it until you’re actually in it and doing it . . . they don’t sit you down and say, okay, look at this screen of assembly code. That’s what you’re gonna do if you go into platforms. Or look at this screen of Python code. That’s what you’re gonna be doing if you’re in artificial intelligence, right?”

—P24

Almost anytime I asked students to speculate about the content of a future course, students would explain they really did not know much about what the course entailed. This was true of required courses, elective courses they were looking forward to taking, or even courses they had signed up for in the next semester. It might not be fair to call this a “potentially problematic conception” because students had such a explicit assumption that entering a course with no concrete expectations was normal. That does not always mean that students could not speculate correctly. When I asked students to speculate and predict the content of their future courses, some of them could do it with fair degree of accuracy. The main point is that students weren’t familiar with the specifics of their future courses and didn’t normally think about them. This is consistent with vague nature of main conceptions: students were not aware of the subfields covered in their later courses, and so those subfields did not form part of their descriptions of the field of CS.

This particular issue challenged some of assumptions which began this research. Initially, questioning focused on cataloging concrete potentially problematic conceptions in specific areas (e.g. architecture, compilers, etc.). When it became clear that undergraduates do not reason about CS that specifically, the focus of the interview
process changed away from detailed questions about particular areas.

4.2.2 Role of Theory

The place of theory in CS was definitely an area of student contention. For some students, it was central part of Computer Science, while for others it seemed almost a minor detail for analyzing an algorithm’s speed and a few other obscure details. Even among theory–view students, oftentimes there was a feeling that large parts of the theory they learned were not useful to their goals:

“Deterministic state machines are useful, finite automata. But like context-free grammar and things like that, the professor thinks it’s important and good to learn because by knowing the limitations of the language you’re working with, you can know what you can do inside that language. So the same thing applies for our compilers or our programming languages and things like that. If you know what the limitations of your programming language are, then that can help you better understand what you can do with it, and I understand that. But in my opinion I can know how to use Java without understanding all of the rules and conditions that would apply behind the scenes to build the language.”

—P20

The quote above is not an example of a student with a potentially problematic conception; this student could concretely articulate his instructor’s likely viewpoint. I have included this quote to illustrate that not every student who wondered about the usefulness of theory had a problematic conception. Oftentimes students with the most detailed conceptions of CS wondered most about the contents of their classes.

Although there were some students with well–reasoned concerns about the contents of their classes, there were also students whose understanding of theory could be potentially problematic. It was common for students to overemphasize the coding
aspect of CS, especially when the theory was a mathematical idea they found difficult to learn:

“’Cause when I was working on the project I didn’t have any idea what I was doing for the calculus part until I took out one of my friend to just like tell me, ”These are the formulas you need to do.” And then once I knew all the formulas I could just code them - like it wasn’t a problem to code them. It was just I didn’t know any of the formulas ’cause I don’t really enjoy Calc 3 [for CS Majors]. So I feel like it’s - like it should be subdivided.

Like math majors should be able to know all that stuff if they need to but CS majors - that’s not their priority. We don’t need to know the calculus part. Like we can, I guess, talk to other people that are specialized in that. Like our specialty is creating code.”

—P23

Students also often explained that the purpose of techniques like induction and other math were to teach them logical habits of mind, but that they had no direct relevance to CS.

There were also students who’s conception of CS simply did not include any aspect of theory or mathematical components of CS, even when pressed. This was especially true of Spelman students. Here is an example of senior at Spelman answering a question about the mathematical areas of Computer Science (after asking about the theoretical areas of CS didn’t get much response):

“Programming. Programming I think is a lot of math, as well as when you’re first starting off. When you’re learning binary, when you’re learning about memory and RAM, and that type of thing. I think that is definitely
where the math comes in . . . If you’re trying to calculate something. If you’re trying to build a program that is going to give you the sign, or cosine or a tangent, or the sign or cosign of something anywhere, you would definitely have to know what that is.”

—P30

This definitely seems to be something that the student has forgotten or not did not understand, not simply an argument that theory was not useful. It’s clear from the curriculum standards [10] that these topics were part of the student’s curriculum.

Students difficulty with recognizing theory as an aspect of CS is interesting, because almost all students included the idea of algorithms as some part of their definition of CS. Algorithms can easily be seen as a very theoretical topic — involving Big O or correctness proofs, for example. But it definitely seems possible for students to view the idea of algorithms as central in CS, while leaving out or questioning the mathematical analysis of algorithms. For all students, the idea of taking some problem and devising a new algorithm to solve it was an important CS activity. But for many students, devising a solution to an algorithmic problem was simply a skill separate from formal mathematics.

To summarize, theory seemed to be a difficult area for students to incorporate into their conceptions of CS. Some students mentioned it but did not really understand its purpose, others omitted it entirely even when pressed. It seems to be a common source of potentially problematic conceptions in CS.

4.2.3 Languages Rather than Concepts

“I’m not entirely sure [what is in the Information Internetworking Thread] right now. I know I’m really interested in SQL because I’m making my own website right now that’s based around like a database in SQL. And it’s using like AJAX and JavaScript to pull in information and all that
Another common potentially problematic conception was students overemphasizing learning new programming languages as part of their CS curriculum, rather than new concepts. Although there are plenty of (perhaps apocryphal) stories about students complaining they want courses in particular programming languages, in my interviews the reverse was more common. Students would take a course that had a new language and think of it as a course to teach that particular language. This occurred both when I asked students to speculate on the contents of their future courses as well as when I ask students to reflect on courses they had already taken, but it did occur less in reflection.

Languages are a very concrete thing for students, which I suspect provide an easy way to conceptualize a course. Students are excited about something to look forward to in courses that otherwise seemed abstract. This tendency of a students to use programming languages as a way to conceptualize also worked in a negative way: one course at Georgia Tech was taught in Smalltalk, a course students generally perceived as useless (i.e. not used by anyone for “real” purposes). This course was mentioned repeatedly as a source of anger, with Smalltalk’s uselessness presented as the key failing. For good or ill, it definitely seems like students use the languages taught in particular courses to reason about them.

4.2.4 Misinterpreted Names

“So [the media thread] could be anything in maybe the news, in broadcasting, certain media outlets like YouTube or Flash and basically design, I’d say. If you were designing a video game you might choose media as one of your threads if you wanted to design one.”
The student above has a potentially problematic conception about the media thread at Georgia Tech. This thread covers computer graphics and computer audio. The thread does have some aspects of video game design (although it does not include GUI design, which the student asserts later). It does not have a great deal to do with broadcasting, YouTube or Flash. The student seems to be reasoning based on the name “media”.

Students reasoning incorrectly based on a particular name was moderately common. While it may seem on the surface to be very concerning, part of it may be the artificially of the interview environment. Students are separated from the resources they would normally use to make decisions about classes and then are asked a highly specific question like “what do you suppose might be taught in your Operating Systems course?”. Given those circumstances, students who don’t know the course might well speculate that the course covers differences between Linux and Windows. It is difficult to know if the student would use that reasoning when deciding to take an Operating Systems course, given that the states are higher and more detailed information is just a few clicks away.

It is worth noting however, that the names a school uses in its curriculum is significant at least in students’ causal reasoning. Naming an area of specialization “intelligence” may be more evocative than “machine learning, pattern matching, and search algorithms”, and may encourage student interest. It also clearly presents the possibility that students will reason about it like it’s a part of philosophy department.

4.2.5 Summary

In this section, we identified several common potentially problematic conceptions:

1. Lack of Specifics About Future Courses. Students generally did not know much about the content of future courses, both for courses they were required to take
and courses that were electives.

2. *Role of Theory.* Many students did not understand the purpose of CS theory, and a few left it out of their description of CS entirely.

3. *Languages Rather than Concepts.* Students often overemphasized the importance of learning programming languages in their courses, rather than focusing on larger more conceptual learning goals.

4. *Misinterpreted Names.* Students often drew conclusions of the content of their curriculum based on misinterpretations of the names of courses or specializations (e.g. ‘media’ is about broadcasting).

The main thing to take away from these potentially problematic conceptions was that many of the potentially problematic conceptions were caused by a simple lack of familiarity with the curriculum. Students generally had not formed detailed conceptions about CS in general, and their reasoning in interviews seemed quite tentative. Nowhere did we see students expressing conflict with their instructors and attempt to take their learning in a different direction (as observed by Nespor [59]). Sometimes the omissions in students views of CS were smaller (e.g. not having an idea what is covered in an Operating Systems course) and sometimes larger (e.g. missing theory entirely), but students did not seem to have detailed conflicting views of CS.

Combining the potentially problematic conceptions with the 3 main viewpoints in the first section, the overall picture of student conceptions is one that is accurate at a high level but with problems with regard to specifics of courses or subfields. In the next section, I discuss how students reflected on their own changing conceptions and look at how some of these potentially problematic conceptions evolved in at least a few students. In the next chapter, I discuss how students make educational decisions about things like classes and why even bright students don’t generally have a detailed view of CS as a whole.
4.3 Change of Conception

This section discusses how students believed their views of CS had changed over time. Because this is based on student reflection rather than longitudinal interviews, it’s important to treat this data with caution. That said, student reflections on how their views changed provides insight into what changes seemed significant to students in retrospect, even if it is not a completely accurate view of the entire process of conception change.

4.3.1 CS is Not Just Programming

“I mean, since I was little I just saw, when I think of computer science I thought of my dad all the time and all he did, he was a coder, a developer. So I just like imagine him when someone says computer science. Oh dad, what does he do? Code, that’s what he does. And I come to high school and even in high school all they taught us was Java. And Java is just coding. So we just sit in front of a computer coding. And then I come to college and then I think after coming to college my idea of what computer science actually changed . . . I think it changed pretty quickly. Like joining the different organizations I saw people always talking about different threads they’re taking and CS 1100 . . . ”

—P13

Many students talked about how initially they viewed CS as just programming but that view changed either in high school or early in college. Many students had computers science classes in high school that they described as basically programming. Even before students had taken a high–school CS class, they had somehow heard it was programming. Students described expecting CS to be learning additional programming constructs, or languages, or specific applications (e.g. how to build webpages) when they initially enrolled in CS. In addition to talking about non–programming subjects
or careers with CS, student also emphasized that this programming-only view did not realize the importance of algorithms which they later came to appreciate. Many students remarked that CS seemed more interesting after it became clear it was not just programming (even students who were enjoyed programming).

Students often contrasted their current views with thinking of CS an earlier view of CS as “just programming”, but only one student actually asserted that CS was just programming in the interview. This change seemed to begin quite early in the curriculum — just about the time students were introduced to data structures. Some views that I classified as programming-view often were very close to just-programming in that students could not think of examples of CS activities outside of programming. Students have heard that CS is not just programming, but it seems like their view of the non-programming aspects of CS evolve over time.

4.3.2 CS is Not Application Use

“...people come into computing are a lot like people who like to look through a telescope and think they wanna go into astronomy, and the analogy that everybody uses. They don’t realize what does computing mean. Many times they think that they’re going to come in and learn how to use the applications. They don’t realize what you can do with computing ...”

—P7 (student advisor)

Both in my own work with high school students (see related work chapter) and in my interviews with student advisors, there seemed to be hints that students might initially come to computer science with conceptions that include application use or 3D-modeling for example. For the undergraduates I talked to, there did not seem to be conceptions of this sort, at least as a “main” view of CS. For example, a student might argue that subfield of computer graphics might include some art training
while still having a programming-centric view of CS as a whole. Students did not recollect many conceptions of this sort, but several did say they really had very little understanding of CS before their first courses.

I suspect that the reasons I did not see conceptions of this sort was because even the freshmen in my study all had taken at least most of a course in Computer Science. Student advisors definitely agreed that application oriented conceptions exist, but it seems that a single course in CS is enough to revise this conception. Because introductory courses tended to focus on algorithms and coding, I suspect these students revise their conception to a programming-view or (as I did see in a few students) a breadth-view that still maintained a few incorrect assumptions about later curriculum. All that seems to be clear is that application-oriented conceptions and other very unusual views of CS did not seem to be represented in the students I interviewed.

4.3.3 CS Deeper Than Expected

“I guess 1331’s a really easy class, I guess, because it’s an intro to objects, so they make it really easy. And I was like, ‘Oh, I get this programming stuff.’ And I got to 1332, and I was like, ‘Whoa, I don’t get this.’ And so that was - I realized then that it was a little more complex. And I got it at the end of the class, but I was kind of more apprehensive about taking any more classes after that. And then after that I took 2110 and then I was even more apprehensive.”

—P19

Similar to discovering that CS was not just programming, many students remarked that a lot more went into CS than initially anticipated. This viewpoint change also occurred early in the curriculum — anywhere from the first intro course to computer architecture. This was seen a less positive change by students: students were often
attracted to CS because it seemed easy and they performed better than their peers. Students experiencing this change often began to wonder if they had the made the right decision to major in CS.

The exact topic matter that was deeper than expected varied. Some students talked about designing code as being more challenging than they anticipated. Others were surprised about learning details of hardware. In all cases, it seems that the students conceptually found the new material interesting, but it was also more challenging than they first imagined.

4.3.4 Learning About Subfields of CS

“Like before when I thought of robotics, it was kind of like two different classifications. You had either the robotics like industrial robots, which was just an arm doing some kind of task, moving something, or you had a humanoid robot, which was trying to walk around or do something or interact with the environment, but it was humanoid. And then through the things I saw in the class, I saw that there are very broad fields of robots . . . there’s robots that hop on one leg, robots that hop on two legs. We saw robots shaped like snakes that wiggle around and can climb up poles . . . Just things like that I was like I had no idea we were even trying to do that much less that you could.”

—P20

This last change of conception was in many ways the most interesting because it seemed to represent an elaboration of the main conceptions identified above. Among all the three main types of conceptions, students generally had a very vague understanding with regard to particular subfields of CS. Students from a broad viewpoint might mention that you could build robots in Computer Science but (maybe beyond one example) they could not elaborate on robotics or any area in particular. But,
for a few students, a recent change occurred that encouraged them to deeply look into an area of CS. As a result of this research, they had significantly greater detailed knowledge which significantly expanded their idea of what was possible in Computer Science. In most the cases I interviewed, these students were seniors who had just started looking into this new subfield. They did not have details on the connections between their field and other areas of CS. This suggests that there are potentially more elaborated viewpoints of CS for some students after graduation.

4.3.5 Summary

Student viewpoints about CS are clearly changing as they experience the undergraduate curriculum. All of the changes students noted suggest a greater respect for the complexity of CS, and a feeling that CS had more possibilities than before. The fact that students are experiencing significant changes in their views, even near graduation, suggests there are likely to be further changes to student conceptions of CS after they leave their undergraduate careers.

4.4 Effect of Curriculum on Student Conceptions

The other sections of this chapter have focused on student conceptions with CS: what they are, what their problems are, and how they change. This section focuses on a different question: does a school’s curriculum affect student conceptions? In Study 1, I interviewed students at three schools. Although each school was an accredited Computer Science program with courses in data structures, algorithms and other traditional CS topics, each school’s curriculum also differed in important ways.

1. Georgia Tech. One key difference between Georgia Tech and other schools was the Threads™ program [36]. Students select two “threads” as part of their degree off a list of eight: Devices, Information Internetworks, Intelligence, Media, Modeling and Simulation, People, Platforms, and Theory. The courses in these
threads make up over half their required CS courses. As a result, students at Georgia Tech were required to specialize more and at an earlier stage in their degree program.

Georgia Tech’s CS degree program was also the largest, allowing the greatest variety of specialized CS courses. Although there were some courses designed to introduce students to the various specialties of CS, generally students did not mention them as a impact on their conception of CS. Students interviewed often had one or more CS courses in high school.

2. Duke. Duke’s program had fewer elective course offerings than Georgia Tech and a larger set of required courses. Duke’s program also encouraged multiple degrees; many of the students I interviewed were combination CS/ECE majors. Duke had two introductory programming courses (one for engineers and one for non-engineers), both of which were fairly programming focused. Students interviewed often had one or more CS courses in high school.

3. Spelman. Spelman College is a traditionally African–American Woman’s college. Unlike Duke and Geogia Tech, Spelman does not have a Computer Engineering program separate from CS. Spelman’s introductory CS course was not programming focused, and students frequently remarked that it changed their view of Computer Science. Students interviewed usually had not taken CS course prior to coming to Spelman.

Overall, student conceptions were similar even at different schools. Each school contained students representing each of the three main conceptions, with the exception of Spelman which did not a have a theory–view student (at least among those interviewed). The curriculum at each school may have encouraged students toward one view or another: given the small sample size and variation between individual students, it’s not possible to draw any conclusion about conception prevalence from
this study. However, there were some noteworthy differences between students at the three schools.

4.4.0.1 Differences Between Duke and Georgia Tech

In general, Duke and Georgia Tech students seemed similar in their conceptions of CS. There did seem to be some affect of the Threads™️ program: students at Georgia Tech had considered their threads somewhat and made tentative selections even at early stages. Duke students by contrast had no decisions to make early and therefore did not know much about later courses. Neither group had detailed knowledge of particular subdisciplines of CS or the content of future courses. The pre–college background of both groups was similar as well.

4.4.0.2 Differences Between Spelman and Other Schools

Spelman students were different from Georgia Tech and Duke students in several key ways. Most obviously, Spelman students’ background tended to be different. The majority of CS students interviewed at other colleges enrolled with some programming experience, Spelman students often selected CS without either high-school courses or personal experiences coding. Perhaps as a result of this, Spelman students often felt their initial Computer Science course was a large influence on their view of CS as a whole.

Spelman students often emphasized that an important part of CS was communication and group work skills:

“I think biology I would have just been kind of studying and taking the tests, and that’s all. But, I feel like for computer science I definitely — we have a lot of group projects, there’s a lot of times where we have to do things together . . . But, a lot of the times we worked together and had to really figure out how to solve a specific problem right then and there. So, I think that my Computer Science courses helped me to really get that,
whereas if I were in biology or any other subject, I don’t think that I would have been able to get that type of experience, and be able to figure out how to quickly come up with a solution, or a solution for that matter, at all.”

—P30

Part the reason for this emphasis may be the introductory course. Spelman’s introductory course emphasized that a variety of career options were possible from Computer Science including managerial roles. Another contributor was that more Spelman students were seeking non–programming careers after graduation (they did not usually have a concrete idea of what the wanted to do after graduation, but they had decided not to do programming). Students outside Spelman were much more ambivalent. A few students mentioned communication skills as useful, but almost no one mentioned them as a key component of CS knowledge. Other non–Spelman students contrasted technical programming knowledge (as CS) and project management skills (explicitly non–CS).

Spelman students were also much more likely to include the building of computer hardware as part of CS. Outside of Spelman, students usually confidently enforced a strong delineation between CS as software related and Computer Engineering as hardware related. Inside Spelman, building computers was frequently mentioned as a CS activity. This may because Spelman did not have a Computer Engineering department.

4.5 Summary

This chapter has focused on answering the following research question:

*RQ1: What types of CS field conceptions exist in CS undergraduate students?*

Student conceptions of CS on the whole had several key things in common with each other. Student conceptions included programming as a part of CS, but also
included non–programming. CS students acknowledged that algorithms were an essential part of CS, and that developing algorithms to solve particular problems was an important CS activity. In that sense, student conceptions were in line with the curriculums of the their schools.

Student conceptions fell into three main categories. Each of these categories had variations, but had specific characteristics that set them apart:

1. *Theory–view: CS as Mathematical Study of Algorithms.* Theory–view students thought of CS as a primarily theoretical (and academic) discipline. The design of conceptually difficult algorithms was most central to CS, as were other mathematical ideas like Big O and NP–Completeness. Theory–view students emphasized that CS existed even without real computers. Students varied in their association between CS and programming — from programming as clear part of CS (but slightly less central than theory) to programming as related but different (more engineering–oriented) field. Theory–view students tended to be accurate in their reflection on previous courses and anticipation of the content of their later courses.

2. *Programming–view: CS as Programming–Centric but Including Supporting Subfields.* Programming–view students considered CS to be mainly about programming, but emphasized that other subfields were also necessary to do good programming. Writing programs to solve large and technically challenging problems was the central activity. Professional programmers were clearly Computer Scientists. Programming–view students varied on how important non–programming subfields of CS were: everything from small helpful fields to important subfields in their own right. Programming–view students occasionally
exhibited potentially problematic conceptions, especially with regard to understanding how non–programming subfields related to the activity of programming.

3. **Broad–view: CS as Having Many Different Subfields**, Broad–view students thought of CS as mix of many different computer–related subfields. Theory, Robotics, Programming, and (often many) others are all equally parts of a broad CS umbrella. There was no single central activity of Computer Science and no central practitioner. In this view, comparatively little knowledge was considered essential to a Computer Scientist; students emphasized the differences between subfields and the freedom to pursue different paths. Although broad–view students identified (and was excited by) interdisciplinary fields related to CS, they generally did not have detailed knowledge about them. Broad–view students had difficulty anticipating contents of their future courses, occasionally exhibiting potentially problematic conceptions (like OS class involves differences between Linux and Windows).

All three conceptions represent a potentially productive view of CS (at least insofar as correctly reasoning about the curriculum is concerned).

Students also exhibited a few potentially problematic conceptions. Students had difficulty understanding the purpose of theory. Students overfocused on learning new programming languages. Students made incorrect inferences about course contents based on the names of classes and specializations.

The most common potentially problematic conception, however, was simply that students did not have a detailed view of CS or their later CS courses. Even among areas of CS that they were interested in pursing, students generally did not have concrete ideas of what their courses would contain.

Although this chapter has discussed many small details of student conceptions of
Computer Science, there are two main points to remember that are important for the next chapter on educational decisions:

1. Students conceptions on CS varied, but most students had a conception of CS that aligned well with their school’s curriculum at a high level. Students expected to learn about both programming and non–programming topics. Students acknowledged the importance of algorithms in CS. Students generally viewed their instructors as in–line with their own goals about Computer Science.

2. Student viewpoints generally lacked specifics. They generally did not anticipate the contents of particular classes. In that sense, they were ill–equipped to make large scale decisions about what areas of CS to focus on.

The next chapter will focus on how students made educational decisions given this moderately accurate but vague understanding of Computer Science.
CHAPTER V

STUDENT EDUCATIONAL DECISIONS

In the previous chapter, I introduced three main conceptions of CS. Students of all conceptions acknowledged the importance of programming and non-programming topics, including the study of algorithms. In that sense, students were aligned with their curriculums at a very high level. However, student conceptions about the field of CS generally lacked specifics. When students were asked to anticipate the contents of future courses (even elective courses they had selected) it generally seemed the interview was the first time they had seriously considered what their future courses would teach (see Section 4.2.1).

How can students select elective courses without a detailed understanding of their alternatives? How do students make larger educational decisions like the choice to specialize in a particular area of CS? This chapter will present a theory about how students make educational decisions and the ways conceptions of the field of CS do (and do not) affect these decisions.

Our interviews suggest students make educational decisions in a way that initially seems arbitrary. Students in CS generally did not have specific career goals or skills they were hoping to learn in Computer Science. As a result, they did not worry about which courses or specializations would best help them achieve their goals. Instead, they were mostly concerned about finding an area of CS that they would be well-suited for. They measured how well-suited they were for a particular area by how enjoyable they found classes in that area.

Having an unenjoyable experience in a CS course generally motivated students to further elaborate their idea of Computer Science. For students, an unenjoyable
experience indicated they were poorly suited for an area of CS and encouraged them to change their educational plans to avoid it in the future. This was also a time when they sought out advice from experts or parents. Once students had identified a concrete goal they felt they were well-suited for, understanding the field became important and useful. With a concrete goal, students became able to identify courses that were useful and not useful based on their conception of CS. But students who had concrete goals were much rarer in our interviews: most students were still selecting courses based on the experience of enjoyment.

Because the experience of enjoyment is so important in student decisions, it stands to reason that knowing detailed information about the content of future courses is not important. Students arrive in classes expecting that what they learn will be very different from their expectations; what they are most interested in is whether they personally will enjoy learning it.

In this chapter, I will elaborate more fully on the idea of student educational decisions based on enjoyment. I will talk about the educational implications of this, and how these implications reflect on the idea of student conceptions on the field of CS. Finally, I will discuss a few circumstances in which problematic conceptions about the field of CS did seem to influence student educational decisions.

### 5.1 A Theory of CS Student Educational Decisions

In this section, I propose a theory of CS student educational decision making based on my interviews. I begin with some of the puzzling student behaviors that suggests that students make educational decisions differently than one might expect. Then I describe my overall theory:

1. Students do not have a concrete goal when they begin studying in a particular field, and don’t attempt to gain a detailed view of the field quickly. Instead, they take courses as prescribed by the curriculum. They make the assumption that
the curriculum is designed so that (regardless on what they might eventually pursue) it will put them in a good position. I described these students as abdicating responsibility to the curriculum. If students have to make educational decisions, they will generally focus on exploration, i.e. selecting courses based on casual interest.

2. As students explore classes, they *make educational decisions based on enjoyment*. They view their enjoyment of their classes as a useful measure of whether they would enjoy pursuing a particular area more. If all their classes are equally enjoyable, they generally continue to trust in the curriculum and explore. But if they notice a strong difference (especially if they have a bad experience in a particular course), it motivates them make educational decisions. Often, they will narrow their educational focus and more clearly define their goals. This is when they often seek advice from parents, advisors, and websites. It also motivates refining a conception of the field.

3. Once their educational focus is sufficiently narrow, students develop a concrete goal. At that point, students’ approach changes to *making educational decisions based on long term goals*. At this stage, they do use their conception of the field to make educational decisions towards their goal. This occurs late in the undergraduate career if at all.

The theory presented here are similar to the tentative theory published in my paper on student selection of specialization [43], with some further elaboration. In that work, I also stressed that students made choices without a detailed knowledge of the curriculum based on enjoyment. However, in that paper I did not have an idea of how choosing based on enjoyment could transition to more goal–based choices. I also did not see students early behavior as exploratory, and was more concerned that students were making ill–informed decisions.
5.1.1 No Concrete Educational Goals

“It’s hard to remember [why I took a CS class at first] . . . I thought I was kind of interested in, cognitive psychology and stuff and there’s basically one — cognitive science actually. There’s basically cognitive science course and it has as its prerequisites one of the following and the intro to Computer Science was one of them. So I kind of had it in my head like ‘Oh, I’ll take that and that’s offered in the fall.’ So I couldn’t take that in the freshman fall cause I hadn’t taken any of the prerequisites. And then I ended up taking, like, all of [the prerequisites] and never taking that other class.”

—P36

The first thing to know about students’ decision making is that they do not have a concrete educational goal in Computer Science. As with the student in the quote above, a student’s decision to take classes in CS might have nothing to do with a particular interest in the major. Even for students who select the CS major before they come to college, they may have enjoyed programming on their own but they almost never have researched the field of CS or what job they would like after graduation. Not having an goal makes the process of student educational decision making much different than you would expect.

For example, when talking with a student advisor, the advisor estimated that a third of incoming CS freshman have a very off–base view of what CS is about. Given that, one might expect to see a fair number of students initially major in CS and then quickly shift to another major that is more in–line with their goals. However, this does not seem to be a problem because students really don’t have concrete expectations for what they intend to do with CS. According to the advisors, students don’t change majors just because CS was radically different from their expectations.
Instead students start leaving when their GPAs begin to go down. The advisor estimated that only two percent of major changes are students who are doing well academically but find CS doesn’t match their expectations. Even acknowledging that off-the-cuff statistics probably have a fair degree of inaccuracy, this suggests that many students enter CS with an inaccurate conception of what CS is, yet — once they change their view of CS is — most students (at least initially) persist in CS. Poor grades are what motivate students to leave CS, not inaccurate views of the field.

A second example of student decision making without concrete goals is how students making long term educational decisions like which courses to specialize in. Even when students generally have an accurate conception about CS, they often did not reason and research about CS when they were making educational decisions. Here is one student discussing how he selected his CS specializations:

“So when I was choosing my threads, I thought it was like choosing my classes from the World of Warcraft or something, right? They really make it look like that. Like the little pictures of like intelligence, platforms, theory. So it’s really like choosing - all right, I’m kind of feeling the dwarf warrior. So I picked my threads sort of — I mean I’m not too old, but as you can see from my background, when I got here I really didn’t want to fool around, so I’m not changing my threads, right? I just went with platforms, and I went with information internetworks.

And I’ve come to think that it won’t make a difference. I think that the threads are superficial, but when I say that, I don’t mean it too negatively . . . It’s fun. But they don’t really - in my opinion, they only sort of direct your thinking. They don’t limit what you’re gonna be doing after college, so I don’t think they’re really important, if that makes sense.”

—P24
The student in this quote had a sophisticated view of CS that encompassed both the theoretical and practical aspects of CS. Given that he was capable of reasoning about the content covered in the specializations, and given that the specialized courses will make up about half of his CS curriculum, one might anticipate considerable care in selecting specialization. Other students took similar approaches, almost never doing research or asking for outside advice when making selections.

When I explicitly asked students about their post graduation goals, they rarely had a specific job or category of job in mind. Except for students recently involved in a job search, students’ goals usually were not committed enough to suggest specific educational paths. One student was deciding between continuing in CS to get a Masters or Ph.D., joining the Navy, or web programming. The student did not have a plan for how to purse any of these goals by taking courses in CS. Some students suggested they might want to become a professional programmer for a company like Google, although they could not give any specifics about what they would like to do in such a job or what Google might be looking for. Many students admitted they had no idea where they would like to work or what they would like to do.

The fact that students don’t have concrete goals early in their CS education is not necessarily an educational problem. But it does raise a question: how do students make educational decisions without a goal? What made students select CS initially if not an idea of what they might do after graduation? Based on conversations with student advisors, students obviously cared about their grades but students did not talk about maximizing their grades or avoiding work. Instead, students of all sorts seemed very willing to just allow themselves to go with whatever the curriculum offered.
5.1.2 Abdicating Responsibility to the Curriculum

“[I found my classes valuable not because] I had some predefined idea of ‘this is what’s important in this topic’ and ‘he should be teaching this’. It was because all of Georgia Tech’s professors are very well-known . . . so when you go into a Georgia Tech class and you sit down in front of a professor, it doesn’t matter what he wants to say. You kind of listen because you know it’s gonna be important. It’s just the people they are, that you trust them to know what they’re teaching is important, and that’s why we come to Tech.”

–P20

At all the schools we talked to, CS students had a great trust that the content they learned in their CS courses would be valuable to them. Even when they were not able to articulate why a particular topic was valuable, they were confident they learned it for some reason (or at least that it was useful to some particular kind of CS major even if it was not useful to them). In this, they were completely different from the management majors interviewed by Nespor [59] who colluded to undermine their teacher’s lessons. Students were also confident that whatever they would be taught would be useful in accomplishing their career goals, even though in general they were not sure what those goals were. As a result, students generally selected courses by looking at the degree requirements and selecting the next courses off the list.

Not only did student expect that the courses they would take would be valuable, but they also in general expected them to be enjoyable. Students talked about arriving in courses not knowing what to expect until they were handed the syllabus on the first day. This was a positive experience — many of them were excited by how consistently different CS was from their expectations:

“It’s hard for me pinpoint [what my later classes will cover]. It’s still for
Abdicating responsibility to the curriculum has both a good and bad side. On the
good side is students' strong belief that the content they were learning was good for
them, and would somehow be useful to them. Even when students were demoralized
and had classes they did not enjoy, they still felt they would probably be good to
know in the long-term:

“I think [Computer Architecture] is important because everyone should
know the foundation of what they’re working on. Like it’s important
knowledge, I was just not interested. But, it’s important to know, it’s
just one of those things where you’re like, ‘Really don’t want to do this,
but I guess I should know it, because I’m going to be working on computers
the rest of my life.’ ”

—P19

The bad side about abdicating responsibility to the curriculum is that students’
knowledge of what is important begins and ends with the curriculum of their school.
The student quoted above, for example, dropped out of her second semester Com-
puter Architecture course. Because that was allowed within the framework of the
curriculum, the student felt it was safe. This is not to say that the decision to leave
the course was a bad one: simply that the decision about whether a particular course is valuable would ideally be about the CS content covered and a particular student’s goals. The extent to which students believe the curriculum protects them against bad long term educational choices is perhaps more than their schools’ curriculum designers intended.

5.1.2.1 Choices Don’t Matter

Students’ trust in the curriculum also manifested itself in a belief that all course choices that were possible within the curriculum would be of equal value. Here is a Georgia Tech student who is interested in robotics talking about if it matters whether he or she specializes in devices verses artificial intelligence:

“Actually I really don’t think so. I don’t think, because when you graduate from Georgia Tech you just have like a computer science, you’re a computer science major. It doesn’t specify anything about [specializations] but I feel like once you take classes here you just focus on different aspects but you have some similar classes as well. . .While we’re talking about it I’d rather take a devices [specialization] just because there’s a lot more ECE classes and I think once I graduate the jobs, I think I would have the same number of jobs available if I took either of them. I don’t think it’d make a difference.”

—P13

This idea that choosing a particular specialization does not matter was very commonly expressed by students. Students often asserted that the various specializations covered the same material but just “different aspects” of the same material. This was true even though the selection of specialization determined about half of a student’s CS courses and Georgia Tech’s department website emphasized the different possibilities enabled by each choice of specialization rather than the similarities.
Obviously, some amount of trust in the school’s curriculum is valuable. However students seemed to take this trust to an extreme level that would allow them to avoid making educational decisions themselves. In the quote above, for example, it is probably true that there are jobs available for both students in AI and devices. But the type of work in the two specializations is different. Other students selected specializations because they perceived certain specializations as “traditional” CS. The students argued that traditional was likely to be good and useful even though they did not know what topics were contained in the traditional specialty they selected.

This section has focused on Georgia Tech students selecting specializations. Similar abdication of responsibility was evidenced in students at other schools. Georgia Tech evidences the difficulty particularly well because it requires students to make important choices early in their degree. At other schools, students were possibly even less informed about the contents of possible future choices, but at those schools students had fewer decisions to make in the near future.

5.1.2.2 Does Abdicating Responsibility Cause Educational Problems?

CS curricula are designed so that students who follow the curricula learn something valuable. In that sense, students blindly following the curriculum is safer than students rejecting the curricula. No matter which specializations Georgia Tech students select, they learn some Computer Science (even if what they learn is not really different aspects of the same thing, as they imagine).

The greatest risk here are problems of omission. One of the graduate students I interviewed talked about being very interested in video game programming as an undergraduate. Going to a small CS program, there were no courses in Computer Graphics. The school had a variety of opportunities for independent study, but the student did not realize that subfield of computer graphics existed. Near graduation when applying for video game programming jobs, the student was surprised by
The fun of programming was a part of almost every students’ experience in Computer Science and for many of them was a strong influence on the choice of CS as a major. Students who had enjoyed AP Computer Science in high school often talked about how that experience motivated them to select CS as a major. Students who ended up in an introductory CS course on a whim or to fulfill a requirement chose to continue on because they enjoyed programming. Even students who eventually decided they didn’t like programming acknowledged that the feeling of getting a program to work for the first time had a unique appeal.

Students liked different things about programming. Some found particular application areas cool: robots, media, or even technical projects like building assemblers. Many found the activity of programming itself appealing: being able to try a variety of different approaches, the feeling of accomplishment when your code works. A few students mentioned they enjoyed the feeling of competence programming gave them: performing better than peers and doing something that was acknowledged to be hard. A few other students mentioned that programming became no longer fun once they felt that they were having more trouble than their peers.

The idea that students might be motivated by enjoying their classes is not surprising — for example the Eccles model [29] presents “interest-enjoyment value” as...
one of the motivators of achievement related choices. What was surprising was the extent to which enjoyment of classes was mentioned in students’ reasoning about their educational decisions.

5.1.3.1 Enjoyment as a Guide

“So I decided, when I got into Georgia Tech ... I needed to major in something, and I like computers. And if I continue liking computers while being required to do them, then it becomes more than just a hobby, and I think it’s a pretty good indicator that’s what I wanna do. So I took my first programming course with the intent to see whether I would hate it once I was actually required to do it, and I found — not a surprise, but — certainly it was a pleasant thing that I loved it. And I got a high A in the course; went far above and beyond on all the homeworks because I liked it; I - it was fun.”

—P27

Students used courses as a mechanism to test their own enjoyment of the field of CS. If they found a CS course enjoyable, that was generally construed as confirmation that CS was a good choice. Involved in the experience of enjoyment was other things: you can see in the quote above that the student mentions a high A. It might be reasonable to suppose that if the student had gotten a lower grade, the course might not be remembered with such fondness. But the important thing is that the thing the student uses to make the educational decision to persist in CS is the fun and enjoyment of the CS class. Similarly, when students had a negative experience in a class, it was the experience and not the grade itself that they talked about motivating their reasoning:

Interviewer: So you said that [developing the next great algorithm or solving known hard problems] isn’t your forte. How do you know it isn’t
your forte?

P39: I guess I don’t really know. But I mean like I’ve taken computer algorithms and through that like just working [on that course] and working through the problem sets and things like that . . . There’s naturally like more motivation for me, just naturally to tackle that challenge rather than a completely theoretical problem with no grounding. It was just like, ‘What if we did this, what happens? What is you apply this algorithm in this case?’ You know, like knapsack problem or something like that. It just didn’t have as much interest for me at least . . .

Interviewer: So did you have like academic difficulty in [your algorithms course]?

P39: Not really. It was like I did sort of average, above average usually on the test and problem sets. But it just, I didn’t really enjoy the course . . . That’s definitely my worst grade in Computer Science.

You can see in the quote above, the student needs to be pressed to reveal that his grade in the course was the lowest he’s received in Computer Science. The students’ main point is that he wasn’t interested in the course and found some of the problems frustrating. This is not to say that low grades might not be partially responsible for the students’ dislike of theory. The point I wish to make is that the frustration is what is reasoned about, poor grades can contribute to frustration, but frustration and enjoyment are what the students’ describe as their reasons.

You can also see from the quote above how enjoyment of courses is interpreted as a measure of suitability. The student has had one course in theory then, based on that experience, characterizes himself as poorly suited for theory. For the student above, discovering he was poorly suited for theory is not a big deal and the student is planning to continue on in other areas of CS. For other students, the implication
that they were unsuitable for CS was extremely stressful and prompted revaluation of the CS major. Students treat their experiences of enjoyment and frustration very seriously.

Students used enjoyment as a guide to their educational decisions, even when they could easily identify other factors that might have contributed. One student decided to major in CS, although he admitted it probably had more to do with an exceptional instructor than the content of the course itself. Another student became very ill partway through his AI course, missed many classes, got academically behind, and had to drop out. This student decided to stop specializing in AI even though he admitted that getting ill might be partly responsible for why his experience was bad. Students seemed slightly sheepish about their decisions when pressed, but although they knew that intervening factors could have affect their experience, they still decided based on their experience of enjoyment.

A course being enjoyable however, was not the same as it being easy. Students found easy courses unenjoyable sometimes and no student mentioned that a course was enjoyable because it was easy. Some students even enjoyed courses that took a large amount of time (hard, by some definition). That said, students generally did not enjoy courses that they had great academic difficulty. Assignments were a large part: assignments that were perceived as fun (even when difficult) could contribute to an enjoyable course, assignments that were frustrating to students made the course unenjoyable. Feeling that others found the course easier than you made the course unenjoyable, even if overall grades were average. Students often mentioned feeling like they were doing better than their peers in courses they found particularly enjoyable.

5.1.3.2 Exploration

“So basically what I figured I wanna be kind of like well rounded . . . Information Internetworking was the other one and I figured that that would come in
handy like pretty much anywhere, you know? Because I have a feeling there’s lots of jobs for that . . . I mean, media seemed like a lot more interesting like the classes you take and such rather than modeling. I mean, those are pretty interesting too but I just, I felt like this was more interesting.”
—P25

When students were enjoying most of their CS courses, they selected courses in what I called an “exploratory” way. They selected courses they were curious about, given descriptions on the school website. They occasionally considered what might be good for a job after graduation, but this was usually based on instinct rather than any concrete data or specific companies they were aiming at. They did not get advice from instructors or advisors. Only rarely did they consider course difficulty. Overwhelmingly, what was most important was that the course or specialization seem interesting.

This exploratory behavior can continue even until junior and senior year. Obviously by the senior year students need to start making decisions about careers post graduation, but students with an exploratory approach still did not have a specific goal. They had some areas they were considering going forward (either in graduate school or in industry) but it was still an interest rather than a specific commitment. Students with a strong specific commitment generally could describe an experience of contrasting enjoyment that triggered their focus.

5.1.3.3 Contrastimg Enjoyment Triggers Educational Decisions

“Well, I just wanna explore more aspects of where I could go and what I could do in the future, and so maybe having a more people-oriented major, more literature basically, which might involve the major computational media, so maybe I could explore that, but I just - I know that
I’m interested in languages, and I’ve become more interested in history, so instead of just technology . . . I found [my computer architecture class] boring, and I didn’t grasp it so quickly, so that generally discouraged me and what was good about that AP computer science class was that it was really slow and everyone was at your same level or below you.”

—P14

Enjoyment of specific classes was an important aspect of student reasoning, but it was not the only things students considered. They solicited advice from parents, professors, and looked on the departmental website. However, when students reflected on their own significant educational decisions, it was almost always a unenjoyable class experience that initially triggered the crisis and forced the student to make the decision. Occasionally, it was a course that was simply OK at the same time as courses that were much better. Either way, the strong constrast in enjoyment that made the student reconsider and being thinking about making a new educational decision.

Unenjoyable experiences caused a student to reevaluate their options. This was when they would reach out and begin to do research into the various options within CS. This often gave them a more detailed view of the subfields of CS than other students. Students would also make decisions about themselves in relationship with Computer Science. Students would decide they didn’t like the hardware–level parts of CS, or that they didn’t want to program professionally:

“I think that — I know I don’t want to program, so I’m going to try to stay away from that . . . Yeah, after my C++ course, I liked it and I still had to do it, of course. But, I just knew that I don’t think I want to sit here up all night doing this. I think that I would much rather — actually, I took a course, too. It was a software engineering course. And, so that was the life cycle — a life cycle process, and project management. And, I really,
really liked that. I was kind of able to see a task through, and I didn’t have to be the sole one programming, or the sole one doing one thing. I was able to talk to people, gather information, gather requirements — I really liked that.”

—P30

Students who had an contrasting experience would often explain themselves in terms of being a particular kind of person (e.g. a social person, who doesn’t like just programming all the time). Students before this would usually talk about being curious about different areas of CS but not saying they were unsuited for a particular area of CS.

Students would sometimes have an unenjoyable experience but nonetheless choose to persist. This was particularly true of Spelman students, many of whom struggled greatly in their introductory courses but were encouraged to continue on by their parents. Although they continued on, the experience definitely seemed to change their relationship with Computer Science. Spelman students were far more likely to describe programming as very challenging but interesting as opposed to students at other schools who generally described it as fun.

This overall process of educational decision making seemed to occur at two levels during a student’s undergraduate career: the selection of a particular major, and the selection of a particular specialization with in the major. A student would have a experience that would commit them to CS, for example, and then begin engaging in exploratory behavior to find a specialization within the major. Not every student talked about both stages — and for many students the selection of CS as a major came from an experience in high school.
5.1.4 Making Educational Decisions Based on Long–Term Goals

“Well, I got interested in robotics. I was enjoying the class. Things were going well . . . but I wasn’t sure exactly what I should go to towards learning robotics on my own and in the classroom. So I went to my robotics professor and asked him for some direction, and one of the things I asked was simply what threads would you choose . . . And I suppose the difference between when I changed my threads from when I originally picked my threads was originally I was thinking from what I like and what I do what would be good threads. But then when I chose the threads I’m working with now, it was more where do I want to go and how do I get there that made me choose them.”

—P20

Up to this point, we’ve discussed students who are choosing based on enjoyment and adopted an exploratory strategy. A minority of students had a different approach to educational decisions: they made educational decisions based on a relatively specific long–term goal for themselves. Most of these students had a contrasting experience that focused them in a particular area and encouraged them towards a particular long term goal. For example, the student quoted above had a very good experience in a robotics course. He changed his threads and started strategically selecting courses to further a career in robotics — a change from his previous exploratory strategy. Not every contrasting experience would do this: for example, a student might have an experience that settled them on majoring in CS versus something else, but within CS classes the student would still adopt an exploratory approach.

Students approaching CS based on long term goals had much more use for reasoning about the field of Computer Science. They often had done research beyond their
classes into what was necessary for their long-term goal. They would even take non-required classes that they anticipated disliking, because they believed they would be useful for their goal. This was very different from students adopting the exploratory approach, who would exclusively select classes based on what they imagined they would enjoy (within the framework of the curriculum).

Two students seemed to have this approach even from entering the CS program: both of them were interested in programming video games, and that interest persisted throughout the major. There were also students near graduation who still basically had a exploratory approach. Based on my interviews overall (not a representative sample), I hypothesize that for many students, this shift in perspective occurs near the end of their undergraduate career (depending on the time when they have a contrasting enjoyment experience).

5.1.5 Peers, Parents, Advisors, and Professors

“It’s an architecture class. And I got there and I was like, ‘I don’t understand any of this. I don’t really like it.’ And I was kind of hesitant at first when I talked to my — the advisor in the CS department . . . and she was like, ‘Well, modeling and simulation would be a lot better, but you can still do what you want to do with this and just might have some extra like outside learning.’ I was like, ‘That’s fine, because I don’t want to take this class.’ ”

—P19

A little should be said about the involvement of other people in student’s process of making educational decisions. The first is that students were fairly independent: although many students did mention some others at some point in their process, generally they described most decisions as being self-made (perhaps with a little advice). The departmental website was by far the most commonly referenced resource.
But when students did solicit external advice, they tended to use each group in different ways:

- **Peers.** What was most surprising was how little peers tended to come up in student discussion of educational decisions. Although students definitely talk with each other, they generally do not talk about (or at least retain) information about the concepts discussed in later CS classes. They do talk about the difficulty of courses, although plenty of students I talked to did not even have information about that. Students did not evangelize particular specializations, and it was even rarer for students to talk about being attracted to the major by others. What peers did seem to provide was gossip about particular specializations (e.g. ‘everyone knows’ the theory specialization is really hard), which students did occasionally use in their decision making process.

- **Parents.** Parents were heavily involved in some students’ decision making, especially when initially selecting a major. Parents generally seemed to encourage students to make educational decisions with an eye towards careers. Some students seemed to talk about consulting with their parents frequently, some mentioned it hardly at all.

- **Advisors.** Georgia Tech was the only school with explicit departmental advisors that students had to meet with every year. At Duke and Spelman, students were required to meet with CS professors yearly. Students did mention going to advisors when they experienced a contrasting experience. The advisors themselves mentioned that students mostly sought them out to ask about graduation requirements. No student mentioned an advisor that they regularly met with for advice.

- **Professors.** Some students had a professor they had developed a personal
relationship with after enjoying a particular course. Students in a such a relationship frequently talked about getting advice about educational decisions. Most other students did not mention getting advice from professors, even when considering changing specializations or having a bad experience in a particular course.

5.2 Implications of the Theory

In the previous section, I outlined a theory of how CS majors make educational decisions based on interviews. To summarize:

1. Students *abdicate responsibility to the curriculum* and rely on it to teach them what is important without attempting to gain a broad view of the field. If students have to make educational decisions, they focus on *exploration* and select courses based on casual interest.

2. As students explore classes, they *make educational decisions based on enjoyment*. They view their enjoyment of their classes as a useful measure of whether they would enjoy pursuing a particular area more. If all their classes are equally enjoyable, they generally continue to trust in the curriculum and explore. *Contrasting enjoyment triggers educational decisions:* Enjoying one course much more or less than others will make them reevaluate their current situation and focus their goals.

3. Once their educational focus is sufficiently narrow, students develop a concrete goal. At that point, students’ approach changes to *making educational decisions based on long term goals*. At this stage, they do use their conception of the field to make educational decisions towards their goal. This occurs late in the undergraduate career if at all.
In this section, I will look at several implications of the theory. I will look at the relationship between this theory and other models of educational decisions. I will argue that the theory predicts students will rarely object to the contents of courses, except when they have unenjoyable experiences. Finally, I will argue that detailed conceptions of CS are not perceived as useful to student educational decision making.

5.2.1 Relationship with Existing Theories

5.2.1.1 Eccles Model of Choice

Eccles and colleagues [29] have done considerable work investigating the relationship between students choices (including college major choice) and a variety of social identities (including race and gender). In Eccles’s model, student educational decisions are influenced by two main factors: subjective task value and expectation of success. Both factors have a relationship with the idea of “enjoyment” as described by students in interviews.

“Subjective task value” in Eccles’s model refers to the benefit choosers believe they will receive by making a particular choice (e.g. specializing in a particular area of CS). It has three components:

- **Interest-enjoyment value.** Interest–enjoyment is how enjoyment of a particular activity would be classified in Eccles model. The fact that students mentioned it frequently is consistent with Eccles model.

- **Attainment value.** Attainment value is the perceived benefit placed on a particular choice by a valued social identity. For example, if one’s gender is normally associated with ‘helping others’ then choosing a specialization involved with helping others reinforces a valued identity. I did see some students particularly mention that they were interested in helping others and a few others interested in being “social”. Overall, though, students did seem to focus more on interest–enjoyment than attainment. It could be the educational choices this research
study focused on might not be perceived as having different attainment values (e.g. a specialization in artificial intelligence was just as valuable as architecture), perhaps because students did not know many details about them.

- **Utility.** Utility is the usefulness of a particular choice, leaving aside issues of identity. Students did consider issues of getting a job and logistical concerns like needing to graduate on schedule. These seemed to be secondary most of the time, except in certain obvious cases (dual-major students tried to select courses they could count twice, etc.).

“Expectation of success” is the second aspect of Eccles model, basically measuring students’ estimation of their likelihood of success given a particular choice. This is an interesting area of difference between the Eccles model and my own work, because of how intermeshed expectation of success and interest/enjoyment value seemed to be in my interviews. Eccles model is an expectancy value model — decisions are driven approximately the value of a particular choice (subjective task value) and their estimated likelihood of getting that value (expectation of success).

In my work, student enjoyment seemed almost interchangeable with expectation of success. Students who had an unenjoyable time felt they were unsuitable for a particular subdiscipline (i.e. subjective task value changes expectation of success). The reverse also occurred in my interviews: feeling that one was doing well compared to peers for example, seemed to motivate increased enjoyment (i.e. expectation of success changes subjective task value). In interviews, students would routinely treat what they enjoyed doing and what they thought they were good at doing as pretty much the same thing. For example, consider this quote:

“I can come up with a solution or maybe a few solutions but they are definitely not the optimal sort of things. And when you ask me to do your proofs, I can do proofs. It just — I don’t know, maybe it’s just like I
haven’t learned the correct pieces here and there but it I didn’t really have a firm understanding of it and a lot of sorts of more complex algorithms like why they work, how they work, why the runs times that — it takes me a bit more time to understand those aspects. But in terms of actual application and coding, I’m personally fine.

[omitted discussion of if theory classes require more effort/time]

There’s naturally like more motivation for me, just naturally to tackle that challenge rather than a completely theoretical problem with no grounding. It was just like, ‘What if we did this, what happens? What is you apply this algorithm in this case?’ You know, like knapsack problem or something like that. It just didn’t have as much interest for me at least.

And for interview questions like, ‘Oh yeah, we have this tower defense game and you have all these sprites going around. What’s the most efficient way to sort of scan your surroundings to find the different enemies and how to decide whether to fire or fire at the next person or like the next enemy or whatever?’ That’s sort of a lot more interesting and I can sort of go through iterations and I come up with algorithms.”

—P39

Note that in paragraph two, the student naturally transitions from saying he perhaps doesn’t have the background to correctly understand theory (expectation of success) to describing problems he’s motivated to solve (subjective task value). The final sentence has both meanings: the student is saying that grounded interview questions are more interesting to him, and that he feels capable of solving them compared to problems with a specific optimal solution.

Looking at the quote above, it’s impossible to determine if the student is saying he is not motivated to learn theory, therefore he isn’t good at it or vice versa. I
doubt that the student has an explanation himself. From an educational decision perspective, it doesn’t seem to matter: students focus on areas they like/are good at, and avoid areas they dislike/are bad at. In this document, I will continue to use ‘enjoyment’ to describe student experiences in courses, which is similar to students’ own language. But enjoyment as students refer to it has a component of self-efficacy as well.

Overall, this work is complementary with Eccles. In the case of educational decisions that CS majors make, it seems that interest-enjoyment value is more critical than attainment value for example, which would be difficult to predict from the Eccles model alone. However, the Eccles model does suggest an aspect of student decision making (self-efficacy) that it is difficult to assess accurately in this study.

5.2.1.2 Nespor’s Study of Student’s in Two College Majors

Nespor [59] observed students in two different majors (physics and management) and compared and contrasted how each group of student developed disciplinary knowledge. Physics students worked together in groups to understand the material from class and solve the challenging problems from the textbooks. Management students collaborated to circumvent their school’s curriculum and practice the skills they considered important on their own. Nespor’s approach was different than this study — Nespor actually observed groups of students working, as well as interviewing them. However, even without observational data, there are differences between Computer Science students and the two groups Nespor interviewed.

Computer Science students were clearly different from the management students who developed their own management curriculum and subverted the curriculum of their instructors. Computer Science students generally trusted their instructors implicitly and assumed content was valuable even when the did not understand why.
But the CS majors were also different from the physics majors: based on conversations with students, there’s little evidence for the close-knit study groups that Nespor observed. Moreover, in Nespor’s observation these groups often independently discussed content areas and even brought in external resources beyond the curriculum for a broader view. The CS students I interviewed definitely did not mention external resources beyond the curriculum; although CS students may be collaborating, I don’t see evidence that they are using this collaboration to gain a broader view of the field.

What is similar to Nespor is that CS did seem to have a major culture that at least partially seemed consistent across distant schools. Consistent with Nespor’s ideas, a large part of that culture seemed involved with the particulars of the sort of problems students solved: largely programming problems. In CS students, the enjoyment of solving these problems (and the lack of enjoyment, for certain problems) motivated students as they made decisions about their long term goals with CS. Given that, Nespor’s hypothesis that different disciplines generate different cultures based on the problems they consider important seems consistent with the results of this work.

5.2.2 Students Rarely Have Preconceptions But Can Lose Interest

“So [combinatorics is] kind of like an extension of [discrete math]. I mean, kind of I guess. Some of the stuff I could definitely see how it relates to CS like graph theory and such but some of the other stuff it’s just like ‘Why are we learning this?’ You know, like recurrence relations. I don’t see how this would ever come in handy in CS like ever. Like not even just like maybe it’d be useful in like a thread. I don’t see when it would ever come into play. So, I mean, just maybe if it did, maybe kind of just make the class more relevant be like oh this is used here. You know? This is why you’re learning it.”

—P25
Everything I’ve discussed thus far suggests that students do not have concrete content expectations for their CS classes. Students conceptions of CS aren’t detailed enough to include specific expectations for classes. Students don’t have specific educational goals for particular classes (or for their CS degree as a whole). Students generally abdicate responsibility to the curriculum and rely on instructors to tell them what is important. Given all of that, how do we make sense of the quotes such as the one above that seems to be explicitly criticizing course content?

Students do complain about courses, but they do not often complain about the course not covering expected content. Although students initially don’t have expectations, as the course continues they can decide that the course has problems. Students may dislike the educational approach or even complain that the material is not useful to them. ‘Not useful’ in this case is strange because students don’t have concrete educational goals, but students did use the term.

More often, students would not have complaints about the content they were learning but would not understand why they were learning it. They trusted that the content would be useful to them, even if they couldn’t understand why:

P35: I would say theory is more just what were we just doing? The foundation, induction, loop invariance, it’s pretty vague in my mind.

Interviewer: Does that sort of thing seem useful to you?

P35: No, not really. Just understanding yes, but I don’t really see why, just coding, I don’t see why I have to know this when I’m coding. I don’t see that right now.

Interviewer: Do you think that you will at some point sort of see a relationship between coding or is this something else?

P35: Maybe later, towards graduation if I have to do something and I have to find a more efficient way or I have to change the way this program
is implemented, then I can see it. But now, I don’t.

The key point here is that oftentimes instructors attempt to explain the purpose of content, but that purpose does not sink in. Students’ lack of understanding the purpose of content can interfere with both learning and motivation [16]. Students seem are willing to attempt to learn content without understanding it, so if the purpose is important students should not be relied on to volunteer the fact they don’t understand the purpose of what they are learning.

Similarly, professors should not expect most students to be able to request specific courses or complain when content is missing from a course. In my interviews, I often asked students what additional courses they would like to see: in general students wouldn’t have ideas or they would suggest a course in a particular programming language. Similarly, student advisors said they students almost never requested new courses be added to the curriculum, but that they would complain if there was a course in the catalog that was no longer offered. Students at Georgia Tech who got to choose between specializations said they liked it, but students at other schools did not mention feeling that they had insufficient control in their curriculum.

5.2.3 Detailed Conceptions of CS Don’t Help Make Educational Decisions

The way students approach educational decisions is related to their conceptions of the field of CS. Students use enjoyment to measure their suitability for a particular major or specialization. A detailed understanding of CS would not let a student know what her or she is really interested in: ‘What part of CS is enjoyable to me personally?’

Once a student has a particular goal, a detailed conception of CS becomes useful. With a particular goal in mind, a student can reason about courses that would or would not be valuable — independent of the question of whether a particular course would be enjoyable. If the students I interviewed are representative (and they may not be) then students do not generally decide on a particular goal in CS until late in
their undergraduate curriculum, after most major educational decisions have already been made.

This answers one of the research questions I posed: do potentially problematic CS conceptions effect student educational decisions? At least in the case of decisions like which courses and specializations to select, my research suggests the answer is no. Students have several conceptions of CS all of which are accurate at a very general level. For most of the students I interviewed, that is sufficient because enjoyment is the primary way students reason about their courses and a more detailed understanding of the field would not help make a decision.

Given that students use enjoyment as a measure of suitability, the strategy students adopt makes sense. Students take courses required by the curriculum. Students rely on the curriculum to ensure they are exposed to a variety of areas all of which are potentially valuable long-term. Where choices exist within the curriculum, students select what sounds interesting but it is not a problem if they are surprised.

5.2.4 Summary

This section has discussed implications of the theory of CS undergraduate educational decisions, based on my interviews. The main points to recall are:

1. The theory is consistent with existing research into educational decisions, such as Eccles [29] and Nespor [59]. Eccles work is particularly interesting, as it suggests that there is a complex relationship between self-efficacy, enjoyment, and student educational decisions.

2. The theory suggests that students generally do not have concrete content they intend to learn in particular classes but can lose interest in a course over time. Also, students are usually not able to identify missed content that would be useful to them or courses they would like to take.
3. Because students use enjoyment to measure suitability, a detailed conception of the field of CS is not useful in making educational decisions about CS. As a result, the general level understandings identified in the previous chapter are likely accurate for the reasoning students do.

5.3 Some Educational Problems

In the previous section, I suggested that, in general, students conceptions of the field of CS were sufficient to make reasonable educational decisions. However, in the interviews I did see a few key examples of problems caused by conceptions of the field of CS. We will review two of them in this section.

5.3.1 Realizing It Was Useful Later

“Some of the [coding problems] I remember looking at and thinking ‘How could this algorithm ever be useful?’ ... But I’m definitely more open to the idea that, maybe not in the context they presented it, it wouldn’t be useful, but I can definitely see how this kind of thing would be really, really important down the road. Especially like a tree traversals for example is one that I was like ‘Why would you ever do this?’ And now I’m seeing trees are everywhere so I use them all the time. So that would be an example of a big one.”

Occasionally students would reflect that they now understood the purpose of certain topics, even though they seemed arbitrary at the time the first learned them. This was especially mentioned in context of courses the student had originally struggled with. Students would often describe the initial course as unenjoyable, and it would also even have sometimes caused students to reconsider their options in CS (or even other majors). The student often reflected that they wished they had understood the purpose initially: that learning the material without understanding how it could be used made them work less hard.
Viewed in the context of the theory of educational decisions, this problem has some interesting complications. Based on theory, it’s unlikely that the student entered the course expecting to learn particular topics. So if the professor imagined the students understood that context, that could be part of the problem. However, most of the content students talked about (as in the example above) was introductory material that presumably most instructors would have attempted to motivate — but perhaps that motivation was not explained clearly. It is also possible that students, experiencing frustration with the course, decided the material they were having difficulty learning was ‘useless’ simply because of the bad experience.

In either case, given that students make educational decisions based on enjoyment, this definitely has the possibility to cause educational problems. Many students talked about useless material that convinced them to move out of a particular specialization. It is impossible to know how many of them would have later decided it was useful if they had persisted in that specialty. Presumably there are also students who found useless material motivated them to leave the CS major entirely — but they would not have been available to interview.

5.3.2 On the Edge of Computer Science

“I would like [some CS courses that] just relate computer science and the things we can do with computer science with business, like how can we help this person’s business be more effective, how can we implement this kind of technology into this business, how can we help the systems within the organization. It’s just more of an interest to me.”

–P35

Most students did not have a concrete goal in Computer Science, but generally liked most of their Computer Science classes and enjoyed programming. They generally did not have good knowledge of future courses, but it seemed likely they would
find some aspect of Computer Science they enjoyed. A few students, however, did not enjoy some aspects of CS but persisted. The student quoted above, for example, did not enjoy programming and seemed to be learning towards a job supporting technical infrastructure at a company. Similar to other students, this student had inaccurate views of later classes, including thinking that the Operating Systems course would be comparing and configuring OSes like Windows and Linux. In the case of this particular student, this is more concerning because their assumption about the Operating Systems course is reinforcing the idea that CS has many IT–oriented courses (which is partly true at Spelman) but there are also many more traditional CS programming courses than the student probably anticipates.

For students of this sort, who were not enjoying aspects of CS, their conception of CS seemed more potentially problematic. Their goals were not more specific than other CS majors, and their conceptions were not objectively worse. The combination of poor understanding of the future CS courses plus their lack of enjoyment of parts of CS which will make up a considerable part of later courses is potentially problematic. Students of this sort would probably benefit from a more detailed understanding of CS (or more advisement), but were relatively rare among those I interviewed.

5.4 Summary

This chapter has focused on answering the following research question:

RQ2: Do potentially problematic CS conceptions affect student educational decisions?

To answer that question, this chapter presents a grounded theory on how the students I interviewed make educational decisions.

Students do not approach educational decisions in the way we might initially expect. Even when students found their classes to cover content very different from their expectations, that did not motivate them to switch classes or majors. On the
other hand, receiving poor grades in classes did seem to provoke switching — even though (based on my interviews) students did not seem to be overly concerned with maximizing grades. In our interviews, even students with detailed understandings of the field of CS treated educational decisions like which area to specialize in very casually. Students did not seem to get much advice from advisors or professors. In short, students do not seem to be reasoning about the field of CS when making educational decisions.

The theory of how students make educational decisions comes from two basic ideas. One: students do not have a concrete idea of what career or skillset they would like to pursue in CS; they are trying to figure out their goals within the CS program. Two: the primary way students evaluate what their goals ought to be is by examining their enjoyment of classes. Enjoyment of particular classes is used as a test for how suitable that area of CS is for them.

This situation creates three main behaviors:

1. *Abdicating Responsibility to the Curriculum.* Students do not have a concrete goal when they begin studying in a particular field, but rather than attempting to gain a detailed view of the field for themselves, students rely on the curriculum to teach them. They also assume that the curriculum is built in such a way that anything which is possible within the requirements of the curriculum is viable in terms of a long-term career path or that all choices are basically teaching the same content in a different way. Either way, students educational decisions “don’t matter” and students are safe to pursue any area that strikes their interest within the curriculum.

Abdicating responsibility is not always a bad thing from an educational perspective. Students arrive in class with very few preconceptions about what they expect to learn and (at least initially) assuming the professor is an expert with their best interests in mind. It does put students at risk for ignoring valuable
content that (maybe due to financial or logistical constraints) is not part of the curriculum at their school.

2. Making educational decisions based on enjoyment. They view their enjoyment of their classes as a useful measure of whether they would enjoy pursuing a particular area more. Students are aware that other non-content factors (e.g. unhelpful TAs) can affect their enjoyment, but they rely on it anyway. Enjoyment in this case is not simply good grades but frustration or great academic difficulty did make courses unenjoyable. If all their classes are equally enjoyable, students select courses in an exploratory way. They choose courses of casual interest, while keeping in mind course requirements. If they notice a strong difference in how enjoyable some courses are (especially if they have a bad experience in a particular course), it motivates them to make educational decisions. Often, they will narrow their educational focus and more clearly define their goals. This is when they often seek advice from parents, advisors, and websites. It also motivates refining a conception of the field.

3. Making educational decisions based on long term goals. Once their educational focus is sufficiently narrow, students develop a concrete goal. At this stage, they do use their conception of the field to make educational decisions towards their goal, and often describe research activities to refine their conception. They also engage in behaviors that are very unlike students making educational decisions based on enjoyment, like taking non-required courses they expect to dislike because they will be useful.

This overall theory is consistent with descriptions of student behavior by Nespor [59] and Eccles [29]. CS students behaved different than both Nespor’s physics and management majors, but consistently across several different schools. Eccles model of choice that students also heavily consider self-efficacy in their decision, which
suggests that within students descriptions of ‘enjoying’ particular classes they also consider their likelihood of success.

5.4.1 Do potentially problematic CS conceptions affect student educational decisions?

For larger educational decisions such as selecting majors, courses, and specializations, the answer seems to be “no”. Students are most interested in the emotional experience of enjoyment in their courses and not the particular content covered. For that reason, a detailed conception of the field of CS is not useful to them. The conceptions identified in the previous chapter — usually accurate, but very general — are sufficient for the sort of reasoning students do about educational decisions.

One area where student conceptions do seem to cause some problems is within the content of specific courses. Students did mention that content that seemed useless in earlier courses later turned out to be valuable. It is possible that students considering content ‘useless’ had more to do with frustration and bad experiences, but either way it is an concern. This educational problem was common, but by no means universal.

There were a few students whose view of CS had potential to cause problems. Students who did not enjoy all aspects of their CS classes, but chose to persist occasionally reasoned about CS in a way that was concerning. These students were often interested in a part of CS which was near some other field, but envisioned more content of interest to them in their upcoming courses than the curriculum supported. For these students, a deeper understanding of the specifics of later courses or more careful advisement might be beneficial.

In the previous chapter we discussed student conceptions about CS. In this chapter, we examined how students used (and did not use) those conceptions to make educational decisions. The next chapter will attempt to quantify the prevalence of the three main conceptions in the student body.
CHAPTER VI

PREVALENCE OF CONCEPTIONS AMONG CS UNDERGRADUATES

In Chapter 3, we identified three main conceptions about the field of CS: the theory–view, the programming–view, and the broad–view. Although the different conceptions did not seem to cause students to make problematic educational decisions, each group of students does have different expectations about the focus of their CS classes. It is reasonable to ask how common each of the conceptions are and if factors like gender and CS classes might affect students’ conception of the field.

In this chapter, I present the results of Study 2. In Study 2, I tested a preliminary survey instrument based on the results of Study 1. The survey included both open–ended sentence response questions and closed–form questions. The survey was tested and revised using a thinkaloud protocol with five students (see the final Survey instrument in the Appendix) and then was taken by 103 students in a CS course. I evaluated the surveys to determine student conceptions based on both the open and closed–form responses. I also developed an algorithm to attempt to determine student conceptions based on just the closed response questions.

In this chapter, I present the prevalence of conceptions in the class I surveyed. I also do some preliminary analysis of the relationship between student backgrounds and their conceptions of CS. Finally, I talk about the accuracy of determining student conceptions programmatically and some problems with the survey based on this first large–scale test.
| Conception       | Broad: 27  
|                 | Programming: 41  
|                 | Theory: 8  
|                 | Unknown: 23  
| Gender          | Female: 36  
|                 | Male: 67  
| Ethnicity       | African–American: 6  
|                 | Asian: 19  
|                 | Hispanic: 3  
|                 | White: 67  
|                 | Other/Blank: 6  
| Major           | Computational Media: 20  
|                 | CS: 70  
|                 | CS Minor: 7  
|                 | Other/Blank: 2  
| Threads (CS Majors only) | Devices: 16  
|                 | Media: 23  
|                 | Modeling and Simulation: 4  
|                 | Information Internetworks: 23  
|                 | Intelligence: 24  
|                 | People: 24  
|                 | Systems and Architecture: 17  
|                 | Theory: 6  
| Previous Classes | High School CS: 37  
|                 | Freshman Intro Course: 47  
|                 | Discrete Math: 65  
|                 | Introductory Computer Architecture: 26  
|                 | Operating Systems: 2  
|                 | Computer Graphics: 2  
|                 | Algorithm Analysis: 2  

**Table 3:** Results of Study 2. N=99
6.1 Results from Study 2

Table 3 summarizes the results of Study 2. The study participants were students in Georgia Tech’s Objects and Design course. This course follows after introductory programming and can be taken either before or after Computer Architecture. This course is taken traditionally in the spring of the sophomore year; although this course was in the Fall, so students are likely to be either ahead or behind the overall schedule. This course is required for all CS Majors (regardless of specialization) and all Computational Media Majors. From a class of approximately 175 students, 103 elected to participate. Four surveys were not included in the results due to very incomplete responses.

From Table 3, it’s clear all three of the major conceptions were recognized in students. The programming–view was the most common (41%) followed by the broad–view (27%) followed by the theory–view (8%). There were also 23 students whose conception could not be identified. All these results are based on my analysis of the student responses based on both the open–ended questions and the numerical questions.

The number of unknown conceptions is caused by several factors. Ten of the twenty–three unknowns were students who ranked both theory and programming as highly CS–like but few other ‘broad’ activities were considered CS–like. Some of these students are likely theory–view or programming–view students but which activity was more ‘central’ to them was not discernible by the survey. A few more might be broad students who’s non–programming non–theory activities were not included. Based on one student I interviewed for a thinkaloud protocol, I also suspect there might be some students whose conception of CS is a mix of the theory–view and the programming–view.

Another factor that has inflated the unknowns is students’ very brief responses to the open ended questions. At most, students would respond in one sentence and
occasionally would leave the questions entirely blank. As a result, when student responses were inconsistent, there was often little to go on. In the future, it may be necessary either to increase the number of closed-ended questions (so a view can be extracted even if a few responses are out of place) or provide compensation to encourage students to spend more time (and probably accept lower response rates due to the complication of compensation).

### 6.2 Influence on Conception Selection

Now that we have data about the conceptions of a large group of students, it is reasonable to wonder if student conceptions are related to other factors. After Study 1, I did not have any specific statistical hypothesizes I wanted to test. The goal of this section is to see if the data suggests an interesting avenues for future research.

Because the data collected here is categorical, the chi-squared test of independence is a likely candidate. Basically, the chi-squared test estimates the probability that two categorical variables are independent. For example, we might expect (as a null hypothesis) that a students’ gender does not affect a students conception of CS. If true, it’s reasonable to expect that the percent of male students with a particular

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category tested vs. Conception Type</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>p–value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underrepresented Groups (Female or not White/Asian)</td>
<td>6.7709</td>
<td>0.0337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>5.1275</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took Introductory Computer Architecture Course</td>
<td>3.9136</td>
<td>0.1413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Media Thread</td>
<td>3.3869</td>
<td>0.1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Intelligence Thread</td>
<td>2.2564</td>
<td>0.3236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In People Thread</td>
<td>2.1994</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took CS Course in High School</td>
<td>1.8249</td>
<td>0.4015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took Freshman Leap Course (general into to CS department)</td>
<td>1.5357</td>
<td>0.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took Discrete Math Course</td>
<td>0.6093</td>
<td>0.7374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Information Internetworks Thread</td>
<td>0.3589</td>
<td>0.8357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS majors vs. other majors</td>
<td>0.3323</td>
<td>0.8469</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Chi-squared tests of the independence of various categories vs. conception. Note that the p–values do not account for the fact that these tests are post–hoc. N=92
conception would be the same as the population as whole. If the percent of male students with each conception differs from the population as a whole, the chi-squared test estimates the probability that this is due to random chance.

Looking at Table 4, you can see chi-squared test of independence applied to a variety of the data collected in the demographic survey, sorted by p-value. In each case, what is evaluated is if the category tested is independent of conception type. Students with unknown conceptions were removed for the purposes of these tests. The p-values given are for a single planned test (not a large number of tests looking for interesting correlations). Because these tests are post-hoc and there are a large number of them, it is not reasonable to make statistical claims based on these data.

As you can see from Table 4, there was not evidence of a relationship between student conception and most factors. Threads and courses with less than 20 students in the sample were not tested due to the unlikelihood of producing a meaningful chi-squared. I provide a more detailed look at the factors that suggest some dependence in the sections below.

### 6.2.1 Underrepresented Groups

Woman and non-Asian minorities have traditionally not been well represented in CS. Based on my interviews, underrepresented groups often had different viewpoints and (occasionally) negative experiences with parts of CS. Therefore it is reasonable to wonder if underrepresented groups as a whole have different conceptions of CS, so I included underrepresented groups as one of the backgrounds I tested. A student was considered a member of an underrepresented group if they were female OR if their ethnicity was not white or Asian. The analysis suggests that underrepresented group membership may affect student conceptions (see Table 4). Table 5 shows student conception frequency divided by membership in underrepresented groups. Members
of underrepresented groups were less likely than their counterparts to have a theory–view and more likely to have a programming–view. Although underrepresented groups being underrepresented in theory is consistent with my experience in interviews, I have no explanation for why this is true.

The distribution for gender is similar to Table 5. Ethnicity was not incorporated by itself (i.e. without gender) because there were too many empty cells which is a threat to the validity of a chi–squared analysis. The complete breakdown of frequencies by gender and ethic group can be seen in Table 6.

### 6.2.2 Computer Architecture

With a p–value of .14, the effect of computer architecture is not significant even without accounting for post–hoc analysis (see Table 7). Still, it is worth noting because it is the largest effect observed for a course or specialization. Note that for courses, students were instructed to only select courses they had completed (rather than courses they were currently enrolled in). In this case, students who had taken

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underrepresented groups</th>
<th>broad–view</th>
<th>programming–view</th>
<th>theory–view</th>
<th>totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 (10.7)</td>
<td>20 (17.4)</td>
<td>0 (3.2)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White/Asian Males</td>
<td>17 (16.3)</td>
<td>21 (24.8)</td>
<td>8 (4.6)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>totals</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5:** Frequencies of conception divided by underrepresented group membership. Number in parenthesis are what the frequencies that would be expected if membership was independent of conceptions. Students were considered underrepresented if they were female or if they were not white or Asian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>broad–view</th>
<th>programming–view</th>
<th>theory–view</th>
<th>totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African–American</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6:** Frequencies of conception divided by gender and ethic group.
Table 7: Frequencies of conception divided by students who took an introductory computer architecture course. Number in parenthesis are what the frequencies that would be expected if membership was independent of conceptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>broad-view</th>
<th>programming-view</th>
<th>theory-view</th>
<th>totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Took Computer Architecture</td>
<td>3 (6.4)</td>
<td>12 (9.7)</td>
<td>3 (1.9)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>24 (20.6)</td>
<td>29 (31.3)</td>
<td>5 (6.1)</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>totals</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the architecture course were less likely to adopt a broad view of CS. Although this is not conclusive, this may be an indication that certain courses have an effect on student conceptions.

6.3 Programmatically Determining Student Conceptions

The results in the previous sections are based on conception classifications that came from both open-ended and closed-form response questions. Given that closed-form questions make up a large part of the survey, I was interested in asking if it was possible to identify student conceptions programmatically. A closed-form survey that can be evaluated programmatically is much more useful for larger scale research (and for instructors simply curious about their students’ conceptions).

For the programmatic evaluation, I focused on a few questions that (based on my interviews) distinguished the three conception types. For each of these questions, students were asked to “rank how much each of these people could be considered a ‘Computer Scientist’ and how much what they do could be considered ‘Computer Science’ ” (see the Appendix for the full instrument). Table 8 shows the questions related to each conception. The following sections discuss how each view was evaluated programmatically.
Programming–View Questions

1. A programmer who works for Microsoft on the next version of Microsoft PowerPoint

2. A programmer who works for a bank and codes algorithms to predict insurance rates

3. A programmer who knows a lot of obscure features of the C++ programming language

4. A programmer who writes really easy to read reusable code

Broad–View questions

1. A graphic artist who makes 3D special effects for movies using existing 3D graphics programs and occasionally programming small scripts

2. A researcher who studies how the elderly use social networking apps like Facebook and Google+

3. A designer who makes a really easy to use user interface for a new app, but doesn’t program it themselves

4. Someone who fixes broken computers (e.g. replaces hard drives, reinstallation operating systems)

5. A manager of a large software project that doesn’t do coding themselves, but understands a lot of the technical details

Theory Questions

1. A researcher who devises new algorithms for encrypting data

2. A researcher who writes programs to analyze network traffic and detect new kinds of computer viruses

3. A researcher who writes a mathematical proof that one algorithm is more efficient than another

Table 8: Instrument questions matched to conception.
6.3.1 Evaluating Programming–View

Programming view was fairly straightforward. If a student ranked three of the four programming questions as Computer Science (4 or 5 on the survey), they were classified by the algorithm to have a programming view. The activities were selected to include activities of programming skill but little theoretical interest to help differentiate from the theory view. Programming–view students were most mixed on whether knowing obscure features of a programming language or writing reusable code were Computer Science: many of them ranked one or the other highly but not both.

6.3.2 Evaluating Theory–View

The best differentiator for the theory view was ranking “A researcher who writes a mathematical proof that one algorithm is more efficient than another” as strongly CS. Students varied greatly in their answers to this question: 26 ranked it as one or two (basically not CS) and 24 ranked it at five (a great example of CS). The other two questions were more poorly posed (see Table 8 for the theory–view questions). Students from other views often ranked them highly so there was less clear division. If a student ranked all three of the theory questions as a 4 or 5, they were considered to have the theory–view.

6.3.3 Evaluating Broad–View

Broad–view was the most difficult to classify. In interviews, students with a broad view agreed that programming and theory questions were CS, but also had a broader conception that incorporated things like managing software projects that theory–view and programming–view students considered not CS. The difficult aspect was that broad view students in interviews often had idiosyncratic views about which subfields were CS and which were not. A student might have a broad view and still not consider user interface design part of CS, for example. To test for broad–view students, I chose five activities that many broad view students would consider part
of CS but that many other students would not (see Table 8). If a student rated at least three of these as fully CS (at 4 or 5), I considered them part of the broad view. If a student selected at least 2 of these and also ranked the theory–view and programming–view questions highly, the student was classified as broad–view.

6.3.4 Unknowns

The classifier was designed to be fairly conservative in that if it did not have strong evidence for a particular conception it would not classify a student. Students who corresponded to both theory–view and programming–view but not broad were classified as unknown, as were students who did not meet the qualifications for any view. Some students often left some of the questions in Table 8 blank – the classifier did not attempt to categorize these students.

6.3.5 Classification Accuracy

Of the 99 surveys collected, 68 had programmatic classifications that matched my classification with open–ended responses (69%). The classifier did not classify students with missing responses, if these are removed from the consideration the accuracy rises to 74%. You can see the complete breakdown of errors in Table 9.

It is possible to compute inter-rater reliability between myself and the programmatic grader: Coken’s $\kappa = 0.62$. However, this statistic is not useful because inter-rater reliability is a measure with two raters considered to be equally accurate. In this case, the program cannot be more accurate than my analysis (which can take

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correctly Matched</th>
<th>68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skipped due to blank response</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly Classified as ‘Unknown’</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly Classified as ‘Broad–view’</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly Classified as ‘Programming–view’</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly Classified as ‘Theory–view’</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Classification problems with the programmatic classifier. N=99
into account anything the program might consider and more). Simply saying that
the program was 74% accurate is probably the most reasonable way to describe the
result.

Overall, based on these results, the current version of the survey and grader are
probably accurate enough for an instructor curious about student conceptions to
use. Given the opportunity to revise the survey instrument and fix some problematic
questions, I suspect it might be possible to get an accuracy of 90% or more. Building
a closed form survey of student conceptions of CS for research purposes seems to be
possible, although the preliminary instrument used in this study is not yet accurate
enough to be used in that way.

6.4 Summary

This chapter has focused on answering the following research question:

RQ3: What is the prevalence of different kinds of conceptions among the CS major
population?

Study 2 looked at a particular group of CS students, and it’s important to be
careful on generalizing the population of one particular CS class to CS students as a
whole. However several implications can be drawn:

- Students of all three major conceptions are represented, and definitely have
different opinions of CS as can be seen by their responses on the survey instru-
ment.

- For this particular class, the percentages of students with each conception type
were: Broad–view 27%, Programming–View 41%, Theory–View 8%, Unknown
23%.

- Based on Chi-squared analysis of demographic and educational factors, students
from underrepresented groups in CS may be drawn to different conceptions than
white/Asian males.

This chapter also looked at the possibility of evaluating student conceptions of CS programmatically. Programmatic evaluation based on the surveys collected in Study 2 achieved an accuracy of 74% (once surveys with missing responses were removed). Although this accuracy is probably not sufficient to be used on its own, it does suggest that with refinement a closed-form survey of conceptions of CS may be possible.

Study 2 suggests that students with different conceptions of CS are present within CS classes. Although some conceptions are more common than others, all three conception types have a sizable representation. Although student backgrounds may have an effect on conceptions, it clear that students from the same classes can nonetheless come to very different views about the field of CS. The next chapter summarizes the results presented thus far and discusses the educational implications of student conceptions of CS.
This chapter will begin with a summary of the initial research questions and their answers. Then I will discuss how this work contributes to the CS Education community as whole, and discuss implications of my work to pedagogy and curriculum design. Finally, this work concludes with a discussion of possible future directions for this research.

7.1 Summary of Research Findings

*RQ1: What types of CS field conceptions exist in CS undergraduate students?*

H1. CS majors will exhibit a changing understanding of CS, initially potentially problematic but becoming more productive.

H2. Multiple productive conceptions will be found in graduating undergraduate students.

In Study 1 I identified three main conceptions in CS undergraduate students: a theory oriented conception, a programming oriented conception, and a broad conception. I also saw some evidence of programming–only conception that exists in students towards the beginning of the careers. There may be several other views that exist in students at the beginning of their CS curriculum but most of the students I talked to evidenced some variation of the three main conceptions. Hypothesis 2 seems to have been confirmed.

Although Study 1 was not a longitudinal study, there is evidence for student conception change. Students talked about their view of CS broadening, especially
to encompass the idea that CS was not just programming. In addition, the theory-oriented conception requires some exposure to CS Theory that most students wouldn’t be exposed to before college.

Although it may be reasonable to say student views of CS become more sophisticated as students progressed, it is not clear that student views are “initially potentially problematic”. Students with all types of conceptions (even at later stages of the CS degree) have difficulty anticipating the content of their later courses. However, because students tend to abdicate responsibility to the curriculum, even a very vague view of CS is sufficient for the sort of reasoning students do about their classes.

*RQ2: Do potentially problematic CS conceptions affect student educational decisions?*

H3. Potentially problematic conceptions of CS will affect educational decisions.

Student conceptions of CS do not seem to have a strong effect on educational decisions, at least for most decisions about courses and curriculum. Most students do not have a long term goal (e.g. career goal) they are trying to achieve. Instead, students explore the curriculum using enjoyment of their courses to help guide them. If students enjoy most of their classes, then they continue to explore. If students have a strong contrasting experience in one of their courses (either a very positive or very negative experience) it triggers a reevaluation of their options and encourages them to commit to educational decisions. Throughout this process, students rely on curriculum to ensure the courses they take will not cause them problems after graduation.

For students who are exploring, a detailed view of the field of CS is not an important part of their reasoning process. The content of future courses isn’t as important as how enjoyable these courses will be. For students who have decided on a particular educational goal, detailed content knowledge about CS is important and students do
seem motivated to learn about the field of CS once they have an educational goal.

One aspect of student conceptions that is less clear from interviews is if student conceptions made it more difficult to learn CS content. Some students did mention thinking some CS content was useless in earlier courses but later discovering it was valuable. It is unclear if this has a significant affect on learning, however.

*RQ3: What is the prevalence of different kinds of conceptions among the CS major population?*

H4. Students conceptions will vary across the student population, with potentially problematic conceptions persisting after introductory coursework.

From Survey 1, I constructed a preliminary survey instrument. In Study 2, I analyzed the responses of 99 students in a sophomore–level CS course. The programming–view was the most common (41%) followed by the broad–view (27%) followed by the theory–view (8%). Twenty–three of the responses could not be assigned a conception. All the main conceptions were represented in the class I surveyed. Students conceptions did vary, but based on the results of Study 1, the survey did not attempt to identify problematic conceptions (because conceptions do not appear to be a large part of student educational decisions).

### 7.2 Contributions

I identify three main contributions from this work:

1. A *theory of student undergraduate student conceptions.* Prior to this work, there was no concerted effort to understand how undergraduate CS majors thought about the field. My theory provides a way for CS educators to think about students’ expectations for their classes and field that has educational implications.
2. A theory of student educational decisions. CS undergraduates make decisions about their courses in unexpected ways. A theory about how students make educational decisions can help administrators and curriculum designers make CS curricula more in line with student behavior.

3. A preliminary survey instrument to elicit student conceptions of CS. Although some questions on the survey were not perfect, as it stands the survey can be used by educators curious about their students’ conceptions of CS. It also represents an starting point for further research into student conceptions using more quantitative methods.

7.3 Educational Implications

7.3.1 Dealing with Vague Student Expectations for Classes

Students exhibited an accurate but high level view of Computer Science. They generally took an exploratory attitude toward class, and did not know specifics about the goals of the classes they selected. They usually did not have specific long-term educational goals about CS.

From an instructor’s perspective, this confirms the intuition that instructors must motivate the content they present. It seems logical to think that any student who registers for a particular elective must have some purpose in mind, but based on my interviews students generally take classes without any concrete goals for the class. Instead, students explore courses to see if the content is enjoyable. This provides freedom for the instructor to focus on what is important. However, it does mean that professor must persuade students the material is valuable (or maybe just interesting) because they have no particular reason for learning the content.

The three perspectives provide evidence that student expectations for CS are diverse. The good news is that there is little evidence for students with very problematic conceptions of CS (e.g. CS as application use, CS as learning a particular language,
etc.). Students of all conceptions expect CS classes to have some non-programming and some programming topics. However for courses that emphasize a particular aspect of CS (e.g. theory courses, HCI courses), it may be a good idea to very clearly set expectations upfront. For example, students with a programming-view might like to know that a HCI course will focus entirely on eliciting user stories and doing mockups; programming-view students might not expect that in a course.

Because students tend to abdicate responsibility to the curriculum, student critiques that course content is ‘useless’ may be more about frustration than the usefulness of the content. In my interviews, students generally entered courses with few expectations about the content of their classes and trusted the material would be valuable. Students would criticize the content of their courses when they had a bad learning experience. Similarly, instructors occasionally complain that students have negative preconceptions about their course content. Students probably do not have good reasons to complain about the content of their course, but neither are instructors right that students have negative preconceptions.

7.3.2 Student Enjoyment

Enjoyment turned out to be a large component of student educational decision making. Students attributed enjoyment in a class to be a sign that they were well suited for a particular discipline. This was true even though students could often identify reasons for their enjoyment (or lack of enjoyment) that had more do to with pedagogical factors (e.g. frustration with TAs). Strong contrasts in enjoyment motivated students to make educational decisions and narrow their long-term options.

While it is not surprising that enjoying classes motivated students, what is surprising is the extent to which students conflated enjoying courses and being well suited for a particular discipline. From an educational perspective, this can be problematic because there are many factors that influence student enjoyment: difficulty in getting
TAs, courses with too much required content due to curricular issues, etc. But a bad experience in a particular course has a potential to be much farther reaching than instructors might expect. A bad experience in a course may convince a student they are poorly suited for a subdiscipline of Computer Science.

This suggests that unenjoyable classes, especially unenjoyable classes that are prerequisite for many others, can make students consider themselves unsuited for (and avoid) large areas of Computer Science. Courses of this sort often have many stakeholders which can encourage too much material in the curriculum. Obviously no teacher intends to make a course unenjoyable, but most curricula have a few courses that are considered especially frustrating. These frustrating courses may cause students to prematurely decide that they are not suited for certain areas of CS that they might otherwise enjoy.

Another aspect of the way student enjoyment can trigger educational decisions is the fact that students often make educational decisions quickly, and do not (at least in my interviews) contact an instructor. When students are dissatisfied with their courses they are also often concerned if they are well-suited for the field of CS. If our goal is to improve student educational decisions, simply encouraging them to talk to someone knowledgeable about the field at these stressful times could be beneficial. Most of the time students are simply exploring and don’t require (or desire) explicit advice. Obviously, there are logistical difficulties with having CS experts available on short notice to give advice and social barriers than might make students reluctant to get advice from an instructor. But based on my interviews, when students are making educational decisions based on enjoyment of classes is when they could make the most use of detailed knowledge of the CS field.
7.3.3 Design of Curriculum to Accommodate Lack of Student Goals

In our interviews, students definitely liked curricula like the Threads program which gave them control over their classes. However, very few students used the freedom to select specific classes for specific goals. Instead, students tended to make educational decisions fairly arbitrarily, in line with their exploration of the major.

Based on my interviews, encouraging students to specialize early in their academic careers seems to be counterproductive. Before I undertook this project, I imagined that greater control of their curriculum might encourage students to develop a more detailed conception of CS in order to make good choices. This does not seem to have happened: students rarely talk about researching specializations or talking with their peers about CS content. When students are forced to make educational decisions prematurely, they choose without much consideration. If they have to specialize early, it reduces their ability to explore.

Students rely on the curriculum and assume that any really essential content will be taught to them regardless of their educational decisions. Students ignore the fact that a decision to specialize early inevitably comes at the cost of some other material. Early in the design of the survey instrument, I asked students to select elective courses for a student who wanted to ‘keep their options open’ in CS. Students found this question quite difficult, and it is difficult question for CS educators as well. My research suggests that many students actually really do want to keep their options open in CS, and I think the curriculum needs to provide guidance in that regard.

7.3.4 Summary

In this section, I have identified a few educational implications of my research:

- Instructors must motivate the content presented in their classes, especially for courses that certain conceptions consider peripheral to CS.

- Students who complain about content being useless may have more issues with
the difficulty or teaching style of the course than with the content.

- Courses that are frustrating are problematic because they may inadvertently convince students they are ill-suited for certain areas of CS.

- Students especially need guidance in CS when they’re experiencing contrasting enjoyment, but current advisement structures don’t seem to encourage students to talk with CS experts at these times.

- Curricula where students make educational decisions early in their careers may be problematic because students seem to make these decisions in an arbitrary way.

Student conceptions are diverse, but from an educational perspective I think the main thing to remember is that students (regardless of conception) have a vague view of the field and rely on instructors and curriculum. Eventually, some students develop goals in CS and, at that point, students can act with more independence. However, for much of their undergraduate careers many students will not have goals and the instruction and curriculum should reflect this.

7.4 Future Work

7.4.1 Future Work on Enjoyment and Educational Decisions

The strong relationship between enjoyment of classes and student educational decisions was one of the surprise results of this research. There are a variety of open questions about enjoyment that could be looked at going forward.

7.4.1.1 Relationship Between Enjoyment and Self-Efficacy

Student discussions of enjoyment of classes often gave hints that academic success was a key component of enjoyment. In terms of their decisions, students generally described their decisions in terms of enjoyment rather than terms of academic success.
That said, doing poorly on tests and assignments often formed parts of students’ discussion of disliked classes. Beyond that, models such as Eccles [29] posit self-efficacy as key component of student decision making.

Although self-efficacy played some role in student decision making in my interviews, students did not seem to be attempting to maximize their grades. Students did not seem to enjoy their easiest courses most. Students may be seeking a difficulty level to provide them with a reasonable but not overwhelming challenge [18]. Regardless, it seems that there is an interesting relationship between self efficacy, student enjoyment of courses, and educational decisions.

Based on my interviews, further pursuing this aspect of student experience would have some methodology challenges. Students are unsurprisingly uncomfortable discussing doubts of their ability to succeed in their chosen major. One approach is to ground qualitative interviews in some concrete instrument (e.g. surveys for psychology literature, or other mixed techniques [34]).

7.4.1.2 Establishing a Quantitative Link Between Class Enjoyment and Educational Decisions

One of the concrete predictions that come out of my qualitative work is that enjoyment should predict student educational decisions, at least for students without concrete educational goals in CS. This is something that can be approached quantitatively by comparing student enjoyment ranking of their classes to other likely factors like grades, self-efficacy, etc. From a study design perspective, this is relatively straightforward. However, it is important to test the predictions of theories developed with qualitative approaches when possible. If the results confirm the theory, it increases confidence on the theory at a large scale. If not, it suggests that more work needs to be done to understand the process completely.
7.4.2 Future Work on Student Conceptions of CS

7.4.2.1 Expansion of the Survey Instrument

In Study 2, I piloted a survey instrument. The result is not perfect, but overall the instrument was successful in eliciting conceptions. There are a few questions that could be answered by surveying a larger population of students:

1. *Determining how the distribution CS conceptions change over time.* It seems likely the certain conceptions (e.g. theory–view) might become more prevalent as students take more CS classes. Surveying students at the beginning and end of their undergraduate experience could determine if the distribution of student conceptions change over time.

2. *Determining if individual courses change student conceptions of CS.* By testing student conceptions before and after I could confirm more accurately if certain courses can change conceptions (as was suggested by the computer architecture class in Study 2)

3. *Determining if a relationship exists between student conceptions and grades.* It is a open question whether student conceptions might affect content learning. Student conceptions could be elicited, and then content clearly related and unrelated to their conceptions could be provided. If students find learning content related to their conceptions easier, that is evidence that student conceptions of CS could be influencing the ease with which material is learned.

7.4.2.2 Determining Effect of Breadth–Oriented Curricula

Some CS educators recommend a breadth–first introductory approach to teaching CS as a way of encouraging students view CS as more than programming [24]. Based on my interviews, many students do have a very programming–oriented view of CS. It would be very interesting to see if explicitly attempting to teach the breadth of the
field changes students’ conceptions. Explicit instruction might change the distribution of conception in students or it might even cause qualitatively different conceptions to develop.

It also might be interesting to examine breath–oriented curricula from the perspective of my theory of student conceptions of CS. Similar to alternative conceptions research, it’s reasonable to imagine that students holding a particular conception of CS might be resistant to education. By understanding what existing conceptions students hold, it might be possible to make greater strides in changing students conceptions about CS with instruction.

7.4.2.3 Conceptions Beyond the Undergraduate Degree

Based on the few interviews I did with post–graduation students, I think there is a strong likelihood that students conceptions of the field of Computer Science continue to develop after graduation. I would expect different and more sophisticated conceptions, both among those who continue studying CS and those who go on to non–academic jobs.

A group that might be particularly interesting to study is instructors of CS. In addition to eliciting professors’ views of the field, goals and expectations towards students could be explored. It would be interesting to know how instructors’ view of the field and students influences their instructional design, for example. Similar work to this has been done with science educators in the epistemology of science literature [50].

7.5 Summary

The goal of this research was to understand how undergraduate students think about the field of CS. I hypothesized that students might have problematic views of CS that would lead them to make bad educational decisions. After a grounded–theory based study of 37 students and counselors, I came to a few conclusions:
• Most students fall into one of three main conceptions: the theory–view, the
  programming–view, and the broad–view.

• All the three main views are reasonably accurate characterizations of CS at
  high–level, although they lack detailed knowledge of specific subfields of CS.

• Students don’t have concrete educational goals in CS. Students make educa-
  tional decisions in an exploratory manner, which does not require them to have
  detailed knowledge about the field of CS.

• Contrasting enjoyment causes students to make educational decisions, and en-
  courages them to narrow their focus and develop goals.

I also did a survey–based study to attempt to determine the prevalence of various
student conceptions in one class.

My research has several educational implications. First, instructors need to be
aware that students need help understanding the reason particular topics are im-
portant. Student views of CS are diverse and students often select courses without
understanding their content. Second, instructors need to monitor student enjoyment
of their classes. If students have bad experiences, they’re motivated to make edu-
cational decisions that prematurely ignore areas of CS because of a negative course
experience. Third, designers of curricula need to take into account that students
do not usually have concrete goals early in their undergraduate program. Forcing
students to make educational decisions early results in arbitrary decisions.

There are two main directions for future work based on this research. One direc-
tion is to further explore the relationship between student educational decisions and
enjoyment of classes. The relationship between self–efficacy (not really explored in
this study), grades, and student class enjoyment is likely to be complex. The second
direction is to continue to expand examination of student conceptions. The instru-
ment developed in Study 2 could be revised and used to answer several questions that
remain open about student conceptions. The affect of breadth–first CS curricula on student conceptions could be studied. The conceptions of more sophisticated subjects like CS instructors could be studied. Overall, the area of CS conceptions and educational decisions has many interesting future directions.

Over the course of this research, my view of students’ conception of CS has changed. When I began, I was concerned that incorrect knowledge about future classes might cause students to make poor educational decisions. Students conceptions of CS proved to be in some ways more sophisticated than I anticipated, and in some ways less. Student educational decisions initially seemed completely arbitrary but, thanks to the opportunity to interview many students, I now have a much better understanding for the reasons they do what they do. Overall, student conceptions of CS has proved to be a fruitful area of study thus far, with many interesting directions to pursue in the future.
APPENDIX A

STUDY 1 MATERIALS

A.1 Initial Interview Guide
Students Script

Rapport-Building Questions - more ordinary starting places
1. Tell me about how you chose to major in CS.
2. What has it been like being in the CS program at your school?
3. Tell me about the courses you are taking this semester.
4. What sort of CS courses are you planning on taking in the coming semesters? Tell me about what you expect to learn in these courses.
5. Tell me about your goals after graduation.
6. What do you still need to learn before you can <active goal>?
7. How has <previous course> helped you achieve these goals?
8. How will <future course> help you achieve these goals?

CS Conception Questions - questions designed to probe understanding of CS
9. Could you describe some of the most important things you’ve learned in CS?
10. Tell me about the field of Computer Science.
11. Tell me about how you tell if a particular activity is CS or not.
12. You talked about <course> earlier, why do your instructors consider that material important?
13. You talked about <course> earlier, how does that relate to your own definition of CS?
14. Do you think of CS as good training for <specific activity>? What parts of CS make it good training for <activity>?
15. You said that ___ is important in Computer Science. What makes you say that?
16. You said that Computer Science is ___. Tell me how you came to that description.
17. Have you ever discussed what CS is with someone else? Tell me about that.

Changing Conception Questions - questions designed to look at history of CS conception and probe for issues arising from potentially problematic conceptions
18. Tell me about how your view of CS has developed,
19. Prior to ___, how did you think about CS?
20. Once your view changed from ___ to ___ did you approach things any differently than you had in the past? Can you give me a specific example of something you used to do that you would do differently now?
21. Can you tell me a story that exemplifies how you thought of CS at that time?
22. Who, if anyone, has influenced your view of Computer Science? Tell me how they influenced you.
23. What advice would you give someone similar to you who was starting to major in CS?
24. What other viewpoints about CS have you encountered?
25. How do you think your perspective on CS will change, if at all, as you continue your degree program?

Alignment Questions - questions designed to check if student feels their view of CS is aligned with the curriculum
26. If you could change your school’s CS degree program, what would you change if anything?
27. Have you ever disagreed with a CS teacher about what was important in a particular course?
28. Imagine I was a new student who wanted to ______ you. I want you to give me the
real dirt. What should I do? What should I watch out for?

Closing Questions
29. Tell me about how your views on other things have changed since you started studying Computer Science?
30. On the whole, how would you characterize your experiences as a CS major here at <school>?
31. After having these experiences, what advice would you give to someone just starting in CS at <school>?
Is there anything you'd like to ask me?
Teacher/Counselor Script

Rapport-Building Questions
1. What events led up to you becoming a student advisor?
2. What are some of your biggest concerns as a student advisor?
3. When a student comes to you with a concern, what do you think about before you advise them?
4. Do you frequently advise students, who in your opinion, are making poor educational decisions? What, in your opinion, causes students to make these kinds of poor educational decisions?

Conception Questions
5. Tell me how you think about the field of Computer Science.
6. You talked about <course> earlier, how does that relate to your overall definition of CS?
7. You said that _____ is important in Computer Science. What makes you say that?
8. Compare your views with the views of students you talk to most frequently. Do you think that students have a different view of CS than you do?
9. Is that the only view of CS you encounter in students?
10. Can you give me an example of an interaction with a student you had where this was evident?

Changing Conception Questions
11. Tell me about how you think students viewpoints of CS change over time?
12. When students have <conception>, does that affect their educational decisions?
13. Can you think of a specific example of a student with <conception> and how that affected their decisions?
14. When you advise students, do you find it difficult to change their views?
15. What do you think causes students to have <conception>?

Alignment Questions
16. Do you find students find the curriculum does not include things that they feel are important?
17. What kinds of students have the most trouble fitting what they want to do into the way the curriculum is set up?

Closing Questions
18. Tell me about how your views have changed since you began advising students?
19. What advice would you like to give to all CS students?
20. What advice would you give to someone who is beginning to advise students?
Is there anything you would like to ask me?
A.2 Initial Survey Document
This survey asks you to build a Concept Map. A concept map is a hierarchical diagram representing a single overall concept, and all the important sub concepts that are part of it. A concept map has 4 key features, summarized in the example below. Before you begin, please look over the examples below and make sure you understand what a concept map is intended to do.

Please look on the next page for a more complex example.

Example Map: Superman

Feature 1: Most General Ideas on the top, With Sub-ideas below

Feature 2: Each Link is Labeled

Feature 3: A Few Specific Examples, Wherever they Help

Feature 4: Some Cross Hierarchy Links

Example "Generic" Map
How to Build A Concept Map:
1. Decide what concepts you want to include in your map. Try to think about your concepts from a variety of perspectives to generate a lot of different sub-concepts.
3. Arrange these concepts from general to specific.
4. Start trying to build your map (I recommend pencil). Note that the first time you try, it'll likely not be right. A good concept map takes several revisions.

Questions to Ask Yourself To See if Your Map Makes Sense:
1. Does the map show hierarchy? Is each subordinate concept more specific and less general than the concept above it?
2. Is the meaning relationship between two concepts indicated by a linking word?
4. Are there a small number of good examples?
3. Does the cross-hierarchy links show meaningful connections between 2 concepts in different parts of the hierarchy?

Below you can see an example concept map of the field of Chemical Engineering, as designed by a Chemical Engineering student. Note that there may be many possible correct Concept Maps for a single idea.
Please draw a concept map representing the field of Computer Science. If possible, please include the following items in your concept map: CS Theory, Compilers, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), and Logic Gates (e.g. AND OR NOT).
Part 2

Please answer these questions.

1. How would you define Computer Science?

2. What would be your ideal job, post-graduation?

3. What areas of CS do you consider best prepare you for the job you selected in question 2 and why?

4. What types of skills/information would you like to see covered in greater detail in your school's CS curriculum?
APPENDIX B

STUDY 2 MATERIALS

B.1 Survey
What is your gender?

□ Male
□ Female

Race/Ethnicity (check all that apply):

□ Asian
□ Black or African American
□ Hispanic or Latino
□ White
□ Other

I am a (circle one):

CS Major (declared)       CM Major
CS Major (not officially declared)       CS Minor
Other: _____________________

What would be your ideal job after graduation be (e.g., video game programmer at Microsoft)? (If you don’t know, just write “I don’t know”):

[CS Majors only] Which of the following threads have you decided to pursue (circle 0 or 1 or 2, depending on what you’re sure of):

Devices       Information Internetworks       Intelligence
Media       People       Systems and Architecture (Platforms)
Theory       Modeling and Simulation

Which of the following classes have you taken (check all that apply, excluding classes you are currently taking):

□ A Computer Science class in your high school
□ CS 1100 Freshman Leap
□ CS2050 or CS2051 Introduction to Discrete Math for CS (or similar)
□ CS2110 Computing Organization and Programming (or similar)
□ CS3210 Design of Operating Systems (or similar)
□ CS3451 Computer Graphics (or similar)
□ CS3510 Design and analysis of algorithms (or similar)
This questionnaire is about your view of the field of Computer Science. There are no right answers to these questions. Don’t worry if you don’t have a definition of what “the field of Computer Science” is.

Please rank how much each of these people could be considered a “Computer Scientist” and how much what they do could be considered “Computer Science” using the following scale:

1 - Not Computer Science At All
2 - Similar to/Useful to Computer Science, but isn’t really Computer Science
3 - A Mix of Computer Science and Some Other Field
4 - Doing Computer Science, but maybe not the best example
5 - A great example of someone who does Computer Science (e.g. an example you might use yourself if you were explaining Computer Science to a friend)

Please circle the number that corresponds to your selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person Description</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A chip designer who works for Intel and designs new computer processors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A graphic artist who makes 3D special effects for movies using existing 3D graphics programs and occasionally programming small scripts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A researcher who studies how the elderly use social networking apps like Facebook and Google+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programmer who works for Microsoft on the next version of Microsoft Powerpoint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A designer who makes a really easy to use user interface for a new app, but doesn’t program it themselves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone who fixes broken computers (e.g. replaces hard drives, reinstalls operating systems)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programmer who works for a bank and codes algorithms to predict insurance rates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A researcher who devises new algorithms for encrypting data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A researcher who writes programs to analyze network traffic and detect new kinds of computer viruses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programmer who knows a lot of obscure features of the C++ programming language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A researcher who writes a mathematical proof that one algorithm is more efficient than another</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programmer who writes really easy to read reusable code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A manager of a large software project that doesn’t do coding themselves, but understands a lot of the technical details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A network administrator at a company that configures security software to protect against hacking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Answer these questions in 1-3 short sentences.

How would you respond to this statement "Computer Science is the study of how to program computers."?

What is an example of a job a Computer Scientist might do that most people probably wouldn’t expect?

Indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements (1 = completely disagree, 5 = completely agree):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designing and writing programs is the main activity of Computer Science although other skills are important too</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science is mostly about mathematics; the mathematics of algorithms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science contains many subfields - some of which involve programming and some of which don’t involve programming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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